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Galen on Wine, or on Some Traces of a Preference*

Galen o winie, czyli o śladach pewnej preferencji

Abstract
Galen (ca. 129 – 216 AD) left a vast literary output in the field of medicine, 

including a large amount of data on different foodstuffs. It is due to the fact that 
in the theory he adopted they were treated as both foods and medicaments. 
One of those was wine.

The starting point in Galen’s reflections concerning wine were the contents 
of the treatise De diaeta in morbis acutis, whose authorship he ascribed to Hip-
pocrates. Data included therein he would often quote verbatim, just like he did 
it in his De placitis Hippocratis et Platonis. This body of knowledge, borrowed 
from Hippocrates and his followers, considerably influenced his other reflec-
tions on wine included in De alimentorum facultatibus, De methodo medendi, 
De rebus boni malique suci, De sanitate tuenda and De victu attenuante. It is also 
highly likely that, in his research into wine, Galen profited from the lost treatise 
Perí hýles, which was composed by Sextius Niger, who was professionally active 
in the second half of the first century BC and in the first half of the first cen- 
tury AD.

*  The article was written thanks to a grant from Lanckoroński Foundation for the year 2017.
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Our in-depth analysis of Galen’s writings not only confirms the ubiquity 
of wine in ancient Mediterranean diet and diversification of the wine market 
in the second century AD but it also points out to buyers’ preference for white 
wine, as it proves that in ancient Italy, and specifically in Rome, it was the fair-
coloured vintages that prevailed on the market, and were valued even when 
they grew over-mature and slightly bitter due to the age.

On the other hand, Galen’s information on red wine varieties concerns first 
and foremost the wine produced in Asia Minor, and leads to a conclusion that 
red wines were not a coveted commodity in the Mediterranean in his lifetime. 
If they had been considered as commercial brands at all, their importance 
would have been merely local. 

Data preserved in Galen’s output do not reveal how long the tendency last-
ed, though his mention that red and dry wines were neither provided during 
public official festivities (as an offering) nor in connection with private festivi-
ties aimed at showing the social status of the organiser (symposia and wedding 
receptions) suggests durability of the scheme of wine consumption in the Med-
iterranean as presented by Galen.

Abstrakt
Galen (ok. 129 – ok. 199/216) pozostawił po sobie olbrzymi dor-

obek literacki z zakresu medycyny, w tym także rozliczne rozważania na te-
mat różnorodnych produktów żywnościowych. Te bowiem w teorii, którą 
reprezentował, uważane były zarówno za źródło pokarmu, jak i medykament. 
Jednym z produktów spożywczych, którymi się zajął, było również wino. 

Wyjściową bazą jego głównych analiz w tym zakresie była treść traktatu De 
diaeta in morbis acutis (14, 1–33), który przypisywał Hippokratesowi. Dane 
tam zawarte często przytaczał w całości, jak w De placitis Hippocratis et Pla-
tonis. Wpłynęły one zasadniczo na treść jego teorii wina włączonej do wielu 
innych dzieł, w tym do De alimentorum facultatibus, De methodo medendi, De 
rebus boni malique suci, De sanitate tuenda czy De victu attenuante. Istnieje 
też wysokie prawdopodobieństwo, że ważnym źródłem wiedzy Galena na ten 
temat było dzieło Perí hýles, którego autorem był Sekstius Niger, działający 
w drugiej połowie I w. p.n.e. oraz pierwszej I w. n.e.

Analiza traktatów Galena nie tylko potwierdza powszechność wina w diecie, 
różnorodność rynku win w II w. n.e., ale także wskazuje na istnienie preferencji 
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odbiorców tego produktu dla win białych. W Italii bowiem, a także w samym 
Rzymie, królowały wina białe, a ceniono zwłaszcza dojrzałe ich odmiany, nawet 
wtedy, gdy stawały się wyraźnie wytrawne, a nawet nieco gorzkawe. Natomi-
ast dane na temat trunków czerwonych odnoszą się przede wszystkim do win 
z Azji Mniejszej. Informacje przekazane przez Galena skłaniają do konkluzji, 
że wina czarne za jego czasów nie należały do grupy towarów pożądanych na 
rynku śródziemnomorskim. Jeżeli zatem stanowiły one marki w sensie hand-
lowym, ich znaczenie było zwykle zaledwie lokalne. 

Dane zachowane przez Galena nie pokazują, jak długo trwała owa ten-
dencja, choć wzmianka o nieużywaniu win ciemnych i wytrawnych w public-
znych okolicznościach oficjalnych (ofiary), a nawet prywatnych wydarzeni-
ach, które mogły być związane z chęcią pokazania statusu społecznego osoby 
je organizującej (sympozja i uczty weselne) sugerują, w naszej opinii, trwałość 
zaprezentowanego przez Galena schematu spożycia.

Keywords: history of food, history of medicine, wine, Galen
Słowa kluczowe: historia wyżywienia, historia medycyny, wino, Galen

Galen (ca. 129 – ca. 199/216) left behind a tremendous literary output, con-
sisting of works devoted to various problems of broadly defined medicine 

and philosophical issues1 and, at the same time, he wrote a lot about foodstuffs. 
This was related to the state of development of health care at the time, which 
often consisted in using, as medicaments, appropriately modified or combined 
substances which would normally be used in the kitchen as ingredients for vari-
ous dishes2, as well as choosing a diet that corresponded with the condition 

1  On the life and, primarily, the output of the famous Pergamonian cf. L. Thorndike, Galen. 
The man and his Times, “The Scientific Monthly” 1922, vol. 14, no. 1, pp. 83–93; G. Sarton, 
Galen of Pergamon, Lawrence 1954, passim; V. Boudon, Medecine et enseignement dans l’art 
medical de Galen, “Revue des Etudes Grecques” 1993, vol. 106, pp. 120–141; A. Bednarczyk, 
Galen. Główne kategorie systemu filozoficzno-lekarskiego, Warszawa 1995, passim; V. Nutton, 
Ancient medicine, London–New York 2007, pp. 222–235; R.J. Hankinson, The man and his 
work, [in:] The Cambridge companion to Galen, ed. R.J. Hankinson, Cambridge 2008, pp. 1–33; 
S.P. Mattern, Galen and the Rhetoric of Healing, Baltimore 2008, passim.

2  Written confirmation of the relation between Greek medicine and food can be found as 
early as in Corpus Hippocraticum, cf. De alimento, 19, 1–2; S. Byl, L’alimentation dans le Corpus 
Hippocratique, [in:] Voeding en geneeskunde. Alimentation et médecine. Acten van het colloquium. 
Actes du colloque. Brussel – Bruxelles 12.10.1990, eds. R. Jansen-Sieben, F. Daelmans, Brussel 
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the human body was in (which, in turn, was strictly related with the humoral 
theory, of which Galen was a fervent supporter)3. One of the foodstuffs he dealt 
with was wine.

His main deliberations were based on reflections of the anonymous author 
of the treatise De diaeta in morbis acutis (14, 1–33), which he ascribed to Hip-
pocrates. He often quoted the data included therein in their entirety, as e.g. in 
his De placitis Hippocratis et Platonis (IX, 6, 34, 1–46, 7). They had a funda-
mental impact on the contents of his deliberations on wine included in many 
other works, such as De alimentorum facultatibus (743, 1 – 745, 2, vol. VI)4, De 
methodo medendi (830, 1 – 837, 15, vol. X)5, De rebus boni malique suci (800, 6 

/Bruxelles 1993, pp. 29–39; C. Garcia Gaul, Dieta hipocrática y prescripciones alimentarias de los 
pitagóricas, [in:] Dieta Mediterránea. Comidas y hábitos alimenticios en las culturas Mediterráneas, 
eds. A. Pérez Jiménez, G. Cruz Andreotti, Madrid 2000, pp. 44–50; J. Jouanna, La régime dans 
la médecine hippocratique: définition, grands problèmes, prolongements, [in:] Colloque. Practiques 
et discours alimentaires en Méditerranée de l’antiquité a la renaissance. Actes, eds. J. Leclant, 
A. Vauchez, M. Sartre, Paris 2008, pp. 53–72. Physicians from the circle of Hippocratic medicine 
believed that everything that is food can also be a medicament. Hence in the later Greek-Roman 
medicine matters related to food became one of the most important areas of scientific interest 
to physicians, which was sustained and consolidated for the subsequent centuries by Galen. Cf. 
K. Bergoldt, Wellbeing. A cultural history of healthy living, trans. J. Dewhurst, Cambridge 
– Malden, Mass. 2008, pp. 30–37, 41–46, 62–72; P. Volpe Cacciatore, El régimen según Galeno, 
[in:] Dieta Mediterránea…, pp. 91–95; M. Kokoszko, K. Jagusiak, Z. Rzeźnicka, Dietetyka 
i sztuka kulinarna antyku i wczesnego Bizancjum (II–VII w.), part I, Zboża i produkty zbożowe 
w źródłach medycznych antyku i wczesnego Bizancjum (II–VII w.), Łódź 2014, pp. 5–26.

3  Advocates of the humoral theory, which is customarily believed to have been created by 
Hippocrates, thought that illnesses were caused by an imbalance of organic juices (humours) in 
the body. The “Father of Medicine” supposedly distinguished four such juices: blood, phlegm, 
yellow bile and black bile, attributing each of them different properties, which were combina-
tions of being dry, moist, warm and cold. The physician’s task was to restore or preserve the right 
balance between the humours in human body. It was complicated because of the influence of 
age, physical activity, diet, etc. Appropriate food was of vital importance in putting this theory 
into medical practice. Galen was a fervent supporter of the humoral theory, which contributed 
to its dominating role in medicine of the later centuries. Cf. A. Drygas, “Soki” (humory) w teorii 
Hipokratesa, “Farmakologia Polska” 1995, vol. 51.15, pp. 671–676; Z. Rzeźnicka, M. Kokoszko, 
Dietetyka i sztuka kulinarna antyku i wczesnego Bizancjum (II–VII w.), part III, Ab ovo ad γάλα. 
Jajka, mleko i produkty mleczne w medycynie i sztuce kulinarnej (I–VII w.), Łódź 2016, pp. 5–7.

4  In this work, Galen clearly pointed to Hippocrates’s authority as formative for his beliefs 
- De alimentorum facultatibus, 743, 14–15, vol. VI (ἃς γὰρ Ἱπποκράτης αὐτοῦ δυνάμεις εἶπεν 
ἐν τῷ Περὶ διαίτης ὀξέων, οὐχ ὡς τροφῆς εἰσιν, ἀλλ› ὡς φαρμάκου μᾶλλον.)

5  Also in this treatise Hippokrates was shown as the most outstanding connoisseur of wines 
until Galen’s time – Galen, De methodo medendi libri xiv, 556, 3–5, vol. X (δῆλος δ› ἐστὶ καὶ 
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– 808, 7, vol. VI), De sanitate tuenda (334, 5 – 339, 10, vol. VI)6 or De victu 
attenuante (92, 1 – 103, 3). 

However, in this article, we would like to draw attention to one more source 
of Galen’s information. It did not form his opinions, but it provided him with 
oenological knowledge he needed for justifying Hippocrates’s thoughts in 
somewhat different conditions than those that characterised the end of the 5th 
and beginning of the 4th centuries B.C., when the “Father of Medicine” lived. 
This source is a work, which has not survived until the present time, known un-
der the title Perí hýles. It was written by Sextius Niger7, a follower of Asclepiades 
of Bithynia (late 2nd and early 1st c. B.C.), who was active in the second half of 
the 1st century B.C. and in the first half of the 1st century A.D.

Galen admitted expressis verbis that he knew Perí hýles8. Our research so far 
suggest that he never quoted any longer fragments of this text. Instead, he used 
it wherever the topic of his narrative were some specific types of wine avail- 
able in the basin of the Mediterranean Sea. We believe that Sextius Niger’s work 
included a list and characteristics of the leading wine varieties available in the 

ὁ Ἱπποκράτης οὐ μόνον ἐν τοῖς ἐφημέροις πυρετοῖς, ἀλλὰ κᾀν τοῖς ὀξέσι διδοὺς οἶνον, ἐξ 
ὧν ἐν τῷ περὶ διαίτης ὀξέων γράφει)

6  Here Galen also placed clear information which indicated Hippocrates’s role in shaping his 
own opinions on wine – Galen, De sanitate tuenda libri vi, 335, 12, vol. VI (ὃν ὁ <Ἱπποκράτης> 
εἴωθε «κιρρὸν»).

7  For the most exhaustive reflections on the work of this medic cf. M. Wellman, Sextius 
Niger, eine Quellenuntersuchung zu Dioscorides, “Hermes” 1889, vol. 24, book 4, pp. 530–569; 
K. Deichgräber, Sextius Niger, [in:] Realencyclopädie der Classischen Altertumswissenschaft, 
Supplementband V, Stuttgart 1931, col. 971–972; N. Everett, The alphabet of Galen: pharmacy 
from antiquity to the Middle Ages: a critical edition of the Latin text with English translation and 
commentary, Toronto 2012, pp. 70–74. For information on Sextius Niger and the reception of 
his work – also cf. P. Prioreschi, A history of medicine, vol. 3, Roman medicine, Omaha, NE 1998, 
pp. 280–282; V. Nutton, op. cit., pp. 175, 177, 190; R. Flemming, Galen’s imperial order of knowl-
edge, [in:] Ordering knowledge in the Roman Empire, eds. J. König, T. Whitmarsh, Cambridge 
2007, pp. 254–255; A. Pietrobelli, The pharmacological treatise Περὶ εὐφορβίου of Juba II, King 
of Mauretania, [in:] ‘Greek’ and ‘Roman’ in Latin medical texts: Studies in cultural change and 
exchange in ancient medicine, ed. B. Maire, Leiden–Boston 2014, pp. 176–177; G. Hardy, 
L. Totelin, Ancient botany, London – New York 2016, pp. 50–51; M. E. Irwin, Greek and Roman 
Botany, [in:] A companion to science, technology, and medicine in ancient Greece and Rome, ed. 
G. L. Irby, vol. 2, London – New York, 2016, pp. 274, 276; M. Jones-Lewis, Pharmacy, [in:] 
A companion to science…, p. 406.

8  Galen, De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus, 797, 6, vol. XI; 
Galen, De antidotis libri II, 7, 2, vol. XIV; Galen, Linguam seu dictionum exoletarum Hippocratis 
explicatio, 64, 10, vol. XIX.
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Mediterranean market in the first half of the 1st century A.D. Organisation of 
Niger’s lecture is possible if you compare texts from two sources whose authors 
used his findings.

The first one is Historia naturalis by Plinius Secundus, who – without doubt 
– was dependent on Niger to a great extent. He knew Perí hýles thoroughly and 
valued it for the medical knowledge it included (this is why he referred to its au-
thor with the term diligentissimus medicinae9). He also indicated Sextius Niger 
as his source in lists of native authors in a considerable number of books of his 
encyclopaedia. For this research, the most important thing is that he included 
Niger in the list of authors of all the books in which he contained the principles 
of his oenology, namely books 1410, 2211 and 2312.

The other text in which Niger’s importance as a medical authority is ac-
knowledged13 (but only as one of a large number of specialists in materia med-
ica, whom he considered to be his predecessors14) is a treatise known under the 
Latin title De materia medica by Dioscorides. Although this physician did not 
value Niger’s work too highly, he certainly took advantage of this treatise in 
a wide range, since his critical remarks disclose a certain direct knowledge of 

9  Plinius, Historia naturalis, XXXII, 26, 5.
10  Plinius writes about wine in book 14, and Sextius’s work was quoted as one of the sources 

which became the information base for its composition – Plinius, Historia naturalis, I, 14 b, 13.
11  The Roman’s native authors used in this volume were the same that he read in order to 

compose book 21. In addition, in the list of authors for book 21, Plinius also mentioned Sextius 
Niger – Pliniusz, Historia naturalis, I, 21 b, 7.

12  Plinius, Historia naturalis, I, 23 b, 2.
13  He writes about it expressis verbis in the introduction, cf. Dioscorides, De materia medica, 

I, proemium, 3, 1–2.
14  He also mentions Crateuas, Andreas, Julius Bassus, Nikeratos, Petronius and Diodotus, 

cf. Dioscorides, De materia medica, I, proemium, 1, 9 – 2, 5. It is difficult to determine if he knew 
their works first-hand or second-hand only. However, we believe that the latter option is more 
probable, as in the list of authors for book 28 of Historia naturalis, which contains fragments 
that coincide with the Dioscorides’s text on milk and dairy produce, Plinius pointed only to 
Andreas and Niger (Plinius, Historia naturalis, I, 28 b, 5). Owing to the fact that Dioscorides 
is not included in the list of sources for book 12, the only common author of the similar pas-
sages of both books of Historia naturalis mentioned also by the doctor from Anazarbus remains 
Sextius Niger. It is also important that Dioscorides referred in detail to flaws only in the Niger’s 
treatise, but he did not criticise any specific aspects of the works of the remaining authors he 
mentioned. This happened because he could not pass over Niger in his research, as in his times 
Perí hýles was still considered as a remarkable and principal work in the field of materia medica.
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errors made in the work15 (however, the commentaries do not exclude the ap-
preciation of the informative value of Niger’s treatise).

It is worth adding here one more suggestion. There is a certain possibil-
ity that the original structure of the Italian wine catalogue by Sextius Niger is 
reflected, at least partially, in the list of beverages included in book I of Dip-
nosophistae by Athenaeus of Naucratis16, which would increase the number of 
sources that made it possible to reconstruct the lecture served in Perí hýles to 
three. Our speculation comes from the fact that the treatise used for the writing 
of Dipnosophistae, while anonymous, reveals a number of similarities to the one 
used by Dioscorides, Plinius and Galen, i.e.: it was written in Greek, included 
terminology of medical provenance and discussed beverages not only from the 
point of view of a connoisseur (or consumer) but (rather) a medical doctor17. 
Moreover, the preserved version of the catalogue suggests that the author of the 
source used by Athenaeus of Naucratis, exactly the same as the authors of De 
materia medica, Historia naturalis and Galen, divided wines into Italian and 
overseas, and the specific varieties were listed in a specific and unvarying se-
quence.

Finally, there is no doubt that Galen based his lecture on wines to a large 
extent on his own life experience. This is why he frequently mentioned bever-
ages from Asia, where he himself came from, as was the case with a personal 
observation of the effect of wines produced near Aigai and Perperene, included 
in De victu attenuante18.

Wine as an important medical subject
The issue we would like to discuss had to be important and fashionable in 

the medical environment of the epoch in question, which resulted from the 
tremendous and multi-dimensional importance of wine in the life of Mediter-

15  Dioscorides, De materia medica, I, proemium, 3, 1–11.
16  Athenaeus of Naucratis, Dipnosophistae, I, 26 c – 27 d (48, 1 – 61) (Italian); I, 32 e – 33, 

b (59, 20 – 47) (transmarina I – the remaining Mediterranean area except for Egypt); I, 33d – f 
(60, 7 – 33) (transmarina II – Egyptian wines).

17  This is indicated already by the first characteristics included in the said catalogue, which 
lists exactly the same features that can later be found e.g. in the works of Galen. Cf. Athenaeus 
of Naucratis, Dipnosophistae, I, 48, 3–5 (ὁ δ’ ὑπὲρ τοῦτον ἐκπίπτων τὸν χρόνον κεφαλαλγὴς 
καὶ τοῦ νευρώδους καθάπτεται) with Galen, De methodo medendi libri xiv, 835, 15–836, 4, 
vol. X (headaches) and Galen, De rebus boni malique suci, 804, 4–6, vol. VI (headaches; enfeeble-
ment of hard tissues).

18  Galen, De victu attenuante, 102, 1–103, 3.
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ranean societies, or more broadly – societies which were under the influence of 
the Greco-Roman culture in that period19. It was more or less at the same time 
as Dioscorides, and then Galen, that the subject of wine in medical procedures 
was taken up by authors whose works did not survive until the present and 
are known only from excerpts: Rufus of Ephesus20 in his Περὶ διαίτης (Perí 

19  The role of wine in the life of Mediterranean societies, and with time also those that 
lived in other zones influenced by Greece and, above all, Rome, went beyond consumption in 
the contemporary sense. It is not our aim to expand on this issue in this article, but it is worth 
mentioning that for people who lived in ancient times, wine was primarily a rich source of nutri-
ents and it was mainly because of this that it was included, next to olive oil and grains, in the 
trinity of most important foodstuffs. Drinking wine also had, which seems obvious, a socialising 
aspect, and not infrequently it was invested with special character, as during Greek symposia 
or syssitia. The religious role of drinking wine was also important, since it was present during 
numerous holidays. Finally, it must be remembered that the beverage played an important role 
in trade, both local and overseas. Literature concerning all these issues is very extensive and any 
attempt at providing even part of it would greatly exceed the limits of a single footnote. For 
this reason, we provide the Reader with only a limited selection. Cf. V.R. Grace, Amphoras and 
the ancient wine trade, Princeton 1979, pp. 21–31; N. Purcell, Wine and wealth in ancient Italy, 
“Journal of Roman Studies” 1985, vol. 75, pp. 1–19; N.R.E. Fisher, Drink, hybris and the promo-
tion of harmony in Sparta, [in:] Classical Sparta. Techniques behind her succsess, ed. A. Powell, 
London 1989, pp. 26–50; F. Lissarrague, The Aesthetics of the Greek Banquet: Images of Wine 
and Ritual, trans. A. Szegedy-Maszak, Princeton 1990, passim; T. Unwin, Wine ant the vine. 
An historical geography of viticulture and the wine trade, London–New York 1996, pp. 63–66; 
A. Dalby, Food in antiquity from A to Z, London–New York 2003, pp. 350–352; J.M. Wilkins, 
S. Hill, Food in the ancient world, Malden–Oxford 2006, pp. 166–184; P.R. Sealey, New light on 
the wine trade with Julio-Claudian Britain, “Britannia” 2009, vol. 40, pp. 1–40; M. Kokoszko, 
K. Jagusiak, Woda, wino i tak dalej, czyli o napojach i trunkach w Konstantynopolu, PNH 2010, 9.1, 
pp. 37–48; M. Węcowski, Sympozjon, czyli wspólne picie. Początki greckiej biesiady arystokratycznej 
(IX–VII w. p.n.e.), Warszawa 2011, passim; I. Kaczor, Deus – ritus – cultus. Studium na temat 
charakteru religii starożytnych Rzymian, Łódź 2012, pp. 42–45, 94–95, 102–103, 105, 110–113, 
128–135, 174, 199–200, 202, 220, 226–227, 235–236, 253, 263–265, 278, 290–291, 313; 
T. Boulay, Wine appreciation in ancient Greece, [in:] A companion to food in the ancient world, 
ed. J. Wilkins, R. Nadeau, Malden–Oxford 2015, pp. 271–282; S. Corner, Symposium, [in:] 
A companion to food…, pp. 234–235; P. Halstead, Food production, [in:] A cultural history of food 
in antiquity, ed. P. Erdkamp, London–New York 2016, pp. 27–28; D.L. Thurmond, From vines 
to wines in classical Rome. A handbook of viticulture and oenology in Rome and the Roman West, 
Leiden–Boston 2017, pp. 3–4, 218–245; E. Radaelli, The presence of North-African wines in Rome 
and Ostia during the Middle Imperial Age (2nd – early 3rd centuries AD), “Antesteria. Debates de 
Historia Antigua” 2018, vol. 7, pp. 245–262.

20  For example Oribasii collectionum medicarum reliquiae, V, 7, 1, 1–7, 3; V, 9, 1, 1–3, 
2; V, 12, 1, 1–3, 3, ed. I. Raeder, vol. I–IV, Lipsiae–Berolini 1928–1933 (further: Oribasius, 
Collectiones medicae).
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diaítes), Antyllus in the treatise Περὶ βοηθημάτων (Perí boethemáton)21 and 
Herodotus in Ἰατρός (Iatrόs)22. Interest in this subject did not cease with the 
end of the 2nd century, which can be proved by the fact that in the 4th century 
Philagrius wrote about it in the non-surviving Περὶ ἡδέων πομáτων (Perí he-
déon pomáton)23, and Oribasius took it into account in his work Collectiones 
medicae24. Let us add that in the 6th century, the catalogue of medicinal wines 
was recorded in book III of Iatricorum libri by Aetius of Amida25, and in the 7th 
century, the theory of wine was included in his encyclopaedia entitled Epitome 
by Paul of Aegina26. Finally, in the 10th century, a lot of attention was devoted 
to wine by the author of Geoponika, by writing about it in as many as two books 
(VII and VIII) of his treatise27.

Galen versus Hippocrates - De Placitis Hippocratis et Platonis
It has already been mentioned that as regards wine, Galen was under 

a strong influence of the output of Hippocrates’s school, which is visible in nu-
merous references to its doctrines. Galen often used quotations from the works 
of the doctor of Kos, e.g. the one which can be found in De placitis Hippocratis 
et Platonis, where he completely identified with the teachings of the “Father of 
Medicine”, and quoted the words of his great predecessor when discussing the 
virtues of wine.

Thus, referring to Hippocrates’s words, and beginning with the taste of 
wine, he wrote that sweet beverages result in lesser strain for the head than dry 
ones, and they also interfere with the drinking person’s consciousness less. They 
also move through the digestive tract faster. On the other hand, they contribute 
to enlargement of spleen and liver. They are not recommended at all for people

21  Oribasius, Collectiones medicae, V, 29, 1, 1–10, 6. 
22  Oribasius, Collectiones medicae, 27, 1, 1–23, 9.
23  Oribasius, Collectiones medicae, 17, 1, 1–11, 4. 
24  Oribasius indicated Dioscorides as his source of knowledge – Oribasius, Collectiones 

medicae, 25, 1, 1–47, 3.
25  Aëtius of Amida, Iatricorum libri, III, 58, 1 – 74, 5. He made a selection of recipes for 

medicinal wines found in the works of Theon, whose activity is estimated at the time between 
the 1st and 6th c. A.D.

26  Paul of Aegina, Epitome, I, 95, 1, 1–28. 
27  For the deliberations herein, it is important that in both books we find a lot of infor-

mation on the therapeutic effects of wine, and in book 8 – a catalogue of medicinal wines, 
cf. Geoponica, VIII, 1, 1–22, 3.
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with predominance of yellow bile in their bodies (i.e. in hot and dry tempera-
ments). In such body constitutions they also trigger thirst. Although they result 
in producing gases, they have such a property that they remain in the upper part 
of the trunk28 (that is in the so-called hypochóndria [ὑποχόνδρια]) and do not 
have a detrimental effect on its lower section (where intestines are located), as 
they do not cause flatulence. Gases, which are produced as a result of drinking 
sweet wine, are not transported easily, but are maintained in one place29. Sweet 
wines contribute to production of urine less effectively than dry and white 
wine, but instead they strongly stimulate removal of discharge from the chest30. 
To this Galen added the information that sweet wine stimulates assimilation 
less strongly in people31 in whom it causes thirst32, than in those who do not 
feel anything after its consumption33. The above words are at the same time 
– according to the author – an indication of the good and bad characteristics of 
dry and white wines as they are transported through the organism towards the 
bladder faster than sweet ones, are more diuretic and (as a result) more laxative, 
which can help in the case of illnesses which require effective purging in this 
way to be treated34.

The author finished the quotation of Hippocrates’s work by using very 
symptomatic words of the doctor. He wrote that other (than white and dry) 
kinds of wine, that is yellow35 or black and dry beverages can be used in acute 
cases only when the doctor is certain that the patient does not suffer from 
headaches, does not show tendencies to impaired consciousness as a result of 
drinking such beverages, does not complain about problems with spitting out 
secretion from the chest, has not experienced urinary retention, and his faeces 
are moist and contain visible fine particles of digested food. It is because only 
when these symptoms are absent can you consider replacing a treatment based 
on white and dry wine with such one that would be based on other kinds of the 
aforementioned beverage36. At the end, Galen added – also after Hippocrates 

28  It is the area below the chest.
29  Thus, they have no effect on the functioning of intestines.
30  The author meant facilitation of expectorating the discharge formed in the bronchi.
31  He means the process of distribution of food in the body, called anádosis (ἀνάδοσιϛ).
32  He means people who are warm and dry by nature.
33  Galen, De placitis Hippocratis et Platonis, IX, 6, 38, 1–40, 1.
34  Galen, De placitis Hippocratis et Platonis, IX, 6, 40, 1–8.
35  If follows from the text that both Galen and Hippocrates used this term to refer to sweet 

wines of this very colour.
36  Galen, De placitis Hippocratis et Platonis, IX, 6, 41, 1–9.
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– that wine does less harm to organs located in the upper part of the body and 
the urinary system if it is diluted with water, but he made this remark stressing 
also that non-diluted wine is more effective in treating ailments of the digestive 
tract37.

The above fragment is one of the most distinctive examples of principles 
followed by the science of wine that Galen advocated. The author claimed 
that his competence in oenology was based on the best tradition of the Greek 
medicine, that is the authority of Hippocrates. He also added that its formula-
tion was an important discovery of the doctor from Kos38, which was probably 
supposed to reinforce the value of the doctrine he followed, as the only right 
group of theoretical assumptions. However, the text simultaneously suggests 
that Galen was acquainted with the existence of other medical trends, which 
were based on slightly different premises than those worked out by his master, 
with the reservation that they applied only in the period before the activity of 
the “Father of Medicine”. Not specifying them by Galen is not only aimed at 
dissociating from doctrines other than those of Hippocrates, but it should also 
be understood as their negative assessment. 

As regards the essence, the teaching of the doctor from Kos, similarly to 
that of Galen, was based on the preference for white and dry wines39. These 
were somehow the safest for every patient, irrespective of the ailments they de-
veloped. As far as the remaining kinds of beverages are concerned, both of them 
pushed into the background yellow (and sweet) wines as well as black ones, 
recommending them to be administered only in some specific situations40. 

Galen on wine in de Methodo Medendi
Of the two latter varieties of wine, more attention was paid to yellow bever-

ages, attributing them with considerable therapeutic application. Data on this 

37  Galen, De placitis Hippocratis et Platonis, IX, 6, 42, 1–43, 1.
38  Galen, De placitis Hippocratis et Platonis, IX, 6, 41, 2–3.
39  Cf. D.L. Thurmond, op. cit., p. 226, where wine from the vicinity of Tibur is mentioned 

(Tiburtum in the text, in Galen’s work – Tibourtínos, see: further part of the article), which was 
highly valued around the 2nd century A.D. and later, described as light, vintage, astringent, dry 
and white.

40  White and sweet wine produced from the must of fruit which were pressed under their own 
weight, mixed with must obtained by traditional pressing, was later specially aged by pouring it 
into closed amphoras and keeping it in the sun for several tens of days. In this way, a rare, valued 
and luxurious beverage was made, cf. D.L. Thurmond, op. cit., pp. 153–154. However, Galen 
wrote primarily with medical questions in mind, leaving the taste sensations in the background.
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subject is missing in De placitis, but there is plenty in e.g. De methodo medendi, 
where mature yellow wines were described as the basic medicament in treating 
such diseases as synkopé (συγκοπή).

Weakness, hidden in this term, begins when yellow bile starts to negatively 
impact the part of stomach called the entry (στόμα τῆς γαστρὸς). People with 
such a process should receive cool beverages. They must also be administered 
wine since it is warming by nature, and therefore stimulates assimilation of food 
(anádosis; ἀνάδοσις) in patients41. 

In order to treat patients with synkopé, the selected yellow wines should be 
thin, mature and have good fragrance, best if they are slightly diluted with wa-
ter, and wines with somewhat bitter taste due to their age must be absolutely 
avoided. This last reservation results from the fact that they neither have good 
fragrance and taste which would indicate the presence of good juices inside 
them (eúchymon; εὔχυμον), nor they are nourishing. Besides, they are assessed 
by those sick with weakness caused by yellow bile as unpalatable42.

Those yellow wines should also be dry, but they cannot be clearly astrin-
gent, as they tend to become with age. Additionally, they must be effectively 
warming, promote digestion and assimilation of food, help alleviate the det-
rimental effect of yellow bile, and strengthen the stomach43. The best wines in 
this category are Sourrentínos (Σουῤῥεντῖνος), Signínos (Σιγνῖνος), Sabínos 
(Σαβῖνος), Tibourtínos (Τιβουρτῖνος) and Mársos (Μάρσος). All of them are 
slightly tart/astringent (στύφοντες), but not all in the same degree44.

Black wines
Thus, while white and dry wines were good for everyday consumption, and 

mature, yellow and not very dry were, according to Galen, good for treating 
patients, black wines were neglected in the analysed doctrine or, when he men-
tioned them, rather criticised. However, this lack of acceptance was broader 
and did not merely concern the attitude which characterised physicians, but 
also most certainly connoisseurs and the wide public, which is indicated by Ga-
len’s words preserved in De victu attenuante. 

In this work, the author maintained that black wines which were devoid of 
sweetness and instead tart in taste, did not have a good reputation (ἄδοξοι δ› 

41  Galen, De methodo medendi, 830, 1–6, vol. X.
42  Galen, De methodo medendi, 830, 6–15, vol. X.
43  Galen, De methodo medendi, 830, 15–831, 3, vol. X.
44  Galen, De methodo medendi, 831, 3–6, vol. X.
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οἱ τοιοῦτοι πάντες εἰσὶ) and that was why many varieties were not commonly 
known (λανθάνουσι τοὺς πολλοὺς), which means that they did not make 
a good name in the Mediterranean market, although their production was com-
mon in the entire world known to Galen (πολλαχόθι γεννώμενοι). Therefore, 
tradesmen were not willing to risk buying them from manufacturers or, having 
bought them, did not make great effort to encourage customers to purchase 
such beverages. It was not appropriate, as the doctor from Pergamon wrote, to 
serve dry or sour wine, which was thick and black at the same time (στρυφνὸν 
γὰρ ἅμα καὶ παχὺν οἶνον μέλανα), during a symposium or wedding reception, 
as an offering to gods, or during any other occasion whatsoever45.

Galen also explained why it was so. It was justified with the way these bev-
erages influenced the organism. Thus, we can read in De victu attenuante that 
wines of this kind are carminative, move through the body slowly and, in addi-
tion, suppress the excretion of both faeces and urine. They remain in hypochón-
dria for a long time, quickly go sour in the stomach and provoke vomiting. 
Their only good side is that, when drunk in small amounts, they can stop the 
influx of juices to the stomach46.

However, Galen also added that such wine is produced in large quantities 
in the lowland areas of Aigai in Aeolis (in Asia Minor), and another beverage 
of this kind is made near Pergamon, in the vicinity of Perperene. Inhabitants 
of these areas drink them without any harmful effects, having become accus-
tomed to their consumption (οἱ μὲν ἐπιχώριοι πάντες αὐτοὺς ὑπὸ συνηθείας 
ἀλύπως). Besides, they do not drink them in excess, but they know when to 
stop (καταπαύουσιν ἐν τῷ προσήκοντι μέτρῳ τὴν πόσιν). However, when 
somebody oversteps the line or is not used to such beverages, drinking them 
usually ends in trouble. 

Galen also admitted that, according to his knowledge, these wines nourish 
their enthusiasts’ bodies well (τρέφουσι δ› οὗτοι φανερῶς τὰ σώματα τῶν 
πινόντων)47. He wrote that because he knew many young people who lived in 
those areas, who practiced in the palaestra there, and who were nourished with 
these beverages not worse than with pork (thus, it was typical food for increas-
ing athletes’ fitness)48.

45  Galen, De victu attenuante, 100, 1–101, 1.
46  Galen, De victu attenuante, 100, 1–102, 1.
47  Since they were thick.
48  Galen, De victu attenuante, 102, 1–103, 3.
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Conclusions
The presented fragments of Galen’s works indicate the universal presence of 

wine in the diet and the diversity of the wine market in the 2nd c. A.D. On the 
other hand, his words show the existing preferences of the consumers of this 
product.

Data concerning black wines refer primarily to wines from Asia Minor. It 
was from there that beverages produced in the vicinity of Aigai49 and Perperene50 
came from. In Cilicia, Abátes (Ἀβάτης) was produced, which was at the same 
time, as Galen wrote, black, thick, dry or sweet, whereas wines produced in Ai-
gai and Perperene were neither very sweet nor had any clear astringent power51. 
From Maionia in Lydia52 came wines named Karýinos (Καρύϊνος) and Thérinos 
(Θήρινος)53. In De rebus boni malique suci the doctor wrote that the former was 
darker and sweeter54. In Galatia, they produced Skybelites. Galen described the 
wine as thick and black. It was most likely produced from raisins, which he also 
mentioned in his works. Finally, in his Linguarum seu dictionum exoletarum 
Hippocratis explicatio the Pergamonian also mentioned wine called prámnios 
(πράμνιος). It was produced near Smyrna, and the doctor described it as black 
and dry55. Because Perperene is located near Smyrna, Andrew Dalby supposes 
that the beverage called prámnios was identical with Perperínios, which is not 

49  For other Galen’s mentions concerning wine from Aigai, in other works than De victu 
attenuante cf. Galen, De rebus boni malique suci, 800, 8–15, vol. VI (Aigaíos – 800, 10, vol. VI; 
800, 13, vol. VI).

50  For other Galen’s mentions concerning wine from Perperene, in other works than De 
victu attenuante cf. Galen, De rebus boni malique suci, 800, 8–15, vol. VI (Perperínios – 800, 10, 
vol. VI; 800, 13–14, vol. VI); 804, 14–805, 3, vol. VI (Perpérinos – 804, 17–805, 1, vol. VI).

51  Galen, De rebus boni malique suci, 800, 11–15, vol. VI. Cf. Galen, De victu attenuante, 
99, 1–100, 1; Galen, De sanitate tuenda libri libri VI, 337, 10–13, vol. VI; Galen, In Hippocratis 
de victu acutorum commentaria IV, 645, 10–13, vol. XV.

52  For information on the origin of wines cf. Galen, De dignoscendis pulsibus, 774, 17–18, 
vol. VIII.

53  Galen, De victu attenuante, 99, 1; Galen, De rebus boni malique suci, 801, 3–4, vol. VI; 
Galen, In Hippocratis de victu acutorum commentaria iv, 632, 4–8, vol. XV (Karýinos – 632, 
6–7, vol. XV)

54  Galen, De rebus boni malique suci, 801, 4–6 vol. VI. Karýinos, also cf. Galen, De victu 
attenuante,  99, 1; Galen, De dignoscendis pulsibus libri IV, 774, 14–775, 4, vol. VIII; Galen, De 
methodo medendi libri xiv,  404, 15–405, 2, vol. X; Galen, De compositione medicamentorum 
secundum locos libri X, 11, 15, vol. XIII; Galen, In Hippocratis de victu acutorum commentaria 
iv, 632, 4–8, vol. XV (Thérinos – 632, 6, vol. XV).

55  Galen, Linguarum seu dictionum exoletarum Hippocratis explicatio, 132, 10, vol. XIX.
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confirmed in any way by Galen, although he knew the area of this city perfectly, 
as he stayed there for a longer period56. Galen suggests that the production of 
red wines was limited outside Asia Minor. Of the beverages he mentioned, only 
Theraios, made in Crete, was unquestionably a black wine57 from the islands of 
the Aegean Sea. 

Galen’s data induce the conclusion that black wines from his times did not 
belong to the group of coveted commodities in the Mediterranean market, 
which is why they probably did not find many enthusiasts in major metropoles 
of Imperium Romanum. Thus, if they did not constitute a brand in the com-
mercial sense, their importance was usually only local. Only black and sweet 
wines, such as Skybelites or Theraios, found a bigger market, most likely not only 
due to their sweetness but also because it ensured their durability, which made 
them suitable for longer transport. Therefore, black wines with lower sugar 
content were not usually maturated, but instead were drunk as young since, 
owing to the lack of natural preservatives, they could not survive the hardships 
of a long journey. 

However, because black wines can potentially be maturated, as it is done in 
contemporary wine making, the fact that merchants at the time of Galen con-
sidered trading in black and dry wines to be unprofitable, should be regarded 
as an indication of the current fashion for wines of other kinds. As Galen sug-
gests, at least the Italian market in his times was dominated by fair-coloured 
vintages58. 

According to Galen’s suggestions, the preference for mature and yellow 
wines did not lead to complete abandoning of production of wines of other 
kinds. However, fair and young, as well as black and young, were of significance 
only locally. Moreover, the Pergamonian’s texts trigger the conclusion that the 
market of dry black wines shrank to the areas where they had traditionally been 
produced and did not include ancient Italy. There, as follows from the cata-
logue of wines mentioned by the doctor in his works, young and mature fair 
wines prevailed.

56  Galen mentioned his stay in Smyrna in several of his works. Cf. Galen, De anatomicis 
administrationibus libri ix, 217, 13–17, vol. II; 

57  Perhaps it was also available in the yellow variety, because Galen mentions it in the cata-
logue of known wines (and thus quality ones [ἐπιφανεῖς]) of this type in De victu attenuante 
– Galen, De victu attenuante, 94, 1–95, 1 (Theraíos [Θηραῖος] – 94, 3).

58  Galen, De methodo medendi, 831, 3–6, vol. X.
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Data preserved by Galen do not show how long this tendency lasted, al-
though a mention on not using certain wines in official public festivities (of-
ferings) or even private events which could be intended at showing the social 
status of the person who organised them (symposia and wedding receptions) 
suggest, in our opinion, that the consumption scheme presented by Galen was 
permanent.

On the other hand, the local market of black wines probably did not shrink. 
Firstly, Galen testifies to their constant and common consumption in the re-
gions where they were traditionally produced. Secondly, he suggests that dry 
black wines were not replaced with white ones produced in the same areas or 
imported from overseas, since the latter also had to go bad during transport. 
Also yellow wines were not a competition as mature wines so, due to the expen-
ditures related to the process of maturation, they were probably sold at high 
prices, thus being a costly option for wealthy buyers. Galen himself wrote that 
he had not tasted the sweet variety of Falerínos before he got to ancient Ita-
ly59, which confirms this conclusion. Thus, this beverage, if it was imported to 
Asia Minor at all, only occurred there in relatively small amounts and at a price 
which rendered it unaffordable to a young person as Galen was at the time60. 
The high price of mature yellow wines is also indicated by e.g. Galen’s reflection 
on wine forging using the mature Kaíkoubos. 

Although many black wines were drunk in Asia Minor, fair-coloured bever-
ages were also available there. Such was the wine from the vicinity of Afrodisias, 
namely Afrodisiaíos (Ἀφροδισιαῖος) and Tmolítes (Τμωλίτης)61. It is difficult 
to determine if the market of Asia Minor was poor in this respect, as the last 
apellation d’origine included two varieties, of which one was sweet and the 
other – dry62. Similarly to Falerínos and Tmolítes, the beverage called Hippo-
damánteios (Ἱπποδαμάντειος), which was maturated, was also fair63. All the 
same, the number of fair varieties attributed by Galen to Asia Minor is smaller 
than that true for ancient Italy.

To sum up, dry black wines enjoyed local but steady recognition, especially 
in the eastern areas of the Mediterranean, which is testified by Galen himself 

59  Galen, De dignoscendis pulsibus libri IV, 774, 14–16, vol. VIII.
60  Although it must be remembered that owing to his breeding, he had belonged to the 

Pergamonian elite since his birth.
61  Galen, De methodo medendi, 835, 4–10, vol. X.
62  Galen, De methodo medendi, 835, 18–836, 4, vol. X.
63  Galen, De methodo medendi, 836, 7–11, vol. X.
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by listing their brands, and by justifying, from the point of view of his medical 
theory, advisability of their consumption. However, they were not commonly 
known in the capital of the Empire, whose citizens imposed trends since white 
wines prevailed in ancient Italy, and their mature varieties were particularly val-
ued, even when they became clearly dry and even slightly bitter64.
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Abstract
In Late Antiquity, Sirmium on the Sava River in Pannonia was undoubt-

edly the most important and famous city of the Roman Empire in the Danubi-
an territories. An analysis of the Emperor’s novels devoted to Justiniana Prima 
(XI and CXXXI, 3), the works of Procopius of Caesarea, Cassiodorus and Hi-
erocles’ geographical work provides a lot of important information about the 
functioning of this centre and the situation in the Danubian region, but not 
about Sirmium’s great significance to Justinian. There is no basis in the sources 
for crediting the Emperor with plans or actual political and military actions 
dictated solely by the desire to capture this city.

Abstrakt
W późnym antyku Sirmium nad Sawą w Panonii było niewątpliwie 

najważniejszym i najsłynniejszym miastem cesarstwa rzymskiego na obszarach 
naddunajskich. Analiza nowel cesarza Justyniana poświęconych Justynianie 
Primie (XI i CXXXI, 3), twórczości Prokopiusza z Cezarei, Kasjodora oraz 
dzieła geograficznego Hieroklesa dostarcza wielu ważnych informacji o funk- 
cjonowaniu tego ośrodka i sytuacji w regionie naddunajskim, lecz nie o wielkim 
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znaczeniu Sirmium dla Justyniana. Nie ma podstaw źródłowych, by przypisywać 
cesarzowi plany bądź realne działania polityczne i militarne podyktowane 
wyłącznie chęcią zajęcia tego miasta.

Keywords: Sirmium, Pannonia, Justiniana Prima, Justinian I, Procopius of 
Caesarea, Cassiodor, Hierocles
Słowa kluczowe: Sirmium, Panonia, Justynian I, Justyniana Prima, Prokopiusz 
z Cezarei, Kasjodor, Hierokles

In the 6th century there were many military conflicts related to a city which 
was important in late antiquity – Sirmium on the Sava River in Pannonia1. 

An analysis of their course may be of significance in reconstructing the situation 
in the Danubian region during a period when epoch-making political and eth-
nical transformations took place in the areas of South-Eastern Europe, related 
to the appearance of Slavs and the migration of Pannonian Avars2. The research 
is made difficult not only by the scarcity of sources, but also the existence of 

1  In late antiquity Sirmium was an important administrative centre and residential capital. 
The peak of the city’s prosperity fell in the period from the end of the 3rd century to the middle 
of the 4th century. A summary of the most important source mentions devoted to Sirmium 
– M. Fluss Sirmium, [in:] Realencyclopädie der Classischen Altertumswissenschaft, III A2, Stuttgart 
1927, col. 351-353 (hereinafter: RE). Location of the city: M. Jeremić, Sirmium, “Town – Island” 
and its two Islands, [in:] Niš & Byzantium V, ed. M. Rakocija, Niš 2007, pp. 227–241; idem, 
Sirmium, grad na vodi. Razvoj urbanizma i arhitekture od I do VI veka, Beograd 2016, pp. 144-185. 
A comprehensive elaboration of the history of Sirmium under the rule of Rome – M. Mirković, 
Sirmium its history from the I century A. D. to 582 A.D., Sirmium I: Archaeological Investigations 
in Syrmian Pannonia, ed. V. Popović, Belgrad 1971, pp. 5-90; B. Bavant, La Ville dans le nord 
de l’Illyricum (Pannonie, Mésie I, Dacie et Dardanie), [in:] Villes et peuplement dans l’Illyricum 
Protobyzantin, Actes du colloque organisé par l’École française de Rome (Rome, 12-14 mai 1982), 
Rome 1984, pp. 250-264; K. Vössing, Sirmium, Reallexikon der Germanischen Altertumskunde, 
28 (2005), pp. 499-502 (hereinafter RGA); S. Turlej, Sirmium w późnym antyku, [in:] Florilegium. 
Studia ofiarowane Profesorowi Aleksandrowi Krawczukowi z okazji dziewięćdziesiątej piątej rocznicy 
urodzin, ed. E. Dąbrowa et alii, Kraków 2017, pp. 445-460.

2  The situation in the Danubian region and the politics of the empire in this area were the 
subject of numerous works: M. Whitby, The Balkans and Greece 420-602, [in:] The Cambridge 
Ancient History, vol. XIV, ed. A. Cameron, M. Whitby, Cambridge 2000, pp. 701-730; F. Curta, 
The Making of the Slavs. History and Archaeology of the Lower Danube Region, c. 500-700, 
Cambridge 2001. For Justinian times: M. Pillon, Armée et défence de l’Illyricum byzantin de 
Justinien à Héraclius (527-641). De la réorganisation justinienne à l’émergence des armées de cité, 
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diverse hypotheses, which were not based on a deeper source analysis, because it 
obscures the need for more detailed findings concerning the Byzantium’s policy 
towards the territories of the northern part of Illyricum Orientale. On the basis 
of an analysis of the existing studies, it can be noticed that a deeper reflection 
is particularly missing on the actions undertaken in the region by emperor Jus-
tinian, who is attributed, without a proper justification, such initiatives as un-
dertaking intensive political and military actions dictated by the desire to take 
control of Sirmium3.

The primary point of departure for reconstructing Justinian’s policy to-
wards Sirmium should be a more precise definition of deliberations. The point 
is to determine whether there are any source-based premises to emphasise the 
role of this city in the emperor’s politics and whether taking control over it 
was one of his objectives, which he tried to achieve by undertaking specific ac-
tions. Definitely, most misunderstandings in the evaluation of Justinian’s policy 
towards Sirmium are caused by the records included in Justinian’s 11th Novel 
of 535, devoted to the creation of the archbishopric of Justiniana Prima and 
the information from the works by Cassiodorus, Procopius of Caesarea and 
Hierocles. The special importance of Novel 11 lies in the fact that emperor Jus-
tinian himself speaks about changes in the ecclesiastical organisation of Illy- 
ricum Orientale and uses this opportunity to mention the importance of 
Sirmium in the context of the functioning of the local prefecture4. Without 

“Erytheia” 2005, vol. 26, pp. 7-85; A. Sarantis, Justinian’s Balkan Wars. Campaigning, Diplomacy 
and Development in Illyricum, Thrace and the Northern World A.D. 527-565, Prenton 2016.

3  Perfect examples of emphasising the importance of Sirmium for the empire, Ostrogoths and 
Gepids: F. E. Wozniak, East Rome, Ravenna and Western Illyricum: 454-536, „Historia” 1981, 
vol. 30, p. 355; T.S. Burns, A History of the Ostrogoths, Bloomington 1984, p. 175; M. Pańdura, 
Ardarici gladius. Historia Królestwa Gepidów, “Slavia Antiqua” 2004, vol. 45, p. 66; W. Goffart, 
Barbarian Tides, Philadelphia 2006, p. 208; A. Sarantis, War and Diplomacy in Pannonia and 
the Northwest Balkans during the reign of Justinian. The Gepid Threat and Imperial Responses, 
“Dumbarton Oaks Papers” 2009, vol. 63, pp. 26, 32; idem, Military Encounters & Diplomatic 
Affairs in the Northern Balkans, [in:] War and warfare in Late Antiquity, vol. II, ed. A. Sarantis, 
N. Christie, Leiden–Boston, 2013, 765; idem, Justinian’s Balkan Wars..., pp. 61, 153, 94-95. 
Apart from the importance of Sirmium itself, the role of Pannonia is also stressed: A. Sarantis, 
Justinian’s Balkan Wars…, pp. 89, 151-154, 269-270.

4  Edition: Corpus Iuris Civilis, vol. III. Novellae, rev. R. Schoell, ab. G. Kroll, Berlin 1895, 
p. 94 (hereinafter CIC). Basic discussion and commentaries: Regesten der Kaiserurkunden des 
Oströmischen Reiches von 476 bis 565, bearbeitet von T. C. Lounghis, B. Blysidu, St. Lampakes, 
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doubt, in this constitution the motif of outstanding role of this city as the seat 
of the highest superiors of state and church administration in Illyricum was 
greatly highlighted, which is indicated by two fragments. The first one, refer-
ring directly to indefinite past from before the incursion of Huns: Cum enim 
in antiquis temporibus Sirmii praefectura fuerat constituta, ibique omne fuerat 
Illyrici fastigium tam in civilibus quam in episcopalibus causis5, and the second, 
with contemporary meaning, indicating that the emperor considered the pre-
vious order in the administration of Illyricum to be appropriate: necessarium 
duximus ipsam gloriosissimam praefecturam, quae in Pannonia fuerat constituta, 
iuxta Pannoniam in nostra felicissima patria collocare, cum nihil quidem magni 
distat a Dacia mediterranea secunda Pannonia, multis autem spatiis separatur 
prima Macedonia a Pannonia secunda6.

This kind of interpretation of the subject matter related to the operation 
of administration in Illyricum with the leading role of Sirmium has been no-
ticed by scholars7. However, the assumption that, when mentioning this centre, 
emperor Justinian was suggesting that he remembered about it and its impor-
tance within the context of his current and future actions and that he had some 
specific plans related to it, does not seem to be justified under closer scrutiny8. 

Nicosia 2005, (Zyprisches Forschungszentrum. Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte Zyperns – LII), 
p. 263 no. 1056 (hereinafter Regesten). A very modest commentary: D. Miller and P. Sarris, The 
novels of Justinian: a complete annotated English translation, Cambridge 2018, pp. 163-167. 
A comprehensive discussion: S. Turlej, Justiniana Prima: An Underestimated Aspect of Justinian’s 
Church Policy, Kraków 2017.

5  CIC III, pp. 94, 8-10. As a source for the 5th century, Novel 11 was deemed as unreliable: 
E. Stein, Untersuchungen zur spätrömische Verwaltungsgeschichte, “Rheinisches Museum für 
Philologie” 1925, vol. 74, p. 359. It is unjustified: J. Prostko-Prostyński, Utraeque Res Publicae. 
The Emperor Anastasius I’s Gothic Policy (491-518), Poznań 1994, p. 218. The novel is an impor-
tant source, quoted generally when discussing the situation in Illyricum during late antiquity: 
M. Whitby, The Late Roman Army and the Defense of the Balkans, [in:] The Transition to Late 
Antiquity. On Danube and Beyond, ed. A. G. Poulter, (Proceedings of the British Academy 141), 
Oxford 2007, pp. 140,147; A. Sarantis, Justinian’s Balkan Wars…, pp. 150-154.

6  CIC III, pp. 94, 15-18.
7  The motif of Sirmium in Novel 11 has been mentioned in the literature for a long time. 

However, this issue has not been analysed against the background of the current objectives, 
which Justinian wanted to achieve thanks to this document. Discussion: S. Turlej, Justiniana 
Prima…, p. 66 footnote 77. Recently on this topic: A. Sarantis, Justinian’s Balkan Wars…, p. 151.

8  Justinian reportedly indicated the unlawfulness of the fact that Ostrogoths owned Sirmium: 
E. Stein, Untersuchungen…, p. 359. The propaganda meaning of the information on Sirmium 
and Pannonia against the background of the situation at that time, or rather Justnian’s plans: 
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Referring to the analysis of Novel 11, it is clearly visible that the motif devoted 
to Sirmium is secondary in meaning to the fundamental thread of this source, 
which is the establishment of archbishopric of Justiniana Prima9. According to 
the records of this constitution, devoted to reconstructing the organisation of 
Church in Illyricum, which elevated the city established by the emperor, it can 
be noticed that the ruler does not count on regaining control of Sirmium and 
does not take it into account in his plans. Creating an ecclesiastical province in 
the northern part of the region for the archbishop of Justiniana Prima meant 
that even if Sirmium were to be regained, its previous position in the ecclesias-
tical hierarchy could not be recreated, as it was shown in Novel 11. Addition-
ally, it must be taken into account that the simultaneous actions of Justinian to 
provide Thessalonica with an important position in state administration even 
further limited the emperor’s possibilities to introduce more changes to the ad-
ministration of Illyricum Orientale in the future. On the one hand, Justinian 
did not deprive the latter centre of its importance in the ecclesiastical admin-
istration of the region, which follows directly from the contents of Novel 11, 
while on the other, he probably legally guaranteed its former position in the 
state and, to some extent, also ecclesiastical administration soon after establish-
ing the archbishopric of Justiniana Prima, which is indicated by information 
included in Life of St. David10. While Justiniana Prima was supposed to honour 
the emperor’s birthplace and its importance was primarily of prestigious char-
acter, Thessalonica was the largest urban centre of Illyricum Orientale, with 
splendid past and excellent location, which almost automatically ensured its 
exceptional position in the administration of the region11.

A. Sarantis, Justinian’s Balkan Wars…, pp. 152-153, is not acceptable within the context of the 
entirety of the emperor’s policy at that time.

9  The story of the Illyricum Prefecture constitutes the background for the emperor’s principal 
decisions concerning Justiniana Prima and should not be interpreted literally in the realities of 
his rule: S. Turlej, Justiniana Prima…, pp. 71, 181.

10  V. Rose, Leben des heiligen David von Thessalonike, Berlin 1887, pp. 12-13 (cap. 17, 
33-2); A. Vasiliev, Life of David of Thessalonica, “Traditio” 1946, vol. 4, pp. 115–147. Analysis 
of the text: S. Turlej, Justiniana Prima…, pp. 196-202. The importance of Thessalonica in late 
antiquity: A. Bor, Tesalonika, Encyklopedia Katolicka, vol. XIX, Lublin 2013, col. 739-740; 
R. Szlązak, Saloniki w okresie wczesnobizantyńskim (IV-VI wiek), Rzeszów 2013; S. Turlej, 
Justiniana Prima…, pp. 160-161.

11  Regaining control over Sirmium as such did not mean, on the ground of the functioning 
of state administration, that the centre could automatically play an important role. Justinian 
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On the basis of a comprehensive analysis of changes to ecclesiastical organ-
isation of Illyricum Orientale in late antiquity, the most probable hypothesis 
to assume is that the records referring to Sirmium in Justinian’s Novel 11 came 
from an earlier imperial document which regulated these issues. Mentions of 
the role of Thessalonica seem to indicate that Justinian used emperor Anasta-
sius’s document for the local Church. By introducing modifications to adminis-
trative structures of the Church in the region to the benefit of Justiniana Prima, 
Justinian referred to it not only in terms of legal stipulations, but he also  took 
over the information on Illyricum’s past related to Sirmium, which he adapted 
to his own aims related to elevating the city he founded at his birthplace12.

In Justinian’s legislative activity there are no traces which might confirm the 
existence of any plans related to restoring Sirmium to its former importance 
in administration. In 545 the emperor introduced changes into the legal sta-
tus and shape of the ecclesiastical province given to Justiniana Prima, devoting 
an entry in Novel 131 to this issue13. Pannonia appears among ecclesiastical 
provinces subordinated to the local archbishop: Per tempus autem beatissimum 
archiepiscopum Primae Iustinianae nostrae patriae habere semper sub sua iuris-
dictione episcopos provinciarum Daciae mediterranae et Daciae ripensis, Privalis 

took into consideration his subjects’ opinion, who did not want to travel for official business 
to remote areas, threatened by barbarians. It is clearly visible in the example of the emperor’s 
decision to modify the operating principles of appellate judiciary in areas managed by quaestor 
Iustinianus exercitus: Novel 50 of 1st September 537. CIC III: 293-294. Discussion of issues related 
to quaestura exercitus: J. Wiewiorowski, Quaestor Iustinianus exercitus i jego kompetencje wobec 
wojska, [in:] Współczesna romanistyka prawnicza w Polsce, ed. A. Dębiński, M. Wójcik, Lublin 
2004, pp. 301-322. J. Wiewiorowski, ‘Quaestor Iustinianus exercitus’ - a Late Roman Military 
Commander?, “Eos” 2006, vol. 93, pp. 317-340.

12  Justinian was not the first ruler to regulate the ecclesiastical relations in Illyricum using 
the state law. In 421 the first imperial constitution related to this topic appeared: Theodosiani 
libri XVI cum Constitutionibus Sirmondianis et leges novellae ad Theodosianum pertinentes, 
ed. Th. Mommsen, P.M. Meyer, vol. I 2, Berlin 1954, p. 852 (XVI 2, 45). Justinian included it in 
his code: CIC vol. II, Codex Iustinianus, ed. P. Krueger, Berolini 1954, p. 12 (II. 6). On the basis 
of the analysis of changes in the situation of the Illyricum Church, the most probable hypothesis 
is that in Novel 11, Justinian used the records from an earlier document concerning this issue: 
Emperor Anastasius’s privilege for the Church in Thessalonica. It was at the end of this ruler’s 
reign that the question of Sirmium became important again, owing to the problem that this 
ruler had with the papacy  and Theodoric the Great: S. Turlej, Justiniana Prima…, pp. 172-173.

13  Justinian’s Novel 131 of 18th March 545 De Ecclesiasticis titulis, Caput III: CIC III, 
pp. 655, 16 –656, 1-3. Regesten…, p. 319 no. 1305; S. Turlej, Justiniana Prima…, pp. 81-86.
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et Dardaniae et Mysiae superioris atque Pannoniae14. An expression of this type 
means that even if Sirmium, as the capital of Pannonia, was regained by the 
empire, it would be subjected on ecclesiastical ground to Justiniana Prima15.

In his letter to the Roman Senate, written after 1st September 533, Cas-
siodorus mentioned an attack on the eastern frontiers of the Ostrogoth coun-
try after the death of Theodoric the Great16: in ipsis quoque primordiis, quando 
semper novitas incerta temptatur, contra Orientis principis votum Romanum fecit 
esse Danuvium. Notum est quae pertulerint invasores: quae ideo praetermittenda 
diiudico, ne genius socialis principis verecundiam sustineat perditoris17.

On the basis of this source, Justinian is seen as a hidden initiator of the in-
cursion, which in turn seems to indicate his interest in the region of Sirmium18. 

14  Jurisdiction of the archbishop of Justiniana Prima after 545 according to Novel 131: CIC 
III: 655, 16-20. 

15  J. Zeiller, Sur l’ancien évêché de Sirmium, “Orientalia Christiana Periodica” 1947, vol. 
13, p. 674; S. Turlej, Justiniana Prima…, pp. 81-86. Bishopric of Sirmium in late antiquity: 
V. Popović, Le dernier évêque de Sirmium, “Revue des études augustiniennes et patristiques” 
1975, vol. 21, pp. 103-104.

16  About Cassiodorus as a politician: M.S. Bjornlie, Politics and Tradition between Rom, 
Ravenna and Constantinople. A Study of Cassiodorus and the Variae, 527-554, Cambridge 2013, 
pp. 11-33. S. Turlej, Konflikty o Sirmium w dobie upadku państwa Ostrogotów (526-535), “ZNUJ 
Prace Historyczne” 2018, vol. 145, book 3, p. 491. Letter panegyric for queen Amalasuintha 
is dated to the period soon after 1st September 533, when Cassiodorus became the prefect for 
Italy: H. Gračanin, Late Antique Dalmatia and Pannonia in Cassiodorus’ Variae, “Millennium” 
2016, vol. 13, p. 220.

17  Senatui Urbis Romae Senator PPO [in:] Cassiodori senatoris variae, ed. Th. Mommsen, 
Monumenta Germaniae Historica. Auctores Antiquissimi XII, Berolini 1894, pp. 328, 6-9 (herein-
after Cassiodorus, Variae). This text was translated and commented numerous times: Cassiodorus 
Senator, Variae (I-XII), transl. A. Kołtunowska, R. Sawa. Translation revised and elaborated 
by M. Ożóg, H. Pietras, Kraków 2017, 409*. A comprehensive commentary for the letter: 
V. Fauvinet-Ranson, Portrait d’une regente: un panegyrique d’Amalasonthe (Cassiodorus, Variae 
XI.1), “Cassiodorus” 1998, vol. 4, pp. 267-308; Cassiodoro Variae. Volume 5: Libri XI, XII, ed. 
A. Gardina. A cura di A. Gardina, G. Cecconi e I. Tantillo, Roma 2015, pp. 127-152. Cassiodorus’s 
information concerning the situation in the Eastern frontier of the Ostrogoth country, which 
appeared in letters, were discussed by H. Gračanin, Late Antique Dalmatia…, pp. 211-273. 

18  Various interpretations appear in literature. This might have been an attack of Gepids and 
Heruli or Gepids alone on Sirmium, inspired by Justinian: F.E. Wozniak, Byzantine Diplomacy 
and the Lombard – Gepidic Wars, “Balkan Studies” 1979, vol. 20, pp. 144-145; idem, East 
Rome…, p. 377; A. Sarantis, Justinian’s Balkan Wars…, pp. 61, 109; M. Vitiello, Amalasuintha. 
The Transformation of Queenship in the Post – Roman World, Philadelphia 2017, p. 104. Its 
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The only possible aggressors could be Gepids, who neighboured Ostrogoth on 
the Danube, and here is where a problem with the credibility of Cassiodorus’s 
account appears19. Taking into account the political conditions at the time, 
it was not in the emperor’s interest to support Gepids against Ostrogoths20. It 
seems far more probable than Justinian’s involvement on Gepid’s side that Cas-
siodorus’s account of this event differed from the reality. In 533 the position 
of Amalasuintha in the country was inferior, which is why a reminder of a vic-
tory from long before and presenting Justinian in the position of a loser was 
a perfect attempt at improving the queen’s image, whose subjects were worried 
to observe the increasing power of the emperor and his influence on the queen’s 
politics21.

Cassiodorus’s account of the victorious battles of Ostrogoths on the Dan-
ube at the beginning of Alamasuintha’s rule appears not to be a credible evi-
dence to confirm Justinian’s involvement in the conflict over Sirmium between 
Ostrogoths and Gepids, at the same time remaining an important and still un-
derappreciated testimony of how multifaceted and complicated the relation-
ships between Ostrogoths and Constantinople were, especially when it came 
to the question of the course of the boundary line between both countries in Il-

dating varies: from 526 to 530. Sometimes it is connected with the participation of the famous 
commander Mundus, and in battles with Gepids, their prospective king Vitiges reportedly par-
ticipated as the commander of the Ostrogothic army: E. Stein, Histoire ..., p. 307; H. Wolfram, 
Historia Gotów, transl. R. Darda-Staab, I. Dębek, K. Berger, Warszawa-Gdańsk 2003, pp. 366, 380. 
Reconstructions of this type were compiled by A. Sarantis, Justinian’s Balkan Wars…, pp. 60-65.

19  Cassiodorus’s account constitutes a fragment of a panegyric for queen Amalasuintha and 
is full of oblique statements and mental shortcuts. Its use poses the problem with determining 
which of the information in it is credible, i.e. refers to facts from the past, and which are the 
fabrications of the author: S. Turlej, Konflikty…, pp. 492-494.

20  On Gepids in this period: R. Steinacher, Rom und die Barbaren. Völker im Alpen - 
und Donauraum (300-600), Stuttgart 2017, pp. 162-163; A. Sarantis, War and Diplomacy…, 
pp. 20-24. Participation of Heruli in fight against Ostrogoths right after the death of Theodoric 
the Great, upon inspiration of the emperor is unlikely. Justinian’s alliance with Heruli is later 
than the battles on the eastern border of the Ostrogoth country, which were described by 
Cassiodorus: S. Turlej, Herulowie i Bizancjum na początku panowania Justyniana I, [in:] 
Hypomnemata Byzantina. Prace ofiarowane profesorowi Maciejowi Salamonowi, ed. J. Bonarek, 
S. Turlej, Piotrków Trybunalski 2017, pp. 135-152.

21  The motif of emperor’s humiliation: E. Stein, Histoire..., p. 329; M. Vitiello, Amalasuintha, 
p. 104. Overcoming the opposition: H. Wolfram, Historia Gotów, p. 382; M. Vitiello, 
Amalasuintha, pp. 112-115.
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lyricum. Cassiodorus’s use of the vague wording that the queen made the Dan-
ube a Roman river against the emperor’s will in the account of Alamasuintha’s 
actions: contra Orientis principis votum Romanum fecit esse Danuvium, needs 
a more precise interpretation and deeper research22. In order to understand this 
account, it is important to refer to other sources which provide more precise 
and certain information on the extent of the empire’s and Ostrogoth’s rule in 
the Balkans.

By creating an ecclesiastical province for the archbishop of Justiniana Prima 
on 14th April 535, Justinian listed the subordinated areas in Novel 11: et cer-
tae provinciae sub eius sint auctoritate, id est tam ipsa mediterranea Dacia quam 
Dacia ripensis nec non Mysia prima et Dardania et Praevalitana provincia et se-
cunda Macedonia et pars secundae Pannoniae, quae in Bacensi est civitate23.

Taking into account the fact that a part of the province Pannonia II with 
the city of Bassiane belonged to the empire on the one hand24, and on the other 
– the lack of Sirmium, which got under the authority of Ostrogoths25, it can be 
assumed that the course of the empire’s border with Ostrogoths corresponds to 
the arrangements included in the agreement between emperor Anastasius and 
Theodoric the Great26. The agreement between Constantinople and Ravenna 
ended the political and military conflict with a compromise, because neither 

22  This expression is sometimes understood as taking over the lands as far as the Danube, 
which belonged to the empire: E. Stein, Histoire..., p. 308 footnote 1; H. Wolfram, Historia 
Gotów, p. 366.

23  CIC III, p. 94, 6-8.
24  The region of Bassianae: B. Dušanić, Bassianae and its Territory, “Archaeologia Iugoslavica” 

1967, vol. 8, pp. 67–81; M. Milin, Bassianae, [in:]: The Autonomous Towns of Noricum and 
Pannonia, ed. M. Šašel Kos, P. Scherrer, Ljubljana 2004, pp. 253-268.

25  The area under Ostrogothic rule was referred to as Pannonia Sirmiensis, which is con-
firmed by Cassiodorus, Variae, III 23, 2; IV 13, 1. E. Stein, Untersuchungen…, p. 363; J. Prostko-
Prostyński, Utraeque…, p. 244; H. Gračanin, J. Škargulja, The Ostrogoths in the Late Antique 
Southern Pannonia, “Acta Archaeologica Carpathica” 2014, vol. 49, pp. 182-183; J. J. Arnold, 
Ostrogothic Provinces: Administration and Ideology, [in:] A Companion to Ostrogothic Italy, 
ed. J.J. Arnold, M.S. Bjornlie, K. Sessa, Leiden, Boston 2016, pp. 79-84.

26  Conclusion of peace is dated to the period between 1st August 509 and early 511: J. Prostko-
Prostyński, Utraeque…, p. 241. Discussion and commentary: Regesten, p. 115 no. 326. It was 
probably one of the most important arrangements of the agreement: E. Stein, Untersuchungen…, 
pp. 362-363; idem, Histoire ..., p. 156; J. Prostko-Prostyński, Utraeque…, p. 241.
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side was able to achieve their objectives27. However, the very fact of making 
peace and settling a borderline allows important legal arrangements to be 
made28. The extent of empire’s rule in the Danubian regions at the beginning 
of Justinian’s reign differed from the arrangements included in the peace treaty 
signed by Anastasius and Theodoric the Great. It was not only about the ter-
ritories on the Danube which were mentioned by Cassiodorus29, but also the 
areas taken by Grepes’s Heruli30 and the lands recovered by Justinian before 535 
in the vicinity of Viminacium. Novel 11 includes a mention of the emperor’s 
successes, which allowed him not only to regain control of the city and lay the 
border on the Danube, but also to win anchorage on the other bank of the 
river: Cum igitur in praesenti deo autore ita nostra respublica aucta est, ut utraque 
ripa Danubii iam nostris civitatibus frequentaretur, et tam Viminacium quam 
Recidiva, et Litterata, quae trans Danubium sunt, nostrae iterum dicioni subactae 
sint31.

Differences between the description of the extent of the empire’s control in 
the western and northern part of Illyricum Orientale in the sources from the 

27  The course of the border in Pannonia was described as unnatural by E. Stein, 
Untersuchungen…, p. 363, who saw a manifestation of political compromise in it.

28  Discussion of the entirety of issues related to the empire’s borders: J-M. Carrié, Aspetti 
della concettualzzazione Romana della Frontiera, [in:] Frontiere della Romanità nel Mondo 
Tardo Antico (Atti dell’Accademia Romanistica Constantiniana XXI), Perugia 2016, pp. 11-38; 
A. Gandila, Cultural encounters on Byzantium’s Northern frontier, c. AD 500-700: coins, artifacts 
and history, Cambridge 2018, pp. 10-20, (pp. 20-29 – further information concerning the border 
on the Danube).

29  The history of the city of Singidunum at the mouth of the Sava into the Danube deserve 
special attention: F. Barišić, Vizantiski Singidunum, “Zbornik Radova Vizantološkog Instituta” 
1953, vol. 3, pp. 1-14; V. Dintchev, Classification of the Late Antique cities in the dioceses of Thracia 
and Dacia, “Archaeologia Bulgarica” 1999, vol. 3, p. 47; M. Milinković, Singidunum, RGA 2005, 
vol. 28, pp. 458-461. It is usually quoted only in connection with Heruli settlement around it 
in Justinian’s times, e.g.: A. Sarantis, Justinian’s Balkan Wars…, pp. 46, 89, 92, 256, 300.

30  The situation in Moesia requires a detailed discussion owing to the inconsistency in the 
studies to date: E. Stein, Untersuchungen…, p. 363; idem, Histoire ..., pp. 156, 308 footnote 1. 
Discussion of information on Grepes: S. Turlej, Herulowie…, p. 147. The general statement 
that the western Illyricum was beyond the empire’s control: D. Roques, Procope de Césarée. 
Constructions de Justinien Ier (Perὶ ktismάtwn/ De aedificiis). Introduction, traduction, commen-
taire, cartes et index par D. Roques, publication posthume par E. Amato e J. Schamp, Alessandria 
2011, p. 318 footnote 116; A. Sarantis, Justinian’s Balkan Wars…, p. 152.

31  CIC III, p. 94, 13-15. S. Turlej, Justiniana Prima…, p. 53.
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initial period of Justinian’s rule, and the arrangements made by Anastasius with 
Theodoric are evident and seem to be intentional. They resulted from the fact 
that the course of the border given in Novel 11, which can be referred to as the 
legal state, did not correspond to the one functioning in reality, which could be 
called the actual state. The latter was shaped after the agreement between Anas-
tasius I and Theodoric had been concluded and lasted in some areas, according 
to Cassiodorus, until the times of Amalasuintha32. On the other hand, Justin-
ian’s reference of 14th April 535 in Novel 11 to the course of the border in ac-
cordance with the legal state, which differed from reality, undoubtedly resulted 
from the use of the previous imperial constitution concerning the organisation 
of the Church in Illyricum Orientale, issued – as mentioned above – probably 
by emperor Anastasius33. Realising how big Justinian’s problems were with re-
storing the border of the empire in Illyricum in accordance with the state of 
510, makes it possible to avoid overestimation of the role of Sirmium in his 
politics.

Reference to the works of Procopius of Caesarea plays an important role 
in the reconstruction of the situation in the Danubian region during Justin-
ian’s rule, but it does not contribute much to supporting the hypothesis about 
his aspiration to take over Sirmium34. On the one hand, this author does not 
provide any information that would directly indicate the role of this city in the 
area, its importance for Justinian or the empire. On the other, we can learn a lot 
about this centre and events which influenced its history. In his works, Procop-
ius mentions Sirmium several times, but they are short, trite mentions mainly 

32  It seems necessary to put the source data on the extent of the rule of Ostrogoths, the 
empire and Gepids in the Danubian region during the reign of Anastasius and Justinian in order, 
taking into consideration the time when changes occurred. The need for such a determination 
was seen already by E. Stein, Untersuchungen…, pp. 357, 363.

33  Revealed in a previous imperial constitution concerning these issues, published, as men-
tioned before, probably by emperor Anastasius: S. Turlej, Justiniana Prima…, pp. 74, 172.

34  A basic discussion of Procopius’s works: D. Brodka, Wstęp, [in:] Prokopiusz z Cezarei, 
Historia Wojen, ed. D. Brodka, vol. 1, Kraków 2013, pp. XX-CVI; M.R. Cataudella, Historiography 
in the East, [in:] Greek & Roman Historiography. Fourth to Sixth Century A.D., ed. G. Marasco, 
Leiden-Boston 2003, pp. 391-447; W. Treadgold, The Early Byzantine Historians, Basingstake 
2007, pp. 176-226; G. Greatrex, Perceptions of Procopius in resent scholarship, “Histos” 2014, 
vol. 8, pp. 76-121. Recent collective studies devoted to this author: Reinventing Procopius: New 
Readings on Late Antique Historiography, ed. C. Lillington-Martin, E. Turquois, London–New 
York 2017; Le Monde de Procope/The World of Procopius, ed. G. Greatrex, S. Janniard, Paris 2018.
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confirming its existence, indicating who it belonged to or who fought for it35. 
However, he does not write anything more detailed about Sirmium itself, only 
directly referring to it as a city twice36, without explaining why he mentioned 
it nor specifying where he drew knowledge about it from. In fact, he clearly 
concentrates his attention on a single issue: occupation of Sirmium by Gepids, 
to which he refers especially in his mentions about the fall of the reign of Os-
trogoths on the Danube and the conflict between Lombards and Gepids. It is 
worth noting that, according to Procopius, the latter reportedly only took over 
Sirmium after Justinian drove Ostrogoths away from their dominion37. It took 
place at an indefinite moment during the empire’s conflict with this people, and 
does not prove Justinian’s ambition to capture this centre in the sense of imple-
menting a premeditated objective, because the city was taken over by the impe-
rial army in the course of the war with Ostrogoths, which took place on several 
fronts38. On the other hand, the account of the conflict between Lombards and 
Gepids does not include any mention whatsoever about Justinian’s desire to 
occupy Sirmium, given the importance played by the thread devoted to the his-
tory of the city in the account39. When the envoys of both peoples appeared 

35  Index for Procopius’s works: Procopii Caesariensis, Opera omnia, De Aedificiis, vol. IV, 
reviewed by J. Haury, add. et corr. G. Wirth, Lipsiae 1964 (hereinafter Procopius Aed), p. 310 
skips the mention in Secret history: Procopii Caesariensis, Opera omnia, Arcana Historia, vol. III, 
reviewed by J. Haury, add. et corr. G. Wirth, Lipsiae 1963, XVIII 16-18 (hereinafter: Procopius 
HS), where Sirmium appears twice: as a city in the eastern frontier of the Ostrogoth country 
before the war with Justinian, which is later in the hands of Gepids.

36  Sirmium as a city: Procopii Caesariensis, Opera omnia, vol. II. De bellis libri V–VIII, 
reviewed by J. Haury, add. et corr. G. Wirth, Lipsiae 1963, VII, 33, 8 (hereinafter Procopius B) 
and Procopius HS XVIII, 17. It follows twice from direct context that it is a city, because he 
mentioned them among other cities: Procopius B V 15, 27 and B VII 34, 35.

37  In two fragments of his account, Procopius states that Gepids took Sirmium when Justinian 
had driven Ostrogoths away: Procopius B VII 33, 8, and when he writes about them occupying 
the entire area where he situated Sirmium: Procopius B VII 34, 15.

38  War with Ostrogoths constituted the main theme of Procopius’s deliberations and this 
is why the importance of information concerning the Danubian region, which appear in this 
context, must be appreciated: S. Turlej, Bałkany w cieniu wojen Justyniana? Znaczenie relacji 
Prokopiusza, [in:] Hortus Historiae. Księga pamiątkowa ku czci profesora Józefa Wolskiego w setną 
rocznicę urodzin, ed. E. Dąbrowa et alii, Kraków 2010, pp. 707–722.

39  Relationships of Lombards and Gepids within the context of their fights in the middle 
of the 6th century arouse considerable interest: E. Stein, Histoire ..., pp. 530-535; K.P. Christou, 
Byzanz und die Langobarden, Athen 1991, pp. 75-97; W. Pohl, The Empire and the Lombards, 
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before the emperor in Constantinople, with a view to winning his support, they 
were accepted and could present their arguments. The ruler heard them and de-
cided to support Lombards. In Procopius’s account, it was Lombards who were 
concerned with the fate of Sirmium and the borderland of the empire, which 
had been grabbed by Gepids, and there were no demands to return these lands 
from the Roman side. This kind of presentation of issues related to Sirmium 
can provide evidence for the importance of this centre for Procopius and his 
image of the situation in the Danubian region, and not for Justinian40. As it may 
seem, for this ruler, owning Sirmium was not a priority on the political ground, 
because a favourable settlement of the conflict between Lombards and Gepids 
did not trigger any action on his part aimed at regaining the city41. Even the 
circumstance, which might have given a personal dimension to the emperor’s 
attitude to this centre, that if he had taken Sirmium from Ostrogoths, he could 
have thought that he was entitled to rule over it, could not persuade him to at-
tempt at its recovery from the hands of Gepids42.

On the basis of the mentions of Sirmium, present in Procopius’s works, 
there are no grounds not only for ascribing Justinian the desire to recover Sir-
mium, but also for stressing the importance of this centre from the point of 
view of the empire’s political objectives. On the basis of this historian’s account, 
it is only possible to state that the city existed and belonged first to Ostrogoths, 
then to the empire and finally to Gepids, and with the lack of reference to its 

[in:] Kingdoms of the Empire: the integration of barbarians in late antiquity, ed. W. Pohl, Leiden, 
New York, Köln 1997, pp. 87-98; A. Sarantis, War and Diplomacy…, pp. 27-35; idem, Justinian’s 
Balkan Wars…, pp. 266-274.

40  Procopius’s account leaves a lot of room for interpretation. The emperor helped Lombards, 
because Gepids took Sirmium: F. Curta, The Making of the Slavs, p. 82. I. Bóna, Die Langobarden in 
Ungarn: Die Gräberfelder von Várpalot und Bezenye, “Acta Archaeologica Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae” 1956, vol. 7, p. 237 p. 247. He thought that Lombards were supposed to recover 
Sirmium for Justinian.

41  Sirmium became Gepids’ capital and it got under the rule of the empire only after their 
country had fallen – M. Mirković, Sirmium …, pp. 51-52; M. Pańdura, op. cit., pp. 71-79; 
A. Sarantis, War and Diplomacy…, p. 38. 

42  Taking Sirmium as such by Justinian’s army does not prove the outstanding importance 
of this centre for the emperor. It was a success in one of the fronts of the empire’s war with 
Ostrogoths. A. Sarantis, Justinian’s Balkan Wars…, p. 93 rejects Procopius’s information about 
this success, assuming that it was probably Ostrogoths who gave the city up to Gepids, in order 
for it not to fall into Justinian’s hands.
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glorious past and its current strategic importance, the reader could associate it 
only with the situation of the Danubian areas of the empire, as presented by the 
author. It can be clearly seen how far Procopius was from recognising the role of 
Sirmium in the Danubian region in the recent past, in the description of The-
odoric’s expedition to Italy. In his account, Ostrogoths set off from Thrace and 
reached the Adriatic Sea, probably near Dyrrachium, which is indicated by the 
information on crossing the lands of Taulantians43. Because they had no ships, 
they continued along the coast44. His account did not reflect the reality, but 
it remains a valuable hint that from the perspective of the empire’s fight with 
Ostrogoths, who ruled Italia, which he described, capturing Sirmium as such 
did not have strategic significance45. Besides, this is confirmed by the choice of 
route by Narses, who set off from Constantinople and, after a stay in Philippop-
olis, reached Salona, whence he probably moved along the coast to Venice46.

To sum up, on the basis of information devoted to Sirmium in Procopius’s 
works, there are no grounds whatsoever for attributing Justinian with capturing 
the city as a strategic objective. It is by far the most probable hypothesis that the 
said author was interested in this centre owing to the current situation on the 
Danube, in the second half of the 540s and, as it seems, it was of considerable 
importance to him – and his vision of the political and military situation of the 
empire in connection with the war in Italy with Ostrogoths47.

43  Taulantians: M. Fluss, Taulantii, RE 2A VIII HBd 1932, c. 2526-2529; J.J. Wilkes, The 
Illyrians, Oxford 1992, p. 93.

44  Ostrogoth’s stay in Novae: J. Prostko-Prostyński, Novae in the Times of Theodoric the Amal, 
[in:] Novae. Legionary Fortress and Late Antique Town, vol. 1, ed. T. Derda et alii, Warszawa 
2008, pp. 141-157. Theodoric’s expedition from Thrace to Italy in Procopius B V 1, 9-13. 
In Procopius B III 2, 7-11 a mention appears about Taulantians in the account of Alaric, when 
he set off for Italy.

45  Theodoric’s expedition to Italy and its course: W. Ensslin, Theoderich der Grosse, München 
1959, p. 63; J. Moorhaed, Theoderic in Italy, Oxford 1992, pp. 19-21; H. Wolfram, Historia 
Gotów, pp. 320-321; H.-U. Wiemer, Theoderich der Grosse, König der Goten, Herrscher der Römer, 
München 2018, pp. 180-182.

46  About Narses’s march to Italy in Procopius B VIII 21, 21 – VIII 26, 18. D. Brodka, Narses, 
Politik, Krieg und Historiographie im 6. Jahrhundert n. Chr., Berlin 2018, pp. 129-131. The 
description is very sketchy, but the route of the last section reminds the one used by Theodoric 
on his way to Italy in his account. Narses’s route along the coast from Salona on the map: 
H.-U. Wiemer, Theoderich…, p. 613

47  This requires a separate discussion. In another study I describe how Procopius perceived 
the situation on the Danube in the northern part of Illyricum Orientale at that time. 
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Hierocles’s geographical work Travelling Companion is considered as one 
of the most important sources in the field of historical geography of early Byz-
antium48. In the preserved form, this text is dated to the beginning of Justinian 
I’s rule49. Among the provinces of Illyricum Orientale which were subject to 
Constantinople, he lists Pannonia with two cities: Sirmium and Bassianea50, 
which does not mean that these centres belonged to the empire at that time. 
Hierocles’s account devoted to Sirmium is not recognised as credible51, because 
it would require accepting the hypothesis that this centre was temporarily taken 
over by Justinian in 527/528, which is improbable in the light of other sourc-
es52. The earliest possible time when Sirmium could be under the emperor’s rule 
was in 535, when the war with Ostrogoths began53. It seems questionable that 
the entry in Hierocles’s work devoted to Pannonia and Sirmium could be treat-
ed as a peculiar provocation from Constantinople towards Ostrogoths, consist-
ing in reminding them that these lands had belonged and should belong to the 
empire54. The hypothesis that outdated information was used is far more likely.

48  It is very useful in discussing issues related to administration of the Danubian region: 
L. Maksimović, L’administration de l’Illyricum Septentrional a l’époque de Justinien, [in:] 
Philadelphie et autres études, Byzantina Sorboniensia 4, Paris 1984, p. 150; B. Bavant, Illiria, 
[in:] Świat Bizancjum, vol. I, Cesarstwo wschodniorzymskie 330-641, ed. C. Morrisson, Kraków 
2007, p. 358; A. Sarantis, Justinian’s…, p. 152 p. 219.

49  Dating to the beginning of Justinian’s rule: 527-528 seems well-justified: E. Honigmann, 
Le Synekdèmos d’Hiéroklès et l’Opuscule géographique de Georges de Chypre. Texte, introduction, 
commentaire et cartes, (Corpus Bruxellense Historiae Byzantinae: Forma Imperii Byzantini, 1), 
Bruxelles 1939, p. 2; S. Turlej, Hierokles, [in:] Encyklopedia Kultury Bizantyńskiej, ed. O. Jurewicz, 
Warszawa 2002, p. 208; M. Salamon, Novae in Ancient Sources – Hierocles, Synekdemos, [in:] 
Novae. Legionary Fortress and Late Antique Town, vol. 1, ed. T. Derda et alii, Warszawa 2008, 
pp. 106-107.

50  Hierocles lists Pannonia generally: 657, 7 without specifying which province he means, 
and in it two cities: Sirmium: 657, 8 and Bassianea: 657, 9.

51  Explicitly J. Prostko-Prostyński, Utraeque…, pp. 218-219. Noting Hierocles’s information 
without a commentary: B. Milin, Bassianae..., p. 257. 

52  Only theoretical deliberations as to the reliability of Herocles’s mention of Bassianea are 
possible: J. Zeiller, Bassiana, [in:] Dictionnaire d’histoire et géographie ecclésiastique 1932, 6, Paris 
1932: 1272.  Honingman’s deliberations about recovering Sirmium by commander Mundus: 
E. Honigmann, Le Synekdèmos d’Hiéroklès..., p. 2 and footnote 7 are unacceptable. Yes Dušanić, 
Bassianae…, p. 81 footnote 157.

53  The loss of Sirmium by Ostrogoths is dated differently: to 535 in M. Mirković, Sirmium…, 
p. 51, the latest to 537 in H. Wolfram, Historia Gotów, p. 366.

54  M. Mirković, Sirmium…, p. 43.
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To conclude, it is appropriate to state that reconstructions of the situation 
in the Danubian region in Justinian’s times, which referred to Sirmium’s great 
military importance for the empire and attributed Justinian with the intention 
of regaining it, do not deserve attention, because they are not supported by the 
analysis of the most important sources: Justinian’s Novels devoted to Justiniana 
Prima, and the works of Procopius of Ceaesarea and Hierocles. On the basis 
of information found in these accounts, there are no grounds not only for at-
tributing Justinian with the ambition to regain control of Sirmium, but also for 
emphasising the importance of this centre from the point of view of the impe-
rial politics at that time.
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Abstract
In the 19th century, the Catholic Church in Poland was a form of Polish-

ness. When the January Uprising broke out, activities of the Catholic clergy 
included pastoral care over insurgent troops, insurgent administration, partici-
pation in armed operations, and announcing of orders from insurgent authori-
ties and information on insurgent activities from the pulpit. Piotrków clergy 
also joined the activities to support the uprising. In Piotrków, as in many other 
cities, priests preached independence sermons. The main share should be at-
tributed to Piotrków nuns and monks who responded positively to the collec-
tion of national tax for the uprising. Conventions did not escape post-insurgent 
repression – they were dissolved.

Abstrakt
Kościół katolicki w XIX wieku w Polsce stanowił formę polskości. Gdy 

wybuchło powstanie styczniowe działanie duchowieństwa katolickiego 
polegało na opiece duszpasterskiej oddziałów powstańczych, administracji 
powstańczej, udziale z bronią w ręku i ogłaszaniu z ambon zarządzeń władz 

*  The work was written within the framework of Scientific Assistance in the Branch in 
Piotrków Trybunalski.
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powstańczych oraz informowanie o działalności powstańczej. Również piotr- 
kowskie duchowieństwo przyłączyło się do działalności popierającej powsta- 
nie. W Piotrkowie, jak w wielu innych miastach, księża wygłaszali kazania 
niepodległościowe. Główny udział należy przypisać piotrkowskim zakon-
nicom i zakonnikom, którzy pozytywnie odpowiedzieli na zbiórkę podatku 
narodowego na rzecz powstania. Zakonów nie ominęły popowstańcze represje 
– uległy one kasacie.

Keywords: clergy, monastics, Piotrków, dissolution, repression, uprising, 
Pius IX
Słowa kluczowe: duchowieństwo, zakonnicy, Piotrków, kasata, represje, 
powstanie, Pius IX

The Catholic Church in Poland, especially in the 19th century, was very 
strongly associated with Polish national elements. It can be said that Ca-

tholicism constituted a form of Polishness. Thanks to maintaining the Catho-
lic religion, related to the institution of the independent head of Church in 
Rome, as the leading denomination, the state and clerical functions in the Re-
public of Poland never became combined. The relation between church and 
state was perceived differently in Russia. The Orthodox church was in principle 
controlled by civil authorities. With a view to breaking the spirit of the na-
tion and making Church a subordinated tool, tsarist authorities reached for 
ultimate means during the January Uprising. We can say that some of the most 
harshly treated insurgents were those who were clergyman at the same time. 
It was among others in the clergymen that the authorities saw some of the main 
supporters of the rebellion. They were condemned for the slightest offences, as 
well as for performing ministry for insurgents, for reading the Manifesto of the 
National Government from the pulpit. Altogether more than 400 priests were 
exiled, 8 bishops were deported, and several tens of Polish Catholic clergyman 
were executed1.

Initially, bishops maintained distance from the uprising; they did not want 
it because they saw some anticlerical revolutionary movement in it. Among the 

1  A. Górecki, Kościół katolicki w Królestwie Polskim po upadku powstania styczniowego, 
“Christianitas” 2018, vol. 71-72, p. 112.
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Polish insurgents, they perceived inspiration related to Garibaldi, who was ori-
ented anti-clerically, especially in the context of opposition to the authority of 
the Pope. On the other hand, the higher clerical hierarchy of the Kingdom had, 
owing to the functions they held, more frequent and closer relations with the 
Russian state administration. To some extent, bishops owed their nominations 
to tsar as the king of Poland. However, it must be clearly noted that the lower 
clergy, the ones who had the closest ties with the nation and because of whom 
the nation felt ties with the Church, supported the actions leading to the upris-
ing to a large extent, and at least aimed at gaining as broad rights as possible by 
the Polish subjects of the Russian tsar2. Taking a comprehensive look at the atti-
tude of bishops and higher clergy, it must be noted that they did not completely 
turn their backs on Polishness and independence, but rather they could not see 
any possibility of gaining it through military and revolutionary action. They 
were afraid that a national uprising would turn into a social revolution which 
might aim at destroying the Church and religion.

Activity of the clergy during the uprising consisted in providing pastoral 
care over insurgent troops, insurgent administration, participation in armed 
operations and announcing orders from insurgent authorities and information 
on insurgent activities from the pulpit. Nearly every insurgent troop had their 
chaplain, who conducted pastoral activity3.

Pope Pius IX was obviously against any movements which were aimed at 
introducing changes in a revolutionary way, but he was unable not to feel deep 
sympathy for those who, also as a result of religious persecution, reached for 
such a drastic measure as arms. In moral terms, the Pope supported the Polish, 
but he could not openly show it, and he did not express official approval of the 
outbreak4. On 26th June 1863 the insurgent government sent a letter to Pius 
IX: Most Holy Father. Harried with a hundred years of bondage, a hundred years 

2  J. Wojda, Prześladowania Kościoła katolickiego na ziemiach polskich w dobie powstania 
styczniowego w świetle raportu konsulatu Francji w Warszawie z 1869 roku, “Civitas et Lex” 2016, 
no. 4 (12), p. 87.

3  M. Różański, Duchowieństwo wobec powstania styczniowego, [in:] Gloria victis 1863 r. studia 
i szkice z dziejów powstania styczniowego, ed. T. Matuszak, Warszawa – Piotrków Trybunalski 
2013, pp. 14-15.

4  M. Żywczyński, Kościół i duchowieństwo w powstaniu styczniowym (Stan badań w zarysie), 
“Przegląd historyczny” 1937-1938, vol. 34, no. 2, p. 520.
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of wrestling with a cruel and faithless enemy who, having deprived us of freedom 
and trying to take away the heart’s dearest feelings of attachment to the faith of 
the ancestors and love to the Motherland, the Polish people have once again taken 
up arms, only in it seeing the salvation of their hope. Our land has once again 
soaked with blood. However, fear has no access to our hearts, since we prefer a hun-
dred times death over atrocious bondage, as we have all sworn to win or to die. 
For many long years, our fathers protected Europe from Asian savages with their 
own breasts, and Your Governors, Most Holy Father, with their blessing reinforced 
them in their valour. Today we, descendants of Christian knights, also on our way 
to mortal battle, humbly kneel before You, pleading: Most Holy Father, give Your 
blessing to the Polish Nation.

National Government on behalf of the Polish nation. 

Having received no reply from the Pope, on 29th October 1863, the insur-
gent government once again turned to the Pope with the following appeal: In 
order to support and confirm in their duty those weak, however few there are of 
them, to bolster up the courage in those who are fighting to prepare the triumph 
of the most just of causes, we beg You, Holy Father, hear our request in Your gra-
ciousness, give us and the Polish people Apostolic blessing, of which we wish to be-
come worthy in our strength and for which we beg. With filial love. The insurgents 
did not get the Papal blessing. The Pope defined his position towards the upris-
ing in a letter to tsar Alexander II of 22nd April 1863, in which he discusses the 
reasons for the uprising and points to ways in which unrest could be avoided 
in the future5. One of the major causes of the outbreak of the uprising, Pius IX 
believes to be improper attitude of the Russian government to Catholicism in 
Poland6. Finally, during a secret Consistory on 29th October 1866, in an of-
ficial statement Pope Pius IX, complaining about the oppression towards the 
Church in Poland, emphasises that it was caused by the uprising and condemns 
it as godless7.

The early 1860s brought about the harbinger of the coming uprising. Af-
ter bloody patriotic demonstrations in Warsaw, the Kingdom of Poland was 
engulfed in a wave of unrest of national and social character. The wave also 

5  W. Bortnowski, O powstaniu styczniowym. Wybrane dokumenty, odezwy i wyjątki 
z opracowań i pamiętników, Warszawa 1950, pp. 41-43.

6  Ibidem, p. 45.
7  Ibidem, p. 46.
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reached Piotrków. It is worth stressing that the first patriotic manifestations 
whatsoever were related first of all, if not exclusively, with church services or 
other aspects of religious cult. The services were combined with processions 
around churches, during which people carried emblems with nationally im-
bued contents. Concerned with such a social attitude, tsarist authorities tried 
to prevent the growth of revolutionary feeling by introducing restrictions con-
cerning organisation of religious ceremonies. In a circular letter, the governor of 
the Piotrków district wrote to heads of communes and municipalities of towns 
about restrictions in organising religious ceremonies. The letter of 20th Novem-
ber 1862 included a copy of the decision of the Viceroy of the Kingdom of 
Poland regarding a prohibition of conducting funerals and processions after 
4 o’clock p.m. owing to the falling darkness, which invited people to sing revo-
lutionary songs and which the police would not be able to effectively coun-
teract8. Pro-independence sermons in churches in Piotrków were preached by 
Reverend Józef Ludwiński and Curate Jan Michalski. Both of them also organ-
ised and sent people to insurgent troops after the uprising started9. Insurgent 
ideas among peasants in the Piotrków district were also propagated by Rever-
end Ignacy Mrowiński10.

In Piotrków, as in many other cities, the priests called upon people to or-
ganise shared Easter breakfasts with food blessed on Easter Eve. The Easter 
in question was the one on 31st March to 1st April 1861. It was a response to 
events of February 1861, when a patriotic-religious manifestation of Polish 
people was dispersed in front of St Anne’s church in Krakowskie Przedmieście 
and five participants of this event were murdered by Cossacks (compared later 
by some local priests to five wounds of Jesus Christ). The formal organiser of 
the ceremonial Easter breakfast in Piotrków was the Piotrków Citizens Asso-
ciation. It was a cultural institution which had 173 members. Although each 
member of the association was supposed to personally invite as many people 

8  J. Jażdż, Źródła do dziejów powstania styczniowego 1863 r. w zasobie Archiwum Państwowego 
w Piotrkowie Trybunalskim, [in:] Gloria victis 1863 r. studia i szkice z dziejów powstania stycznio-
wego, ed. T. Matuszak, Warszawa – Piotrków Trybunalski 2013, pp. 231-232.

9  A. Barszczewska, Udział Piotrkowa Trybunalskiego w powstaniu listopadowym i stycznio-
wym, [in]: 750 lat Piotrkowa Trybunalskiego. Materiały na sesję naukową, ed. R. Rosin, Piotrków 
Trybunalski 1967, p. 89.

10  J. Kukulski, Piotrkowskie w okresie powstania styczniowego, [in:] Z dziejów powstania 
styczniowego w piotrkowskiem, ed. M. Gąsior, Piotrków Trybunalski 1991, p. 10.
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as possible, without the help from the local Church it would not have been 
possible to achieve the attendance of more than a half of the inhabitants of the 
city. The decisive fact was that priests, irrespective of the possible repercussions, 
informed about the planned breakfast. As a matter of fact, the original idea of 
the local clergy and members of the Association was that the breakfast should 
resemble the shared meals of the first Christians as a token of the Last Supper. 
This was the official position. Informally, it was about uniting the citizens in 
the face of Russian persecution in Warsaw. On the morning of the first day of 
Easter, thousands of people gathered in the lecture theatre of the gymnasium 
and in the courtyard. They were greeted by Prefect Wojciechowski in a hom-
ily prepared specially for the occasion. It is important to add that despite the 
religious character of the event, the Jewish community with the rabbi were also 
invited to participate. Kosher food was prepared specially for them. Russian 
authorities realised that the shared Easter breakfast was not only of religious 
character, but it was also about manifesting patriotism and unity of all estates. 
The authorities did not hesitate to undertake appropriate action. Because, as 
a rule, such gatherings were organised by citizen associations, by the Govern-
ment Commission for Internal Affairs’ decision of 4th April 1861 a decree was 
issued to shut down all the citizen associations in the Kingdom of Poland under 
threat of using police resources and, if necessary, also military ones in case of 
resistance. The Piotrków Citizen Association suffered the same fate11.

Since autumn 1862, the Piotrków district was incorporated into the Ka-
lisz province. Canon Wawrzyniec Cent from Piotrków was appointed as the 
insurgent commander of this province by the Central National Committee. 
In accordance with the commander’s powers, he appointed district command-
ers in the subordinate area12. Russian military administration began to occupy 
municipal properties for their own council needs. In Piotrków, tsarist army 
took over 15 properties for soldier barracks, including the Dominican and Ber-
nardine monasteries13.

Despite the above-mentioned repercussions, activities aimed at uniting the 
local community were not ceased. One of them was to undertake preparations 
for organising a fundraiser for the needs of the uprising. The action was also 

11  B. Mucha, Dawny Piotrków Trybunalski, Łódź 2012, pp. 79-81.
12  A. Barszczewska, op. cit., p. 88.
13  J. Jażdż, op. cit., p. 237.
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joined by the Piorków clergy. For example, the Piotrków congregation of Do-
minican nuns positively responded to the appeal about the fundraiser, by of-
fering part of the money they received from donations for the congregation 
(a contemplative one in Piotrków). Although, in principle, the ongoing upris-
ing had no influence on the monastic life, the nuns were interested in its fate, 
devoting days and nights to prayer for the motherland. Despite the fact that 
the monastery congregated contemplative nuns, in 1864 Russians combed all 
the rooms in search of weapons. Nothing was found in the monastic quarters, 
but it did not stop the colonel in command of the action from opening a silver 
box with the remains of an 18th-century Dominican nun, Kolumba Potkańska. 
The search initiated a series of repressions which led to annihilation of the 
Dominican convent in Piotrków. The first blow was struck by a tsar’s decree 
which liquidated all kinds of convent schools in the territory of the Kingdom 
of Poland. Thus, the Dominicans’ boarding school was closed. The convent was 
most effectively hit by a dissolution edict On establishing orders and convents 
of 27th October 1864, which ordered to close all the novitiates. A consequence 
of the dissolution was the confiscation of property, based on a tsar’s ukase of 
29th December 1863. The Piotrków Dominican nunnery was transformed by 
the partitioner’s authorities into a so-called etatowy monastery. The tsar’s inten-
tion was for the monastery to become a place where nuns from different monas-
tic rules came to live out their days. According to tsar’s decree of 12th December 
1965, after the property was seized, the nuns were given a governmental salary 
and exempted from tax. In spite of the dissolution in 1864, 19 nuns were left, 
who were joined by 5 Mariavite Sisters from Częstochowa. Deprived of their 
school and property, they devoted themselves to prayer. Although they lived 
in the same nunnery, the Dominican and Mariavite sisters led separate lives. 
In February 1866 Agnieszka Gumińska died and was one of the last Piotrków 
Dominicans to be buried in the vaults of the church. On 28th August 1869, 
Kochanow made a decision to relocate the 17 Dominicans and 5 Mariavites to 
St Anne’s near Przyrów. The buildings were given to the newly established state 
female gymnasium. In this way, the only enclosed nunnery in Piotrków ceased 
to exist. The church was closed and was not reopened until 1881.14

14  P. Stefaniak, Dzieje klasztoru mniszek dominikańskich w Piotrkowie Trybunalskim, Piotr- 
ków Trybunalski 2009, pp. 192-205.
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As for the Bernardine monks, who constituted the largest group in com-
parison with the other orders in Piotrków, they simply actively participated in 
the January Uprising. Father Zefiryn Strupczewski, guardian and rector of the 
Bernardine monastery in Piotrków, took up arms in defence of religion and 
homeland. He was a chaplain in Józef Oksiński’s unit. After a defeat in the bat-
tle of Rychłocice on 8th May 1863, he was injured and taken prisoner.15 With-
out trial, he was sentenced to death by hanging.16 Before the execution he was 
whipped17, and due to the lack of tools for the execution, he was beheaded in 
the end18. The order did not escape dissolution. The monks were sent through 
Bełchatów to Wisła, and the church was left in the custody of the organist. 
The monastic buildings were used as an archive, apartments and police remand 
prison. In the wing, the governorate printing house was also located. At one of 
the entrances to the monastery, a plaque was placed to inform of Father Zefir-
yn’s sacrifice. Most probably, it was because of the person of the guardian of the 
monastery, who sacrificed his life during the uprising, in the period of fight for 
independence during the First World War, when Piotrków became one of the 
places where the strength of Polish Legions was built, that this sacred building 
was selected by Wacław Tokarz (at the time an employee of the Military De-
partment of the Supreme National Committee, and at the same time one of the 
most eminent historians of national uprisings) as the location of the patriotic 
celebrations organised by soldiers of the Third Brigade of Legions (it was also 
them who erected a cross to commemorate the January insurgents, which was 
changed into a monument in the interwar years)19.

Another monastery which operated in Piotrków before the January Upris-
ing was the Dominican order, which – as was the case with the Bernardines 
– was robbed for helping the insurgents. The local congregation was dissolved, 
and the building became a secular sanctuary. It was during the Russian post-

15  M. Rawita-Witanowski, Monografia Piotrkowska Trybunalskiego, ed. P. Głowacki, Piotr- 
ków Trybunalski 2017, p. 516.

16  https://genealogia.okiem.pl/powstanies/index.php?nazwisko=Strupczewski [access: 
15.01.2020]

17  M. Rawita-Witanowski, op. cit., p. 516.
18  https://genealogia.okiem.pl/powstanies/index.php?nazwisko=Strupczewski [access: 

15.01.2020]
19  http://trybunalscy.pl/node/1838 [access: 01.12.2019]
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insurgent persecution that the oldest Piotrków chronicle, run by the Domini-
cans, went missing. The symbol of the dissolution of the Order of Preachers 
became the person of the last monk – Father Henryk Stronczyński, who stayed 
in the city as a retiree and settled less than a hundred metres from the former 
monastery20.

The congregation of Piarists, which took over the property of their pre-
decessors, after the dissolution of the Jesuit Order by the National Education 
Committee and continued education of the Piotrków youth21, was deprived 
of this important function after the November Uprising. The Administrative 
Council of the Kingdom of Poland took the school away from the monks 
and since then, it was to be run by a headmaster appointed by the adminis-
trative authorities22. The majority of male youth who studied there joined the 
public riots, and the headmaster belonged to the managerial circle of the lo-
cal movement, who were in contact with the Warsaw conspirators. The years 
1861-1863 were reflected in the history of the building. The classrooms, 
left by the youth, were transformed into tsarist political prison. In 1864, as 
a result of the dissolution of the Piarist Order, under the decision issued by the 
organising committee for the Kingdom of Poland23, the new college with the 
adjacent part of the courtyard and garden became the property of the ministry 
of education. The old college with its part of the courtyard and garden near the 
church became the property of the ministry of internal affairs and was assigned 
for use by priest administrator of the post-Piarist church. The remaining part 
was regained by the city for the purposes of widening the street24. As a result 
of tsarist repressions, the school was turned into a Russian gymnasium for the 
participation of the youth in the uprising. The collection of historical paint-
ings, which had been given by donors and benefactors of the school as well as 
wealthy citizens since the construction of the building had been finished, was 

20  M. Furman, Między prowincją a wielkim światem. Życie społeczno-kulturalne Piotr- 
kowa 1867-1884, Kraków 2012, pp. 42-43.

21   K. Głowacki, Kościół Św. Franciszka Ksawerego i kolegium jezuickie w Piotr- 
kowie Trybunalskim, Piotrków Trybunalski 1982, p. 41.

22  Ibidem, pp. 51-52.
23  Ibidem, pp. 54-55.
24  M. Rawita-Witanowski, op. cit., p. 573.
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removed from the walls of the new college25. In 1867, the later outstanding 
historian, Tadeusz Korzon debuted in the newly formed gymnasium theatre26.

One of the Catholic clergymen who died during the uprising was Father 
Ignacy Mosiński, a parish priest from Dmenin, who finished his life in the Pi-
otrków citadel, located in the very centre of the city, near the Marijski Square 
(today’s Trybunalski Square). For open support for the uprising, announcing 
the manifesto of the insurgent dictator27 and for not administering absolution 
to a peasant who turned in one insurgent to the authorities, he was arrested 
and taken to the Piotrków citadel28. Here, after a three-month investigation and 
tough interrogations, he was sentenced to death, which was executed on 5th 
March 1864 by hanging. In order to honour the memory of Father Mosiński, a 
memorial plaque, funded from voluntary donations, was set in the external wall 
of the parish church in Dmenin on 21st May 192529.

In the 19th century, the church played an important role in preserving Pol-
ishness. The clergymen put forward various initiatives with a view to uniting 
the nation against the partitioners’ authorities, which was punishable with dif-
ferent kinds of repressions. It was particularly noticeable during the January 
Uprising, when the clergy, especially Catholic, provided pastoral care over in-
surgent troops, were active in the administration of the uprising by announcing 
from the pulpit decrees of insurgent authorities and by informing about the 
activities of insurgent structures, and even fought in armed operations. Also the 
Piotrków clergy joined operations which supported the uprising. In Piotrków, 
as in many other towns, priests preached pro-independence sermons. The main 
share should be attributed to monks and nuns from Piotrków, who positively 
responded to the collection of the national tax for the needs of the uprising. 
The orders from the Piotrków region did not evade post-insurgent repressions, 
as they were dissolved.

25  K. Głowacki, op. cit., p. 55.
26  Ibidem, p. 58.
27  M. Rawita-Witanowski, op. cit., p.328.
28  J. Szubert, Pamiętnik częstochowianina-powstańca styczniowego, edited by Z. Strzyżewska, 

Częstochowa 2012, pp. 55-56.
29  W. Koleczko, Dla ciebie Polsko, dla twej wolności i chwały ze wspomnień powstania stycz- 

niowego, ku uczczeniu pamięci poległych bohaterów męczenników, żołnierzy powstańców w gro- 
dzie Trybunalskim 1863-1864 roku, Piotrków Trybunalski 1926, p. 16.
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Areas of Education and Care for Children and Youth 
of the Catholic Church in the Kingdom of Poland 

and the Borderlands of the Russian Partition 
in the Early 20th Century*

Obszary działalności edukacyjnej i opiekuńczej wobec dzieci 
i młodzieży Kościoła Katolickiego w Królestwie Polskim 

i na Kresach zaboru rosyjskiego na początku XX w.

Abstract
The article focuses on the role of the Catholic Church in organizing educa-

tion and care for the young generation in the conditions of laissez-faire policy 
of the partitioner. The clergy’s activity in the field of education, care and up-
bringing implemented the assumptions of the social teaching of the Church. Its 
foundations were formulated in the encyclicals of Leo XIII. In the Kingdom of 
Poland, they did not initiate a deepened theological and axiological debate, but 
for some of the clergy became a determinant of practical activities. Assistance 
and upbringing activities in the Kingdom of Poland and the Borderlands of 

*  This paper was written as a part of a research project funded by the Ministry of Science and 
Higher Education, entitled „Traces of the Independent Poland” (2018-2023), contract no. 01SPN 
17 0020 18.
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the Russian Partition for children and youth included for example: ochronkas, 
orphanages, occupational class-rooms, artisanal enterprises and educational fa-
cilities, as well as resocialisation institutions. This activity was particularly no-
ticeable in secret habitless congregations, founded by Capuchin Father Hono-
rat Koźmiński. Diocesan clergy played an important role in the development 
of Polish education, including work of the Polish Educational Society (Polska 
Macierz Szkolna) and other educational initiatives.

Abstrakt
Artykuł skupia się na roli jaką odegrał Kościół Katolicki w organizacji 

działalności edukacyjnej i opiekuńczej dla młodego pokolenia w warunkach 
leseferyzmu władz zaborczych. Działania kleru w obszarze edukacji, opieki 
i wychowania wdrażały założenia społecznej nauki Kościoła, której podstawy 
zostały sformułowane w encyklikach Leona XIII. W Królestwie Polskim nie 
wywołały one pogłębionej debaty teologicznej czy aksjologicznej, ale dla części 
duchowieństwa stały się wyznacznikiem dla kierunku działań praktycznych. 
Działalność opiekuńczo-wychowawcza w Królestwie Polskim oraz na Kre-
sach zaboru rosyjskiego wobec dzieci i młodzieży obejmowała między inny-
mi: ochronki, sierocińce, sale zajęciowe, warsztaty rzemieślnicze, jak również 
placówki edukacyjne i resocjalizacyjne. Działalność ta była szczególnie akty-
wna wśród tajnych zgromadzeń bezhabitowych, zakładanych przez kapucyna 
o. Honorata Koźmińskiego. Duchowieństwo diecezjalne odegrało istotną rolę 
w rozwoju polskiego szkolnictwa, dzięki pracy Polskiej Macierzy Szkolnej i in-
nych inicjatyw edukacyjnych.

Keywords: education and care, early 20th century, Catholic Church, Kingdom 
of Poland
Słowa kluczowe: działalność opiekuńczo-wychowawcza, początek XX wieku, 
Kościół Katolicki, Królestwo Polskie

Repressions directed at the Catholic Church after the January Uprising in 
the Polish lands of the Russian partition not only made pastoral work 

more difficult, but also hindered various kinds of action in the social sphere. 
The most severe in restricting the position and rights of the Church were the 
repressions directed at clergymen who were accused of participating in the up-
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rising, liquidation of congregations, administrative repressions and, finally, the 
liquidation of the Uniate Church in 18751. In their efforts aimed at loosening 
the ties between the clergymen and the society, the tsarist authorities did not 
want to destroy the Church, recognising its institutions as important in pre-
venting secularisation, development of freethinking trends and popularisation 
of socialist ideas2. However, actions which strengthened patriotic feelings were 
not tolerated. In fear of combining educational, care and upbringing initiatives 
with national goals, in the last four decades of the 19th century, activity of the 
clergy was radically restricted in areas of social life other than pastoral work. 
The faithful were also not allowed to conduct educational and care activities 
under the auspices of the Church. While remaining a means of communication 
with the society, the pulpit could not be used as a tool for organising systematic 
assistance for the local communities of Congress Poland.

The situation was even more difficult in other Polish lands under the Russian 
partition; they were referred to as the Taken Lands, Kresy or Eastern Border-
lands. In the second half of the 19th century, religious congregations were system-
atically dissolved, including those which provided care for the ill, elderly, chil-
dren and youth. Some parishes were also liquidated, turning Catholic churches 
into Orthodox ones3. Dissolution of parishes and orders was related with clos-
ing the educational and upbringing institutions run by the lay and religious 
clergy. Repressions were intensified after the January Uprising, when a num- 
ber of monastic houses were liquidated in the Borderlands, including those of 
Sisters of Charity, who, apart from the traditional activities in the area of care 
of the sick, also provided care and education for orphans and poor and neglect-
ed children. The authorities also dissolved a lot of secular charity organisations, 

1  For more information see inter alia: P.P. Gach, Kasaty zakonów na ziemiach dawnej 
Rzeczypospolitej i Śląska 1773-1914, Lublin 1984; S. Wiech, Stosunek władz rosyjskich do ducho-
wieństwa rzymskokatolickiego w Królestwie Polskim w latach 1864-1905, “Almanach Historyczny” 
2004, vol. 6, pp. 129-152; R. Kantor, Postanowienia ukazu carskiego z 27.X.1864 r. dotyczące 
utrzymania i zarządu klasztorów w Królestwie Polskim, “Prawo Kanoniczne” 2017, vol. 60, no. 4, 
pp. 131-148; A. Górecki, Kościół katolicki w Królestwie Polskim po upadku powstania styczniowego, 
“Christianitas” 2018, no. 71-72, pp. 103-136.

2  A. Chwalba, Historia Polski 1795-1918, Kraków 2000, p. 343.
3  J. Skarbek, Organizacja parafialna w diecezji wileńskiej w latach 1772/3-1914, “Studia 

Teologiczne” 1987-1988, vol. 5-6, pp. 118-143; J. Mandziuk, Zakony w (archi)diecezji wileńskiej, 
“Studia Teologiczne” 1987-1988, vol. 5-6, pp. 161-200.
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with many of which clergymen cooperated. As a result of persecution of the 
Catholic Church and discrimination of Catholics, not only did parishes and 
bishoprics in the Borderlands become desolate, but also the social life (co)or-
ganised by ecclesiastical institutions was destroyed4. An effect of the anticlerical 
attitude of the Russian authorities and anti-monastic legislation in the King-
dom of Poland and the Borderlands was decomposition of ecclesiastical struc-
tures and serious difficulties with the implementation of social and religious 
undertakings.

Restricting the possibilities of undertaking care and educational activities 
was even more of a social problem, because, after 1864, as part of post-insur-
gent repressions, the tsarist authorities were guided by the laissez-faire principle 
in the areas of social welfare and health care. For both economic and politi-
cal reasons, very limited activities, completely inadequate to the scale of needs, 
were conducted for creating a system of social welfare and public health care. 
The questions of education and upbringing of the young generation were also 
neglected. In the meantime, intensive socio-economic transformations which 
took place in the last decades of the 19th and in the early 20th centuries contrib-
uted to escalation of many alarming phenomena in the social sphere. Difficult 
living conditions of the working class and peasant population lead them to ex-
clusion in the socio-political, economic and cultural dimensions. A response 
to the problems of the poor, especially workers, from the Catholic clergy in 
Europe was the development of the Church’s social teachings, whose principles 
had been laid by Pope Leo XIII in 1891 in the encyclical “Rerum Novarum”5. 

4  As Chwalba writes, at the end of the 19th century in the Borderlands of the Russian parti-
tion Polishness and Latin religious culture were in retreat […] After 1905, the authorities abolished 
a number of anti-Polish and anti-Catholic regulations, the Polish community and civil service were 
revived, cultural institutions, schools, associations etc. appeared. Vilnius became the centre of Polish 
activity in the Borderlands. Minsk, Kaunas, Grodno, Zhytomyr and Kiev were of lower significance. 
However, after half a century of repressions and discrimination, the Polish circles were fairly slug-
gish. They lacked the community spirit, broader understanding for the concept of social service, work 
for the good of other people. The intelligentsia were sparse. The Polish were not very well organised 
and enterprising, inconsistent in action, often unconscientious. Their enthusiasm cooled off quickly, 
and their involvement burnt out. A. Chwalba, Dziedzictwo zaborów, [in:] Polski wiek XX, ed. 
K. Persak, P. Machcewicz, vol. I, Warszawa 2009, p. 13.

5  M. Janowski, A Marriage of Convenience: the Roman Catholic Church and Modernity 
in Nineteenth-Century Europe, “Kwartalnik Historyczny” 2017, vol. 124, p. 67; J. Dębiński, 
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In the Kingdom of Poland, Leon XII’s encyclicals, similarly to other papal 
documents, failed to inspire a deeper theological or axiological debate and did 
not become the subject of detailed analysis and original reception. As Ryszard 
Bender wrote, the clergy’s practical social activity anticipated the theoretical re-
flection6. It must be noted here that the Church in Congress Poland treated the 
principles propagated by the Vatican with significant reserve. The Archbishop 
of Warsaw, Wincenty Chościak Popiel was not completely convinced about the 
rightness of the social concepts proposed by the Pope, which translated into ab-
sence of the Church’s social teachings in the course of clerical students’ educa-
tion. According to Andrzej Gałka, reading social encyclicals by Leon XIII was 
punishable with dismissal from the seminar7.

Increased liberties after the Revolution of 1905 allowed the inhabitants of 
Congress Poland, including the clergy, to take numerous initiatives in the area 
of social activity. Many organisations were formed at the initiative of priests 
themselves at that time. They also participated in the works of numerous social 
associations, formed after 1905, which did not accept the Church’s patronage, 
but were willing to include the clergymen in their ranks8. The prospect of the 
clergy participating in community initiatives triggered very diverse opinions 
and attitudes. On the one hand, many social activists regarded priests as par-
ticularly important allies in educational actions and care activities. Suffice it 
to mention that physicians related to the Warsaw Hygiene Society expected 
cooperation from parish priests and curates in propagating knowledge about 
protective vaccinations among rural and working-class populations9. They also 
called for popularisation of knowledge of anatomy and physiology among ru-
ral women, by disseminating guidebooks for masses through priests who were 

Chrześcijański ruch robotniczy w Królestwie Polskim na przełomie XIX i XX wieku, “Polonia 
Sacra” 2002, no. 11, p. 80. 

6  R. Bender, Chrześcijańska myśl i działalność społeczna w zaborze rosyjskim w latach 1865 
–1918, [in:] Historia katolicyzmu społecznego w Polsce 1832–1939, ed. C. Strzeszewski et alii, 
Warszawa 1981, pp. 212–213. 

7  A. Gałka, Kwestia robotnicza w archidiecezji warszawskiej na przełomie XIX i XX wieku, 
“Chrześcijanin w Świecie” 1983, vol. 15 no. 4, p. 36; K. Lewalski, Kościół rzymskokatolicki 
a władze carskie w Królestwie Polskim na przełomie XIX i XX wieku, Gdańsk 2008, p. 133.

8  For more information see S. Gajewski, Społeczna działalność duchowieństwa w Królestwie 
Polskim 1905-1914, Lublin 1990, pp. from 15 on

9  Z Warszawskiego Towarzystwa Higienicznego, “Medycyna” 1899, vol. 27, p. 43, 136.
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members of the Warsaw Hygiene Society10. The space for cooperation between 
the lay community workers and the clergy were charity organisations11. Many 
clergymen recognised charity as an inherent part of their work. It was particu-
larly true for various forms of assistance and upbringing activity for people from 
poor and neglected environments, including children and youth12. In 1903, Fa-
ther Michał Rutkowski from Słonim in Grodno Governorate wrote in a letter 
to Michał Radziwiłł: In addition to purely clerical activities, I have five hours 
every day in the local schools and, as the deputy chairman of the management of 
a charity society, I have an entire quarter of poverty of all kinds in my charge13. 
The problem of clergy’s participation in social activity was present many times 
in the Catholic papers. In 1906, in “Wiadomości Pasterskie” the editor-in-chief 
of the newspaper14, Father Marian Fulman wrote: Parish priests have the duty 
not to shun any forms of social work. In charity and cooperative organisations they 
should appear not as an honoured ballast but as an exhilarating spirit […] The 

10  “Medycyna” 1900, vol. 28, p. 570.
11  And so, for instance in the Płock Charity Society the function of chairman was fulfilled 

by clergymen several times: Rev. Antoni Julian Nowowiejski, the later bishop of Płock, Prelate 
Kazimierz Weloński, Czesław Tyszka, Rev. Adolf Modzelewski and Prelate Adolf Szelążek. 
A.J. Papierowski, Okoliczności utworzenia w Płocku Towarzystwa Dobroczynności i jego działalność 
do wybuchu I wojny światowej, “Notatki Płockie” 2009, vol. 54, no. 1, p. 26.

12  In this article, the subject of analysis are not the forms of care over the sick and the 
elderly; however, it is worth reminding that it was one of the most important fields of activity 
for the secret monastic congregations. In the Kingdom of Poland, members of the Congregation 
of Franciscan Sisters of the Suffering (Franciscan Sisters) worked in many municipal shelters, 
ambulatories and hospitals (including such cities as Warsaw, Łódź, Lublin, Pabianice, Tomaszów 
Mazowiecki, Kozienice). Nuns from habitless congregations, such as servant sisters and members 
of the Association of Sisters of Charity of Saint Vincent de Paul provided care for the sick also 
at their homes. B. Urbanek, Idea opieki nad chorym na ziemiach polskich w latach 1809-1914, 
Wrocław 2001, p. 281; M.H. Mazurek, Powstanie i rozwój ukrytych zgromadzeń bł. Honorata 
Koźmińskiego w latach 1874-1908, Sandomierz 2009, pp. 256-269, 273-274; Kalendarz ziemi 
radomskiej, Radom 1912, p. 231; Kalendarz Informacyjno-Encyklopedyczny na rok zwyczajny 
1913, Warszawa 1913, p. 504.

13  The Central Archives of Historic Records (hereinafter AGAD), Correspondence of the 
Radziwiłłs from Nieborów, sign. 895, c. 2.  

14  Rev. M. Fulman propagated combining pastoral work with community-civil activity among 
priests. I. Zaleska, Kościół katolicki a polityka. Udział duchowieństwa w życiu politycznym ziem 
byłego Królestwa Polskiego na przełomie XIX i XX wieku, [in:] Rola Kościoła w dziejach Polski. 
Kościoły w Rzeczypospolitej, ed. J. Krochmal, Warszawa 2017, pp. 250-251.
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priest’s job is made much more difficult by the lack of knowledge of what people 
think, what they love for and what they aspire at. Closing yourself up is the cause of 
divergent aspirations and desires between the priest and the faithful and a complete 
loss of influence on people. Certainly, not every priest has enough data to stand at 
the helm of the social sphere, but with work and good will everyone can become 
a useful link to connect people with God and one another. In parishes where several 
or a dozen priests work, the work can be divided during a meeting and everybody 
can be given a branch in which he might become useful. What loyal and joint work 
offers is the possibility for individuals to specialise in activities corresponding to 
their preferences or skills, and all that together forms a beautiful whole15. 

On the other hand, many voices from the opponents could be heard under-
mining the arguments of priest-activists. In 1909, there was a heated discussion 
going on in “Przegląd Katolicki”16. One of the discussants stressed: I know from 
private opinions of the clergymen, apart from a minority of the younger ones, that 
sacrificing and devotion to social issues is not generally accepted17. Opponents of 
the clergymen becoming involved with community actions tried to convince 
that combining pastoral and social work stands in contradiction to the words 
of Christ: My kingdom is not of this world. They stressed that orders, fraternities 
and other priestly institutions were created on the grounds of pastoral zeal […] 
God’s activity, rather than secular one, developed and undertaken by priests bore 
moral and spiritual and not earthly fruit18. Not all clergymen were enthusiastic 
about priests’ participation in the works of educational organisations – not all 
of them were enthusiastic about the school strike either19. In 1908, the bishop 
of Płock, Apolinary Wnukowski wrote in his letter to archbishop W. Popiel: 
Polish schools offer no rights and are degenerate by disbelief and immorality. There 
is devilish hatred towards the Church and priests in this Polish educational system. 
The government oppresses us on one side, and on the other – there is even worse and 

15  M. Fulman, Wielkomiejskie i fabryczne parafie, “Wiadomości Pasterskie” 1906, no. 2, 
pp. 87-88.

16  See “Przegląd Katolicki” 1909, vol. 47, no. 5, 12, 14, 15. 
17  “Przegląd Katolicki” 1909, no. 47, p. 349.
18  Ibidem, p. 382.
19  J. Miąso, Walka o narodową szkołę w Królestwie Polskim w latach 1905-1907: w stulecie 

strajku szkolnego, “Rozprawy z Dziejów Oświaty” 2005, no. 44, p. 91.
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more dreadful oppression, since it comes from our fellow brothers20. Failure to un-
derstand the importance of social work and emancipation aspirations in the area 
of education, as well as reluctance to dialogue with opponents, inspired criti-
cism from those clergymen for whom the ideals of combining pastoral and com-
munity work were close. In evaluating his superior, the abovementioned bishop 
A. Wnukowski, Father Ignacy Charczewski stressed that his opinions could be 
summarised in the slogan: Shut yourself up in the vestry. The pulpit, altar, confes-
sional – this is the priest’s entire world […] In a word, the bishop is backwards by at 
least (50 years) half a century, because it was half a century ago that he moulded his 
opinions and now they have ossified21. 

Despite the indifference, and even reluctance from a certain part of the 
clergy towards activity that exceeded traditional pastoral work, in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, a considerable proportion of priests were active in the 
social sphere. Educational and upbringing work was one of the most common 
areas of activity. In the literature of the subject, these issues have been discussed 
primarily in the context of the priests’ involvement with the works of Polska 
Macierz Szkolna (Polish Educational Society), organising out-of-school educa-
tion, initiatives of Catholic activists to establish schools and societies which 
provided support for students. Activities related to organising educational and 
care institutions for children and youth have been described significantly less 
frequently. The clergy’s participation in creating resocialisation institutions has 
gone nearly unnoticed. Meanwhile, these were the areas of systematic and me-
thodical activities. A special role in this area was played by secret habitless con-
gregations, founded by Capuchin Father Honorat Koźmiński. These congrega-
tions, referred to as skrytki, based on the rule of St. Francis, in the conditions 
of anti-monastic policy of the partitioner’s authorities, played an exceptionally 
significant role in the Church community and social life. Father Koźmiński re-

20  Quoted after: K. Lewalski, Kościół rzymskokatolicki…, p. 117.
21  Quoted after: ibidem, p. 139. See also K. Lewalski, Odsłony codzienności: rzymskokato-

lickie duchowieństwo parafialne na prowincji Królestwa Polskiego na przełomie XIX i XX wieku: 
wybrane zagadnienia, Gdańsk 2019, p. 119; idem, Między sacrum a profanum, czyli jak to wśród 
braci kapłańskiej bywało: duchowieństwo rzymskokatolickie w zaborze rosyjskim w II połowie XIX 
i na początku XX wieku (zarys problematyki), “Echa Przeszłości” 2006, no. 7, pp. 60-61.
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garded them as spiritus movens for the spiritual and moral revival movement22. 
In the early 20th century, the tertiary associations assembled about 7.5 thousand 
people, mainly women23. By 1908 the movement encompassed more than 380 
towns. Over 670 monastic houses were established, and members of the con-
gregations worked in about 840 facilities24. Habitless congregations conducted 
all kinds of educational and care facilities for children and youth which oper-
ated in the Polish lands at the end of the 19th and in the early 20th centuries. 
The largest number of such facilities functioned in the Kingdom of Poland, 
but the educational and care facilities which were formed in the Borderlands 
were of considerable importance for the Polish social life. In many places, they 
were ones of the few Polish organisations which cultivated national educational 
traditions. Further in the article, when listing governorates and specific towns 
in the territory of the Russian Empire where facilities run by “honorackie” con-
gregations operated, I also provide information on facilities located outside the 
Borderlands (although the cultural meaning of this name and its geographic 
extent were not strictly defined). This concerns facilities established in towns 
where large groups of Polish people lived, including the educational institu-
tions in Moscow and Petersburg.

One of the most important areas of the social care activities for children and 
youth was managing facilities for orphans. The Congregation of Sisters of Char-
ity of Saint Vincent De Paul (often referred to as “szarytki” or sisters of mercy25), 
as well as habitless congregations had particular credit in this respect. The sis-
ters worked in facilities for orphaned children, found in all governorate cities 
– Warsaw, Piotrków, Lublin, Kalisz, Radom, Kielce, Płock, Łomża, Siedlce and 
Suwałki, as well as in Łódź, Częstochowa, Włocławek, Łowicz and several other 
district cities. Definitely the largest number of facilities for orphans operated 

22  M. Szymula, Duchowość zakonna według nauczania bł. Honorata Koźmińskiego, Warszawa 
1998, pp. 116-117.

23  R. Prejs, Katolicki feminizm? Kilka uwag o zgromadzeniach honorackich, “Teka Komisji 
Historycznej” 2016, vol. 13, p. 132; K. Lewalski, Kościół…, pp. 134-135.

24  J. R. Bar, Ruch religijny kobiet w XIX wieku na ziemiach polskich, “Collectanea Theologica” 
1967, vol. 37, no. 3, p. 171.

25  A. Schletz, Zarys historyczny Zgromadzenia Sióstr Miłosierdzia w Polsce, “Nasza Przeszłość” 
1960, vol. 12, pp. 59-172; A. Puszka, Działalność Zgromadzenia Sióstr Miłosierdzia Wincentego 
à Paulo na ziemiach polskich w XIX wieku, [in:] Rola Kościoła w dziejach Polski. Kościoły 
w Rzeczypospolitej, ed. J. Krochmal, Warszawa 2017, pp. 214-234.
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in Warsaw. The two most important educational and care facilities were run by 
Sisters of Charity – the first was the Orphan Facility at St. Casimir Institute, 
functioning uninterruptedly since the 17th century, and the other was the house 
for abandoned children and orphans, established by Rev. Gabriel Piotr Baud-
ouin and operating since 1736; after being combined with the General Hospi-
tal in 1757, both facilities functioned under the common name of Christ Child 
Hospital (Szpital Dzieciątka Jezus)26. In the entire Kingdom of Poland, Sisters 
of Charity and members of habitless congregations worked in orphanages run 
by charity organisations or private individuals27. 

Despite the significantly more unfavourable conditions, habitless congrega-
tions also ran facilities for orphaned children in the Borderlands and Russian 
cities. The largest number of orphanages were conducted by the Congregation 
of Daughters of the Most Pure Heart of Blessed Virgin Mary (sercanki), who 
established houses for orphaned children in Moscow, Pinsk (in Minsk Gov-
ernorate), Zhytomyr (in Volhynian Governorate) and two facilities in Kiev. 
Apart from that, orphanages run by habitless congregations were located in Pe-
tersburg (Congregation of Sisters of the Name of Jesus), in Uman in Kiev Gov-
ernorate (Congregation of Sisters Heralds of Reward i.e. Missionaries of the 
Holy Face) and in Slonim in Grodno Governorate (Congregation of the Little 
Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary). The hardships of running facilities 
for orphans before the First World War were described in her memoirs by Eliza 
Gołębiowska, member of the Congregation of Sercanki, and in the inter-war 
period and during World War II its general Mother Superior: Everything that 
the sisters had at their disposal was spent on upbringing and education of children, 
who were admitted permanently in maximum numbers that the rooms could hold, 
solving the problem of cramping by arranging beds in stacks of two or three, similar 
to benches in a carriage. Saving enough money to buy at least one house was out of 
the question – the only desire of each Mother Superior was to increase the number 

26  M. Kolankiewicz, Schronienie. Historia Domu Małych Dzieci ks. Baudouina, Warszawa 
1997, pp. from 10 on; Z. Podgórska-Klawe, Warszawski dom podrzutków (1736-1900), “Rocznik 
Warszawski” 1975, vol. 12, pp. 111-145.

27  A. Bołdyrew, Opieka i wychowanie dzieci osieroconych w Królestwie Polskim na przełomie 
XIX i XX w., [in:] Szkolnictwo, opieka i wychowanie w Królestwie Polskim: od jego ustanowienia 
do odzyskania przez Polskę niepodległości 1815-1918, ed. H. Markiewiczowa, I. Czarnecka, 
Warszawa 2016, pp. 216-226.
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of foster children, mostly orphans; despite the empty safe people said: God gave us 
an orphan so He will give us some for the orphan. And this was how our care facili-
ties in Vilnius, Kaunas, Zhytomyr, Warsaw, Kiev originated, with a large number 
of children in rented rooms, left entirely to divine providence, because the liturgical 
vestment, hosiery, bookbinding and shoemaking workshops, despite intensive work 
of sisters, were not able to cover the cost of living28. The policy of the authorities 
did not allow the Sisters of Charity to continue the educational and care work 
with orphaned children. The most important facility of the sisters of mercy, es-
tablished at the end of the 18th century, was the Child Jesus Facility in Vilnius29. 
After taking the facility away from the congregation, and the later removal of 
the Sisters of Charity in 1864, they were not able to return to the facility until 
1921. 

To sum up, it must be emphasised that in the late 19th and early 20th cen-
tury, the Catholic Church, particularly in Congress Poland, fulfilled the role 
of one of the most important organisers of educational and care facilities for 
abandoned and orphaned children, based on the model of charity from the 
Old Polish period. A success was the creation of a significant number of care 
facilities, a weakness – relying on traditional methods and forms of educational 
and care work, regarded in the early 20th century as anachronous by progressive 
pedagogists.

An important form of institutional care for children in the 19th and early 
20th centuries in the Kingdom of Poland was the so-called ochronka, a place 
where children up to 7 years old from the poorest environments received care 
and education. In the initial period, ochronkas were founded mainly in gover-
norate and district cities as well as industrial settlements populated with people 
looking for employment in industry30. They were designed to provide many 
hours daily of care and education for children of poor, working parents. They 
were needed even more because at the time of intensive industrial development, 
it was necessary in many families also for the mothers to take up paid work. At 

28  E. Gołębiowska, Wspomnienia, quoted after: J. Bar, Zgromadzenie Córek Serca Maryi (SS. 
Sercanek) w latach 1885-1958, “Prawo Kanoniczne” 1980, vol. 23, no. 1-2, p. 109.

29  S. Rosiak, Zakład Dzieciątka Jezus w Wilnie Zgromadzenia S.S. Miłosierdzia Św. Win- 
centego á Paulo, Wilno 1934. 

30  For more information see B. Sandler, Wychowanie przedszkolne i kształcenie wychowaw- 
czyń w Królestwie Polskim, Wrocław 1968.
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the beginning of the 20th century, ochronkas developed rapidly in small towns, 
settlements and villages. A particularly intense growth of the number of these 
facilities took place around 1905. Many priests became involved in establishing 
ochronkas in the early 20th century. In many parishes, priests encouraged the lo-
cal communities to collect money for maintaining an ochronka. Sometimes they 
devoted their own resources to this purpose. An example of involvement and ef-
fectiveness can be the work of an outstanding community activist, Rev. Wacław 
Bliziński, the parish priest from the village of Lisków31. On his initiative, in 
1905, an ochronka was founded, initially attended by 16 children, and a year 
later their number increased to 30. The facility was located in a people’s house 
and was financed by the parish priest. Owing to Bliziński’s efforts, ochronkas 
were also opened in other villages of the Lisków parish. In 1913, there were 7 of 
them with more than 500 children attending32. Similar initiatives were taken by 
many clergymen. Usually a single ochronka was opened, sometimes – as in the 
Lisków parish – a chain of facilities was organised. This was the case in the par-
ish of Ślesin, where 5 ochronkas were established in the early 20th century on the 
initiative of the local parish priest, Jan Langier33. In 1907 in Płock, Rev. Ignacy 
Lasocki opened an ochronka attended by 300 children34.

A fundamental role in creating and maintaining ochronas was played by 
habitless congregations. Sisters worked in facilities established by such social 
organisations as charity societies, Polish Educational Society, United Landown-
ers’ Circle or Catholic Association, founded by private donors (landowners, 
factory owners etc.), or in parish facilities. Without the participation of sisters 

31  Rev. Bliziński became the symbol of a clergyman and involved community worker. Social 
and cultural press and daily newspapers often wrote about his activity in Lisków. Rev. Wacław 
Bliziński, the parish priest from Lisków, indefatigable worker in the sphere of education of the nation, 
knew how to arouse and encourage the parishioners to establish a whole range of institutions, which 
improved the socialisation and well-being of the local people. Z kraju, “Łowiczanin” 1911, no. 3, p. 4.

32  W. Bliziński, Wspomnienia z mego życia i pracy, oprac. G. Waliś, Kalisz 2003, p. 48; M. 
Moczydłowska, Wieś Lisków na podstawie wiadomości zebranych na miejscu, Kalisz 1913, pp. 
115-119; J. Molenda, Chłopi – naród – niepodległość. Kształtowanie się postaw narodowych 
i obywatelskich chłopów w Galicji i w Królestwie Polskim w przededniu odrodzenia Polski, Warszawa 
1999, p. 92.

33  A. Tomaszewicz, Dobroczynność w guberni kaliskiej 1864-1914, Łódź 2010, p. 97.
34  R. Bender, Społeczne inicjatywy chrześcijańskie w Królestwie Polskim 1905–1918, Lublin 

1978, p. 126.
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from habitless congregations, the intense quantitative growth of the facilities 
at the beginning of the 20th century would have been impossible. The largest 
number of ochronkas were run by the Congregation of the Sisters Servants of 
Mary Immaculate (servants), who did not open a facility for small children only 
in Suwałki Governorate. Many ochronkas were also conducted by the Congre-
gation of the Little Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary and the Congrega-
tion of Daughters of Mary Immaculate (Immaculatine Sisters)35.

In comparison with the Kingdom, in the territory of western governorates 
of the Russian Empire, there were considerably fewer Catholic social institu-
tions which provided care for small children, because they focused to a greater 
degree on the educational and care activities aimed at older children and youth. 
However, there were some ochronkas run by skrytki there. And so the Congre-
gation of the Sisters Servants of Mary Immaculate (servants) ran ochronkas in 
Grodno, Vitebsk and Kaunas governorates, Congregation of Daughters of the 
Most Pure Heart of Blessed Virgin Mary (sercanki) – in Irkutsk, Kiev, Grodno, 
Petersburg and Volhynia governorates, Congregation of Sister Servants of the 
Most Sacred Heart of Jesus – in Kaunas Governorate, Congregation of Daugh-
ters of Virgin Mary (niepokalanki) – in Vitebsk and Volhynia governorates, 
Congregation of the Vestiarki Sisters of Jesus – in Podole Governorate. In 
Vilnius Governorate, there were ochronkas run by the Congregation of Sisters 
Heralds of Reward i.e. Missionaries of the Holy Face (obliczanki) and the Con-
gregation of the Little Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary (factory sisters); 
the latter provided care for small children also in Vitebsk Governorate. The 
network of facilities was significantly less dense than in the Kingdom, where on 
the eve of World War I, institutional care over several-year-olds was becoming 
maybe not common but not an extraordinary practice anymore. At the scale of 
all the Polish lands in the Russian partition, Sister Servants were particularly 
distinguished; until 1918 they worked in 107 ochronkas36.

35  T. Wójcik, Zgromadzenie Sióstr Służek NMP Niepokalanej, vol. I: Powstanie, rozwój 
i działalność w latach 1878-1918, Poznań 1978, pp. 282-302; M.H. Mazurek, op. cit., pp. 254 
-297; T. Wróblewska, Działalność oświatowo-wychowawcza Zgromadzenia Sióstr Służek w latach 
1878-1918, [in:] W dialogu z przeszłością. Księga poświęcona Profesorowi Janowi Hellwigowi, 
ed. W. Jamrożek, D. Żołądź-Strzelczyk, Poznań 2002, pp. 209-211.  

36  T. Wójcik, op. cit., pp. 319-321.
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The quantitative growth of ochronkas was not always accompanied by im-
proved educational practice. Many facilities strived at improving the methods 
and forms of work with children, but the difficult conditions, lack of teaching 
aids, constant financial deficiencies made it difficult to raise the standards of 
their educational and care activity37. It was also influenced by the expectations 
of the founders of these facilities. Many of them were guided mainly by com-
mercial considerations. In his work published in 1899, Ludwik Górski, in order 
to encourage wealthy landowners to found village ochronkas, stressed the chari-
table dimension of their operation, but he also, if not primarily, emphasised 
their economic importance in the context of benefits for both manor owners 
and farm labourers. He devoted much less attention to pedagogical aspects. 
Writing about children’s games, he stressed their utilitarian character, not no-
ticing their intrinsic value. He regarded providing meals to children as inad-
visable, because it might increase the maintenance costs. He did not see the 
need for modernising either educational objectives or methods of instructing 
the tutors who worked there. He stated that the caretaker can be a simple, but 
religious woman, sagacious and with a passion for children. There is no need to 
require from her any academic qualifications higher than those necessary for teach-
ing the children their prayers and slowly acquainting them with manual work. 
A sagacious caretaker should develop in children the principal notions of the good 
and evil, truth and lie and obligations towards God and people, while at the same 
time getting them accustomed to obedience, order and work38. 

It is not easy to determine to what extent the sisters from habitless congre-
gations who worked in ochronkas were involved in improvement of the quality 
of children care and upgrading their qualifications. The preserved sources indi-
cate that some of them improved their qualifications for working with children 
by way of self-education or participation in courses for caretakers. The valuable 
works of Maria Weryho and Stefania Marciszewska, based on the pedagogi-

37  Janusz Korczak wrote ironically about the paternalistic attitude of the charity activists 
who wanted to “enlighten” the children of poor parents: “Children don’t learn to darn, sew, pray 
and love God here. Protected from evil influence of corruption, which would make them die 
eternally and earthly if they were left to their own devices, living the street life”. g. ( J. Korczak), 
O trzy i pół metra, “Głos” 1904, no. 20, p. 306; See also idem, Tandeta dobroczynna, “Głos” 1904, 
no. 11, p. 163; 

38  L. Górski, Ochronki wiejskie, Warszawa 1899, p. 16.
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cal findings of the time, were used for this purpose39. The sisters wrote about 
the difficulties of the work to Father Koźmiński, who did not seem to fully 
appreciate the weight of the problem though. He wrote to Zyta Herdan, who 
wanted to become qualified as a caretaker40 as follows: Do not be worried about 
the little fruit of working with children, because you are but obliged to cast the 
seeds41. Koźmiński’s expectations as to the extent of activities in the sphere of 
education were far greater than the possibilities of their implementation. Thus, 
ochronkas were the “minimum programme”, not fully satisfying with the scale of 
influence for the founder of secret congregations. In a letter to Maria Anastazja 
Szymańczak of around 1912, Father Koźmiński wrote: The greatest reason for 
the poor life of peasants and their drunkenness [is] the fact that women can neither 
cook a decent meal, wash clothes, sew for the children nor maintain the home in 
order, which is why each of them prefers to go to the inn. If you could later, with 
greater freedom, teach them to read, write and the catechism etc., in order for them 
to be able to teach children at home instead of sending them to bad schools, you 
would have a tremendous influence on the entire rural population, greater than 
from the ochronkas42. 

In the social educational and care system, an important place was attributed 
to institutions in which children were taught the basic crafting skills. In the 
last twenty years of the 19th and early 20th century, many occupational class-
rooms were established for this purpose. The demand for this kind of facili-
ties increased after the tsarist authorities tightened the restrictions concerning 
ochronkas (in 1884 a ban was introduced on admitting children above 7 years 
old to ochronkas). As an effect, a large proportion of children remained beyond 
the educational system, owing to insufficient number of elementary schools. 
The occupational classrooms fulfilled educational and socialising functions for 
children from poor and neglected environments. Elementary teaching was pro-
vided there, and crafting skills were developed. Moral, religious and hygienic 

39  Cf. M. Weryho, W sprawie ochron. Wskazówki dla osób zakładających ochrony wiejskie, 
Warszawa 1906; S. Marciszewska, Rady i wskazówki dla kierujących ochronami, Warszawa 1906.

40  H. Koźmiński, Pisma, ed. H.I. Szumił, G. Bartoszewski, vol. 5: Listy do Zgromadzenia 
Sióstr Służek Najświętszej Maryi Panny Niepokalanej 1884-1916, comp. H.I. Szumił, Warszawa 
1997, p. 211.

41  Ibidem, p. 214.
42  Ibidem, p. 180.
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education was also taken care of43. In many cases, it was combined with secret 
teaching of Polish history and culture. And so, for example, Rev. Franciszek 
Abramowicz, without permission from the partitioner’s authorities, opened 
a school of crafting in the parish house, in which he, the curate and organist 
taught weaving, combining it with teaching the Polish language44. 

Male and female members of habitless congregations worked in many 
classrooms opened by lay and clerical founders. In Congress Poland, activity 
conducted by two male orders – Congregation of Brothers Servants of Holy 
Virgin Mary and Congregation of the Sons of Our Lady of Sorrows, was of 
great significance. They ran occupational classrooms and crafting workshops 
for boys, mainly in cities of the two most industrialised governorates – War-
saw and Piotrków45. Female honorackie congregations established a number of 
sewing rooms, where they also taught girls, and tailor’s shops, combined with 
teaching dressmaking to girls. In the Kingdom, such facilities were opened in 
most governorates46. Since the late 19th century, intensive increase could be seen 
of the number occupational classrooms, sewing rooms combined with teach-
ing girls and young women, and educational facilities for children from fami-
lies of modest means in the Borderlands. Female honorackie congregations ran 
many such facilities in cities and villages in Vilnius, Grodno, Kaunas, Podolia, 
Vitebsk, Courland, Moscow, Petersburg, Livonia, Mogilev, Pskov and Volhyn-
ian governorates. In the scale of the entire area of Polish lands under the Rus-
sian partition, the largest number of various kinds of crafting and educational 
facilities for girls and boys were opened by the Congregation of Daughters of 
the Most Pure Heart of Blessed Virgin Mary (sercanki). 

An important field of care activities of the Church was to provide help and 
support to girls who came to towns in search of work. Places where such help 
was provided to the “servant class” were the facilities in Warsaw, e.g. the support 

43  A. Bołdyrew, Społeczeństwo Królestwa Polskiego wobec patologii społecznych w latach 1864 
1914, Łódź 2016, pp. 300-301.

44  Bojownicy kapłani za sprawę Kościoła i ojczyzny w latach 1861-1915, Materiały z urzę-
dowych świadectw władz rosyjskich, archiwów konsystorskich zakonnych i prywatnych, comp. 
P. Kubicki, part 1, vol. 2, Sandomierz 1933, p. 331.

45  National Archives in Warsaw, Warsaw Governoral Office for Associations, sign. 695; 
M.H. Mazurek, op. cit., pp. 300-305. 

46  M.H. Mazurek, op. cit., pp. 257-299; M. Certowicz, Opis Włocławka pod względem sani-
tarnym i hygienicznym, “Zdrowie” 1912, no. 6, pp. 488-489.
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houses for servants opened by the Congregation of the Sisters Servants of Jesus 
– in Wilcza Street and in Sewerynów47. In Łódź, the Association of Servants of 
Catholic Denomination, established in 1907, conducted a broad social, educa-
tional and care activity. It opened, among others, an orphanage, sewing house 
and employment agency48. Since 1906, educational and care activity for under-
age servants was provided in Otwock by the Congregation of the Sisters Ser-
vants of Jesus (Servants of Jesus)49. Among numerous organisations established 
under the auspices of the Church, which gathered people who worked as ser-
vants, it is worth reminding of the Association of Catholic Servants dedicated 
to St. Zita, established in Płock in 1907, and Association of Servants of St. Zita, 
formed in Kielce in 1909. They provided care over young servants and taught 
occupational skills50. 

An important form of support for young, often underage female workers 
was the care organised for them by the Congregation of the Little Sisters of the 
Immaculate Heart of Mary, called the “factory sisters”. The congregation, estab-
lished in 1888, was managed by Aniela Godecka51. The sisters created shelters 
and boarding houses in Warsaw and Łódź, where there were the largest number 
of girls and young women who came from the countryside and did not have 
support from their families. 20 to 30 workers lived in a single house. They chose 
one person among themselves who took care of the household. The houses were 
equipped with a library and a medicine cabinet. Each house was taken care of 
by a sister, who helped organise the daily living and taught reading, writing, na-
tional history and catechism. In Ewa Jabłońska-Deptuła’s opinion, modus ope-
randi of the “factory sisters” differed from the paternalist models. It was based 
on recognising the women’s right to full subjectivity, independence from the 

47  M.H. Mazurek, op. cit., pp. 82-83.
48  M. Sikorska-Kowalska, Kierunki i formy działalności dobroczynnej na rzecz kobiet w wielkich 

miastach Królestwa Polskiego. Od dobroczynności do wsparcia społecznego, [in:] Dobroczynność 
i pomoc społeczna na ziemiach polskich w XIX, XX i na początku XXI wieku, vol. II, ed. M. and 
M. Przeniosło, Kielce 2010, pp. 64-65; Czas. Kalendarz na rok 1914, p. 91.

49  M.H. Mazurek, op. cit., p. 276.
50  R. Bender, op. cit., p. 124.
51  M. Janas, Nowe formy żeńskiego ruchu zakonnego i stowarzyszeniowego w kościele katolickim 

na ziemiach polskich w XIX i na początku XX wieku, [in:] Działaczki społeczne, feministki, oby-
watelki... Samoorganizowanie się kobiet na ziemiach polskich do 1918 roku, ed. A. Janiak-Jasińska, 
K. Sierakowska, A. Szwarc, Warszawa 2008, p. 435.
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benefactors, pursuing their own lifestyle and deciding about the socialisation 
patterns for girls52. According to Krystyna Krycińska, acceptance and affirma-
tion of independence of the “factory sisters” – and the members of habitless 
congregations in general – was not a result of Father Koźmiński’s views, whom 
the scholar regarded as a supporter of patronalism53. Thus, departing from pa-
ternalistic models might have been more of a manifestation of the lack of con-
trol over the congregations than an implementation of the founder’s guidelines. 

One of the key areas of educational and care activity of the Catholic Church 
was running facilities for the youth referred to as “morally neglected”. This term 
was discretionary in character, and included young people who were brought 
up in families regarded as inefficient and who were believed to be threatened 
with demoralising, the youth who posed upbringing problems, girls who prac-
ticed prostitution or were threatened with it. This group also included under-
age persons who broke the law and underage tramps and beggars. The Catholic 
Church became involved in the greatest degree with establishing institutions 
for girls and women who practiced or were threatened with prostitution; the 
institutions were supposed to be a place of sanctuary and “moral improvement”.

The most well-known shelter was the Holy Virgin Mary Care Centre the 
(so-called Magdalenes), functioning in Warsaw in Żytnia Street54. Since 1862, 
it was run by the Congregation of the Sisters of Our Lady of Mercy55, and then 
by the Congregation of the Sisters of Our Lady of Mercy. In 1902, 108 girls 
and women were staying there and in 1907 – 135. They included prostitutes, 
alcoholics and thieves. In the years 1881-1912, the facility was run by Ksawera 
Ożarowska, Mother Superior of the congregation56. In the late 19th and early 
20th centuries, the Congregation opened more facilities for girls and women 
threatened with demoralisation and prostitutes. Since 1881, the institution for 
girls operated in Derdy, Piaseczno district, called St. Joseph house or Józefów. 

52  E. Jabłońska-Deptuła, Siostry fabryczne, “Znak” 1966, no. 143, pp. 612-618.
53  K. Krycińska, Poglądy społeczne o. Honorata Koźmińskiego (1829-1916), “Roczniki 

Teologiczne” 1993, no. 4, passim.
54  AGAD, Office of the General Governor of Warsaw, sign. 7663.
55  S. Firer, Matka Teresa Ewa z książąt Sułkowskich hrabina Potocka: założycielka 

Zgromadzenia Sióstr Matki Bożej Miłosierdzia, Kraków 2009, pp. 28-32. When taking monastic 
vows in July 1862, she took the name Maria Magdalena Teresa. 

56  J. Bar, Rozwój stanów doskonałości w Polsce. Zgromadzenie Matki Bożej Miłosierdzia (1862 
-1962), “Prawo Kanoniczne” 1966, vol. 9, no. 3-4, p. 64.
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In April 1913, the facility was transferred to the Walendów manor57. In 1899 
in Płock, sisters from the Congregation of Our Lady of Mercy joined forces 
with the local Congregation of “Divine Love”, which ran the shelter called the 
Guardian Angel Institution, established in 1889 at the inspiration of Jakobina 
Łabanowska and Rev. Antoni Nowowiejski. Initially, it was designed for ser-
vants but finally it was decided to focus on resocialisation work among prosti-
tutes. A combination of two congregations allowed the shelter’s activity to be 
developed, largely owing to the experience of the nuns from Płock who came to 
a several-month training to the Warsaw facility run by Madgalenes58. Another 
facility for prostitutes was opened in Częstochowa in 1908, after many years 
of endeavour. It was named a shelter for women in St. Barbara Street59. On the 
eve of regaining independence, one more facility of Madgalenes opened – in 
Radom, at the initiative of the bishop of Sandomierz, Paweł Kubicki, who also 
allotted a considerable sum of money for equipping the facility, designed for 
50-80 girls and women. In addition, the Congregation of Our Lady of Mercy 
opened facilities for girls threatened with demoralisation in Zhytomyr and Vil-
nius; nota bene in Galicia, sisters were running a house “for fallen women” in 
Przemyśl60.

In 1895, Ludwika Moriconi, who belonged to a habitless Congregation 
of Servants of Our Lady of the Good Shepherd (pasterzanki), established the 
St. Margaret’s Shelter House for “the morally fallen” girls61. The shelter’s man-
agement was located in Warsaw and the facility itself was moved in 1897 to 
a new building in Piaseczno, designed to house 100 pupils62. The statute of the 

57  Zakład poprawczy dla moralnie zaniedbanych dziewcząt, “Kronika Rodzinna” 1890, no. 
21, p. 641; “Kronika Rodzinna” 1901, no. 1, p. 19.

58  J. Bar, Rozwój stanów…, pp. 74-77.
59  Ibidem, pp. 78-80; P. Gołdyn, Pogarda dla zawodu, litość dla człowieka. Społeczno- 

-edukacyjne formy działalności wobec kobiet zagrożonych prostytucją w Polsce (1918-1939), Kalisz 
2013, p. 214.

60  J. Bar, Rozwój stanów…, pp. 87-89; “Kronika Rodzinna” 1902, no. 2, p. 40.
61  National Archives in Warsaw, Warsaw Governoral Office for Associations, sign. 482; 

Warszawski Dom Schronienia św. Małgorzaty, “Czystość” 1905, no. 6, p. 1; Notatki. Dobroczynność 
w Warszawie, “Kronika Rodzinna” 1905, no. 8, p. 114.

62  M. Kor., Towarzystwo Schronienia Ś-tej Małgorzaty, “Prawda” 1908, no. 49, pp. 598- 599.
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association was approved in March 1900.63 The shelter was inhabited by girls 
and women who escaped from brothels and wished to abandon their previous 
life. The sisters’ aim was to bring the fallen women to improvement, turn them to 
Christian duties, to passion for work and honest life64. Similar shelters were also 
established in other cities of the Kingdom, inter alia at the initiative of the cler-
gymen. Such institutions were often run with the help of members of habitless 
congregations. And so, in Ciechanów, care for “the fallen girls” was provided by 
the Congregation of the Sisters Servants of Immaculate Virgin Mary. The Con-
gregation of Franciscan Sisters of the Suffering (Franciscan Sisters) helped run 
the shelter for “morally endangered” girls in Lublin, which existed from 1883 
to 1890. In 1895 in Lublin, a shelter for women who wanted to quit prostitu-
tion was established by Rev. Ignacy Kłopotowski, who handed it over to the Lu-
blin Society of Charity in the following year. Since 1896, the shelter operated 
under the name of St. Anthony Institution. Since 1906, it was run by sisters 
from the Congregation of Sisters Shepherds of Divine Providence, who came 
from Greater Poland and had gained experience in resocialisation work with 
girls by running a shelter for prostitutes in Winiary near Poznań65.

An important role in prevention of prostitution among girls and young 
women was played by the Christian Society for Protection of Women, estab-
lished in 1902, which associated people of Catholic and Evangelical denomina-
tion66. The Society conducted mainly educational as well as cultural and social 
activities, organised occupational training, helped in finding work, and offered 
legal counselling. In Warsaw, the organisation founded a house devoted to St. 
Anna, designed for working women, who were temporarily unemployed, teach-
ers and girls who attended various schools. A large part of the pupils were girls 
and young women. The institution was run by sisters from the Congregation of 

63  W. Jaworski, Przemiany legalnego życia społecznego w Królestwie Polskim w latach 1864 
-1914, Sosnowiec 2006, p. 71.

64  Ustawa Warszawskiego Domu Schronienia Św. Małgorzaty, Warszawa 1902, p. 3; St. Poraj, 
Dusza prostytutki i środki służące do jej odrodzenia (Sprawozdanie z odczytu Ludwiki Moriconi), 
“Ster” 1907, no. 9, pp. 375-378.

65  P. Gołdyn, op. cit., p. 225.
66  AGAD, Office of the General Governor of Warsaw, sign. 7511, 7533; National Archives 

in Warsaw, Warsaw Governoral Office for Associations, sign. 872; Nad otchłanią, “Gazeta Sądowa 
Warszawska” 1902, no. 13, pp. 196-198; Warszawskie chrześcijańskie Towarzystwo ochrony kobiet, 
“Czystość” 1909, no. 33-34, pp. 524-525; “Rola” 1911, no. 7, pp. 119-120.
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the Resurrection of Our Lord Jesus Christ (Resurrectionists)67. The congrega-
tion also ran the St. Jadwiga House – an institution for solitary, poor girls and 
women at the ages between 13-3068. 

The activity of the Christian Society for Protection of Women enjoyed 
a good opinion among columnists and social activists. However, the methods 
of resocialisation applied by the closed institutions triggered ambivalent assess-
ments. Particular controversy was raised by the activity of the shelter run by 
Magdalenes in Żytnia Street, where there was an artificial gap between the pu-
pils and the Magdalene sisters. Penitents and angels69. The press wrote that there 
are not only prostitutes among the charges, but also girls who cause upbring-
ing problems to their parents. The way the charges were treated was criticised: 
forced fasting, silence and long hours of work, as well as lack of proper care 
about health and hygiene of the pupils70. On the other hand, many columnists, 
including Bolesław Prus, wrote about the positive sense of the institution in 
care over the girls and women and its inspirational atmosphere. In his “Chron-
icles” Prus stressed that the pupils do not show even the slightest fear or humil-
ity towards their superiors and look cheerful. During work, that is for almost the 
entire day, they pray aloud or sing71. The issues related to functioning of reso-
cialisation institutions run by monastic congregations certainly require further 
research with the use of findings of social history and contemporary theories 
and notions in the field of educational sciences. Undoubtedly, this question 
deserves thorough studies, sine ira et studio, carefully avoiding both apologetic 
and depreciative approach.

The operation of institutions for children and youth from poor and ne-
glected environments played an important role in modernisation of the system 
of care and education of the young generation. Despite unfavourable political 

67  E. Mazur, Dobroczynność w Warszawie XIX wieku, Warszawa 1999, p. 31; E. Henschke, 
Pedagogia zmartwychwstanek [Zgromadzenia Sióstr Zmartwychwstania Pana Naszego Jezusa 
Chrystusa], [in:] Pedagogie katolickich zgromadzeń zakonnych. Historia i współczesność, ed. 
J. Kostkiewicz, vol. II, Kraków 2013, p. 314.

68  Dom św. Jadwigi, “Kronika Rodzinna” 1901, no. 2, p. 35.
69  A. Wróblewski, Przytułki dla upadłych kobiet, “Czystość” 1909, no. 26, p. 413.
70  J. Sikorska-Kulesza, Zło tolerowane. Prostytucja w Królestwie Polskim w XIX wieku, no 

place of publishing specified. 2004, p. 341.
71  B. Prus, Kroniki, comp. Z. Szweykowski, vol. XV, Warszawa 1965, p. 227. See also ibidem, 

vol. XVIII, Warszawa 1968, p. 145.
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circumstances and economic difficulties, a network of institutions was created 
in the Kingdom of Poland and the Borderlands, which provided care for chil-
dren and youth in particularly difficult situation. Pedagogists and columnists 
had their reservations as to the principles of the operation of these facilities, 
which resulted both from their constant insufficient funding and the use of 
a fairly limited repertoire of methods of care and educational work. This con-
cerned not only institutions run by the Catholic Church, but also care and edu-
cational facilities operating under the auspices of other churches and religious 
organisations, as well as those established by private donors. Another impor-
tant thing in the popularisation of institutional care and education and support 
for children and youth were the sermons of the clergymen and texts published 
in Catholic press, which propagated ideals of religious charity. It seems that for 
a significant part of the public opinion, the concepts of traditional charity, sup-
ported with religious arguments were more important than slogans of “organic 
work”, promoted in positivist journalism72. 

An inherent area of activity for a considerable part of the clergy was that in 
the field of education. This issue has been relatively well studied and described 
many times by social and ecclesiastical historians. This is the reason why only 
the most important areas of the clergy’s activity in the field of school and out-
of-school education will be recounted in this text. Cecylia Plater-Zyberkówna 
rendered considerable services in organisation of school education for girls. She 
was a member and later the Mother Superior of the Congregation of Sisters 
Missionaries of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. In 1883, she opened 
a handicraft school for girls in Warsaw, in which the Polish language and lit-
erature were also secretly taught. A female gymnasium also functioned at this 
school, transformed in 1917 into a fully-fledged secondary school. In 1917, she 
opened an agricultural school for girls in Chyliczki. She was an organiser of 
bookkeeping and pedagogical courses. Plater-Zyberkówna was also the initia-
tor and patron of the Catholic Society of Friends of Young People, which sup-
ported pupils and students materially and morally, organised meetings, lectures 
and discussion gatherings. The Society had significant influences in the entire 
Kingdom, as well as in Vilnius and Petersburg. Zyberkówna was also active in 

72  A. Jaszczuk, Spór pozytywistów z konserwatystami o przyszłość Polski 1870-1903, Warszawa 
1986, p. 284.
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the field of organising care for children. She also had great achievements as the 
co-founder of the Catholic Association of Polish Women, which assisted in 
a number of educational actions addressed at girls and women (including High-
er Academic and Pedagogical Courses)73. Numerous educational institutions 
(elementary schools, courses in household keeping, farming, courses for nurses 
etc.) in the Kingdom of Poland and the Borderlands (in Kaunas, Courland, 
Grodno, Vilnius, Petersburg, Mogilev, Volhynian and Podolian governorates) 
were also operated by habitless congregations. And so for example the Congre-
gation of the Sisters Servants of Mary Immaculate during the First World War 
ran 12 elementary schools and 2 vocational schools. In addition, since the be-
ginning of their activity in 1878, the sisters operated more than 100 ochronkas, 
in which secret teaching was systematically conducted74.

An interesting issue, investigated among others by Krzysztof Lewalski and 
Stanisław Gajewski, is the question of the clergy’s attitudes towards the school 
strike and activities aimed at creating the Polish educational system. Lewalski 
excellently presented the ambivalence of the clergy in this respect75. On the 
one hand, many priests became involved in the works of the Polish Educational 
Society by initiating and popularising the organisation’s operation in the local 
communities. Parish priests and curates allowed the Society’s meetings to be 
held in parish buildings, initiated educational actions consolidating the parish 
community around the programme objectives of the organisation. Many cler-
gymen belonged to management of the local circles76. And so, for example Rev. 
Józef Kulesza, who was the chairman of the local department of the Polish Edu-
cational Society, opened an elementary school in Różana in Płock Governor-
ate77. In 1906, Rev. Ludwik Molle, curate of the Skierbieszów parish in Lublin 
Governorate, encouraged the parishioners to demand the authorities’ consent 

73  M. H. Mazurek, Działalność oświatowo-wychowawcza Zgromadzenia Sióstr Posłanniczek 
Maryi od Najświętszego Serca Jezusa w latach 1874-1908, “Nasza Przeszłość” 1990, vol. 74, 
pp. 35-69; R. Bender, op. cit., pp. 119-123.

74  M. Wójcik, Działalność Zgromadzenia Sióstr Służek Najświętszej Maryi Panny 
Niepokalanej z Mariówki (zarys dziejów), “Studia Płockie” 1980, no. 8, p. 235.

75  K. Lewalski, Kościół…, pp. 111-119.
76  S. Gajewski, op. cit., pp. 135-136; W. Guzewicz, Działalność społeczna duchowieństwa 

diecezji łomżyńskiej w okresie międzywojennym, “Nasza Przeszłość” 2002, vol. 97, pp. 248-249.
77  Bojownicy kapłani…, part 1, vol. 2, p. 567.
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to establishing the Polish school78. In 1909, Rev. Edward Szubstarski collected 
money for founding Polish schools, organised an illegal school in Ostrówki, 
Siedlce Governorate, which provided elementary education and propagated 
aversion to the partitioner’s authorities79.  In the village of Tłuszcz, Warsaw 
Governorate, Rev. Stanisław Kuczyński spoke during meetings of the farmers’ 
association about national and independence-related goals, the need to act in 
order to sew what is torn, and to wake up and revive what is asleep80.

On the other hand, some clergymen were critical of the boycott of the 
Russian school and feared the development of the Polish private school edu-
cation system, whose organisers were attributed with the desire to introduce 
the secular model of education. Fears of secularisation of the school system 
were sometimes combined with formulating strong accusations and stigmatisa-
tion of opponents. In 1907, Rev. Hipolit Zieliński expressing his conviction 
of the need for caring about the religious upbringing of the young generation 
in “Wiadomości Pasterskie”, criticised at the same time the attitudes of radi-
cal clergymen, who depreciated the activity of the Polish Educational Society: 
“Here, a serious institution was reprimanded from the pulpit, accusing it of be-
ing godless and heathen, and there, they did not even give absolution to those 
who send their children to the Society. It was a reprehensive abuse of the pulpit 
and the sacrament, which was only capable of kindling hatred towards the cler-
gy and even the Church as such”81. Most priests did not formulate such nega-
tive opinions on the Society. However, the fear of introducing non-religious 
schools was common among the clergy. The conviction of the fundamental role 
of religion in upbringing children and youth was closely related with the confi-
dence that the presence of religion is necessary in school education82.

78  Ibidem, p. 413.
79  Ibidem, p. 450.
80  Ibidem, part 3, vol. 3, Sandomierz 1939, p. 371.
81  H. Zieliński, Z chwili bieżącej. Polska Macierz Szkolna, “Wiadomości Pasterskie” 1907, 

no. 6, p. 375.
82  On the role of religion in education and socialisation of the young generation see inter 

alia: T. Jadwiga, Nauka religii, “Przegląd Pedagogiczny” 1905, no. 4, pp. 39-40; vol., Wieści: 
w sprawie nauki wiary w szkołach, “Gazeta Świąteczna” 1907, no. 1369, p. 1; mt., Nauka wiary 
świętej w szkołach początkowych,  “Gazeta Świąteczna” 1909, no. 1460, p. 3; K. Bączkiewicz, 
Kronika: w sprawie wykładów religii w szkołach, “Prąd” 1909, no. 7-8, p. 245; Z. Fedorowicz, 
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Many priests belonged to local educational and academic organisations such 
as: Society of School Care of Piotrków Governorate (based in Częstochowa), 
Polish Educational Association in Czeladź, Polish Educational Association 
in Zawiercie, Educational Society of Kalisz Governorate, Society of Help for 
School Youth in Płock, Płock Academic Society, Catholic Society of School 
Youth in Warsaw83. One of the important objectives of the activity of clergy-
men as part of the out-of-school education was the propagation of reading, 
which was implemented by organising associations which established and oper-
ated libraries84. Priests opened vocational schools, propagated from the pulpit 
and Catholic newspapers the training courses run by the Central Agricultural 
Society85. The clergy rarely cooperated with educational organisations which 
were established by leftists, although such situations also occurred. And so, for 
example, Rev. Antoni Kwiatkowski, committed in the spiritual area – commu-
nity activist from Bychawa (his numerous services include the creation of the 
Bychawa Society of Saving the Sick “Samaritan” in 1908 and initiation of the 
people’s house built in 1913) cooperated with the Lublin Society for Propaga-
tion of Education “Światło”86.

It is worth reminding that an important area of the Church’s activity in edu-
cational work was the promotion of sobriety87. The political situation made it 
impossible to establish sobriety societies, which operated in villages in an open 

Ruch religijno-etyczny wśród młodzieży, “Prąd” 1910, no. 7-8, pp. 238-244; Z. Fedorowicz, Kryzys 
religijny młodego pokolenia, “Prąd” 1911, no. 1, p. 6.

83  AGAD, Office of the General Governor of Warsaw, sign. 7294; National Archives in Łódź, 
Office of the Kalisz Governor, sign. 1547; S. Gajewski, op. cit., p. 151; A. Tomaszewicz, op. cit., 
Łódź 2010, pp. 258-259; W. Jaworski, Prowincjonalne stowarzyszenia oświatowe i wychowawcze 
w Królestwie Polskim (1886-1914), “Przegląd Historyczno-Oświatowy” 2008, vol. 51, no. 1-2, 
p. 18; idem, Legalne organizacje społeczne w guberni płockiej w latach 1870-1914, “Bieżuńskie 
Zeszyty Historyczne” 2014, no. 28, p. 163.

84  R. Bender, op. cit., p. 122; W. Jaworski, Legalne organizacje…, p. 164.
85  S. Gajewski, op. cit., p. 151.
86  M. Gawrecka, Lubelskie Towarzystwo szerzenia oświaty pod nazwą “Światło”(1906-1917), 

“Rocznik Lubelski” 1973, vol. 16, p. 200; S. Gajewski, op. cit., p. 150. For archive materials on 
the organisation see inter alia: AGAD, Office of the General Governor of Warsaw, sign. 2714, 
2718, 2803.

87  The Catholic clergy is obliged to fight alcoholism, because it has a great and adorable power 
– the power of religion, which is the most powerful source of mercy and sacrifice, the best means for 
improving and reviving nations - Walka z alkoholizmem, “Przegląd Katolicki” 1900, vol. 38, p. 552.
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or concealed mode in the first half of the 19th century. Their operation was 
banned by the tsarist authorities in 1863, which contributed to propagating re-
straint from alcohol during sermons; some of these teachings were published in 
print88. Activity of the clergymen in this area may be regarded as a form of out-
of-school education, rendered for the adult, and in large measure – for children 
and youth. Writing addressed to the masses became a form of implementation 
of the pastoral programme of fighting alcoholism, contributed to promoting 
knowledge of the harmfulness of alcoholic beverages and shaping attitudes 
towards alcohol89. The printed sermons and talks played an important role in 
propagating morality, whose integral element was the apotheosis of sobriety, 
which was endowed with religious justification. At the end of the 19th century 
the issue of harmfulness of drinking, not only with reference to the masses, but 
also as a society-wide problem, systematically appeared in Catholic newspapers. 

Beginning with the last decades of the 19th century an intensification could 
be noticed in the activity of parish clergy, who combined the systematic cat-
echisation with promotion of sobriety among children, youth and adults in 
many places90. In many parishes, children took vows of abstinence from alcohol 
and cigarettes during the ceremony of the First Communion. Parishioners were 
encouraged to vow to renounce the habit by the youth and adults. Out of many 
clergymen who conducted systematic activity to promote abstinence in the ear-
ly 20th century, it is worth recollecting the prefect in Piotrków and the parish 
priest in Sulejów, Rev. Antoni Grochowski. In the parish book of abstinence, 
he entered about 200 adult people who declared complete sobriety. He also ac-
cepted vows of sobriety from children. Rev. Grochowski shared information on 
his activity in a letter to the “Przyszłość” monthly; his letter was a response to 
an article which accused the clergy of the Kingdom of Poland of the lack of suf-
ficient involvement with the abstinence movement. Rev. Grochowski assured 

88  One of the most popular guides and collections of sermons concerning the fight with 
alcoholism was the book by Franciszek Jakub Martynian Możejewski, Słowa prawdy o pijaństwie 
i trzeźwości oraz rady dla trzeźwych, which had 4 issues – the first of them was published in 1863, 
and the last one in 1916. 

89  For more information see Pijaństwo i alkoholizm w piśmiennictwie Królestwa Polskiego 
w XIX i na początku XX wieku. Aspekty społeczne, pedagogiczne i kulturowe. Selection of sources 
and editing A. Bołdyrew, Łódź 2019, pp. 43-45. 

90  S. Bojarska, Ruch trzeźwości wśród ludu w Królestwie Polskim, “Zdrowie” 1910, no. 3, 
p. 158.
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that many clergymen maintained and promoted abstinence from alcohol. He 
stressed that the clergymen care about the development of the writing move-
ment on the question of alcohol by publishing texts devoted to this subject in 
Catholic newspapers, including “Wiadomości Pasterskie”91. 

According to S. Gajewski’s estimations, about 1100 out of the total of 2743 
priests in the Kingdom of Poland in 1905, i.e. 40% were involved in social activ-
ity. The outstanding clergymen in this group were those who cooperated with 
the Polish Educational Society. In general, priests fulfilled different functions 
in 353 circles of the Society (priests held managerial positions in nearly half 
of the circles, usually occupying the position of chairman)92. A large portion 
of the diocesan clergy belonged to charity organisations. Monastic congrega-
tions rendered great service in work with children and youth; the educational 
and care activity was integrated with the charisma of the sisters of mercy and 
habitless monastic congregations. Institutions operated by the Catholic clergy 
played an important role in building the Polish system of education and care 
during the period of the Polish “entering the modernity” in Congress Poland 
and the Borderlands. The model of care, upbringing and education, propagated 
by the majority of clergymen did not envisage thorough modernisation, on the 
contrary – in large measure it consolidated the existing social order, which re-
sulted in a criticism from the community activists who sympathised with the 
Polish Socialist Party as well as from the progressive intelligentsia. This does 
not change the fact that the importance of Catholic social initiatives of social, 
preventive and protective character for the poorest and neglected cannot be 
overestimated. Care and educational institutions provided assistance and sup-
port for children and youth in difficult situation, in numerous educational ac-
tions the Church also supported the national irredentism. Finally, it must be 
remembered that one of the key premises of the clergy’s initiatives for the young 
generation was the conviction that it constitutes the potential of social forces, 
necessary for the reconstruction of the country. Hence the institutional activ-
ity directed at children and youth was endowed with a religious, moral and 
national dimension.

91  A. Grochowski, Z Piotrkowa, “Przyszłość” 1907, no. 6, p. 61.
92  S. Gajewski, op. cit., pp. 135-136, 203.
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Abstract
The article presents the perceptions of Russia and Japan during the dispute 

about the areas of influence in the Far East and the Russo-Japanese War by 
the American authorities and society in the period from January to Septem-
ber 1904. The American government’s position and the public opinion were 
presented on the basis of selected reports from the Russian ambassador to the 
USA, Arthur Cassini. They allow for a statement to be made that both before 
and during the initial phase of the conflict, Americans sympathised with Japan. 
Apparently, this resulted from the pragmatic approach taken by the American 
government, as well as from the activity of Japanese diplomats, thanks to which 
American press published information that was favourable for the Japanese and 
disadvantageous for Russia. However, when Japan gained advantage in the con-
flict, the feeling slowly shifted. The grounds for this was that the American pub-
lic became aware of the threat to American industry and trade, related to Japan’s 
reinforced position in the Far East. It may also be observed that excessive weak-
ening of Russia and strengthening of Japan at its expense did not correspond 
with the idea of global balance of power and the concept of the appurtenant 
spheres of influence, advocated by the president of the United States, Theodore 
Roosevelt.
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Abstrakt
Artykuł ukazuje postrzegania Rosji i Japonii w trakcie sporu o strefy 

wpływów na Dalekim Wschodzie oraz konfliktu rosyjsko-japońskiego przez 
władze i społeczeństwo amerykańskie w okresie styczeń – wrzesień 1904 r. 
Stanowisko rządu amerykańskiego i opinii publicznej zaprezentowano w opar-
ciu o wybrane doniesienia rosyjskiego ambasadora w USA Artura Сassiniego. 
Na ich podstawie można stwierdzić, że przed wybuchem konfliktu, jak i w jego 
początkowej fazie, sympatia Amerykanów znajdowała się po stronie Japonii. 
Miało to być efektem pragmatycznego podejścia rządu amerykańskiego, a tak- 
że działalności dyplomatów japońskich, dzięki czemu w amerykańskiej prasie 
pojawiały się informacje przychylne Japończykom, a niekorzystne dla Rosji. 
Kiedy jednak w trakcie konfliktu przewagę zdobyła Japonia, nastroje uległy 
powoli zmianie. Podstawą tego było dostrzeżenie przez amerykańską opinię 
publiczną zagrożenia dla handlu i przemysłu amerykańskiego, jakie niosło za 
sobą wzmocnienie Japonii na Dalekim Wschodzie. Zauważyć można także, że 
zbytnie osłabienie Rosji i wzmocnienie jej kosztem Japonii nie korespondowało z 
ideą globalnej równowagi sił i koncepcją przynależnych stref wpływów, których 
zwolennikiem był prezydent Stanów Zjednoczonych Teodor Roosevelt.

Keywords: Far East, Russo-Japanese War, USA, public opinion, Arthur Cas-
sini
Słowa kluczowe: Daleki Wschód, wojna rosyjsko-japońska, USA, opinia pub-
liczna, Artur Cassini

The Russo-Japanese war broke out in February 1904. It was underlain by 
a conflict of interests between the two countries in the Far East, especially 

in Manchuria and Korea1. Russia, which kept getting more and more involved 
in China since the end of the 19th century (e.g. Mongolia, Manchuria), forced 
it to give concessions to lease seaports, build railways and grant privileges for

1  See: И. Рыбачёнок, Закат великой державы. Внешняя политика России на рубеже 
XIX-XX вв.: цели, задачи и методы, Москва 2012, pp. 505-535; В. Шацилло, Л. Шацилло, 
Русско-японска война 1904-1905, Москва 2004, pp. 33-43.
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Russian trade2. In this area, it encountered counteraction from Japan, which 
obtained similar benefits from China at the same time. Interests of both coun-
tries, as it was mentioned above, clashed most intensively in Manchuria and 
Korea, which Japan regarded as its area of influence.

It must be added that other world powers, also became involved in the Far 
East, trying to gain as much influence here (especially in China) as possible. 
These included Great Britain, France, Germany and the United States of Amer-
ica. The latter country was trying to undermine the European influence and 
open the Chinese market to American industry and trade3. In the process, it 
was interested in the development of a situation created in the early 20th cen-
tury, related to the Russian-Japanese relationships and their impact on Ameri-
can interests. In the analysed period, the USA was also interested in granting 
loans to Japan, and at the same time it attached importance to how the conflict 
would develop – whether or not it would threaten the economic relations of 
the United States with both Japan and China.

The aim of the article is to present the way Russia and Japan were perceived 
during the dispute over the area of influence in the Far East and the Russo-Jap-
anese conflict, by the American authorities and society in the period between 
January and September 1904. The caesura includes the time before military op-
erations started and the moment when the Japanese army gained advantage on 
the maritime and land front.

2  For more information see: П. Мультатули, Внешняя политика Императора Николая 
(1894–1917), Москва 2013, pp. 217-253; И. Рыбачёнок, op. cit., pp. 478-504; О. Айрапетов, 
Внешняя политика Российской империи (1801–1914), Москва 2006, pp. 441-455, 464-465.

3  This can be illustrated with the Open Door Policy, the main guidelines of which were 
presented on 6th September 1899 by Secretary of State John Hay, in notes to world powers which 
fought over the division of spheres of influence in China. The idea was born the moment when 
the United States, having ensured its domination in the Pacific, decided to begin expansion 
to Far Eastern markets. In order to facilitate that, Hay formulated three postulates, the first of 
which stated that individual powers were not to infringe the interests of other countries in their 
spheres of influence, the second – concerned the introduction of harmonised customs duties, 
and the third – equal rates of fares and tariffs for all countries, irrespective of whose sphere of 
influence the goods would be transported through. The American secretary of state’s proposal 
was aimed at providing the United States with equal opportunities of economic expansion 
in China, without the need to acquire its own sphere of influence. Since the above American 
proposals were not either clearly rejected or supported, Hay regarded them as accepted; see: 
W. Dobrzycki, Historia stosunków międzynarodowych 1815-1945, Warszawa 2004, p. 276; also 
see: В. Шацилло, Л. Шацилло, op. cit., pp. 26-29.
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As the basis for the article, selected reports from the Russian Ambassador 
in the USA, Arthur Cassini were used4 (Телеграмма А. П. Кассини в МИД 
о нейтралитете США в случае войны России с Японией; Донесение А. П. Кас- 
сини В. Н. Ламсдорфу о японофильской позиции правительства США 
и росте в стране антирусских настроений, Донесение А. П. Кассини 
В. Н. Ламсдорфу о реакции вашингтонского кабинета на разрыв русско-
японских отношений, Донесение А. П. Кассини В. Н. Ламсдорфу об изменении 
американского общественного мнения в пользу России)5, which were sent to 
the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The reports constituted a form of sum-
mary of conversations which Cassini had with the American Secretary of State, 
John Hay6. They concerned the American response to the possibility of the 
Russo-Japanese conflict and its outbreak, increased anti-Russian feeling in the 
initial period of the war, and its change at the height of the military action.

Just before the outbreak of the war, in a telegram of 29th December 1903 
to 11th January 1904, Сassini informed the minister of foreign affairs, Vladimir 
Lamsdorff7, that in the event of a conflict between Russia and Japan, the Ameri-
can government would adopt a neutral stance8. It followed from the conver-
sation he had with the American Secretary of State, Hay that the latter had 

4  Artur Cassini (Arturo Paolo Nicola Cassini, Marchese de Capuzzuchi di Bologna, conte de 
Cassini; 1835-1919) Russian diplomat, entered the service in 1854. Since 1884 he was the chargé 
d’affaires, and since 1888 – Minister Resident at Hamburg. Since 1891 envoy extraordinary and 
minister plenipotentiary of the Russian Empire to China, since 1897 envoy extraordinary and 
minister plenipotentiary, and since 1898 Ambassador to the United States of America. Since 
1905 Ambassador to Spain. In 1909, he retired.

5  See: Россия и США. Дипломатические отношения 1900-1917, ed. Г. Н. Севостъянов, 
Дж. Хэзлем, Москва 1999, pp. 49-53, 64-66.

6  John Milton Hay (1838-1905) American politician and official. In the years 
1879-1881,Assistant Secretary of State, in the years 1897-1898 United States Ambassador to 
the United Kingdom, in the years 1898-1905 US Secretary of State.

7  Vladimir Lamsdorff (1844-1907). In 1872 he was the second, and since 1875 the first 
secretary of the Chancellery of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In 1882 he was appointed as the 
head of the Chancellery of MFA. In 1886 he took the position of senior counsellor of MFA, 
and since 1897 he fulfilled the function of the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs. In the years 
1900–1906 he was the Minister of Foreign Affairs, see: Д. Шилов, Государственные деятели 
Российской империи 1802–1917. Библиографический справочник, Санкт-Петербург 2002, 
pp. 402-403.

8  Телеграмма А. П. Кассини в МИД о нейтралитете США в случае войны России 
с Японией, [in:] Россия и США. Дипломатические отношения 1900-1917, ed. Г. Н. Се- 
востьянов, Дж. Хэзлем, Москва 1999, p. 49.
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been informed by a representative of Japan in Washington about exacerbating 
disputes between Russia and Japan9. Moreover, Hay was aware that this might 
lead to war. On the other hand, Сassini, on behalf of the Russian government, 
ensured that Russia was doing everything to prevent this. Despite these assur-
ances, the American Secretary of State stated that he believed in the possibility 
of the outbreak of a local war between Japan and Russia in the nearest future. 
However, if it came to it, as we can read in the telegram: In such an event, the 
United States of America will preserve far-reaching neutrality10. Moreover, Hay 
informed Cassini that the American Pacific Squadron was given orders to re-
locate to a bay near Manila, which kept it at a distance from the probable thea-
tre of military operations. In the quoted telegram, Cassini also informed the 
Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs about the feeling present in the American 
society. He wrote: At the present critical moment the local public opinion favours 
Japan thanks to incessant insinuations from the Anglo-Jewish press, although I still 
receive numerous letters from Americans who are offering their service and express-
ing their warm feelings of fondness for Russia11.

As follows from the above fragment, the American public opinion was di-
vided in their preferences. However, supporters of Japan clearly outnumbered 
the other side. A conclusion also arises that it was mainly owing to press reports, 
which were supposedly inspired by Great Britain12.

In his subsequent report of 14th/27th January 1904, Сassini touched upon 
the question the pro-Japanese attitude of the American government and the 
increasing anti-Russian feeling among Americans. At the beginning he men-
tioned, since the very beginning of the crisis, Japan tried to ensure moral, if not 
material, support from the American government. To this end, it informed the 
USA about the ongoing Russian-Japanese talks and tried to present everything 
in a favourable light. In semi-official announcements, placed by a Japanese MP 
in the local newspapers, wrote Cassini, Japan was presented as a perfect ideologi-
cal fighter for the Open Door Policy, promoted by the United States; the principle 
which, according to the claims of the Japanese representative, was the main, if not 

9  It referred to the dispute over the division of spheres of influence in Manchuria.
10  Телеграмма А. П. Кассини в МИД…, p. 49.
11  Ibidem.
12  It is indicated in their work by Russian historians: Viacheslav and Larisa Shatsillo, who 

wrote that the possibility of increasing the Russian presence in Northern China was deliberately 
exaggerated by the English propaganda; see. В. Шацилло, Л. Шацилло, op. cit., p. 36.
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the only, subject of conflict between Japan and Russia, which the latter does not 
want to recognise13. It can be concluded from further information from Cas-
sini, that similar statements were supposed to induce favourable attitude of the 
American government, and especially Hay, who regarded the Open Door Pol-
icy he proclaimed as the basis for his diplomatic activity. In addition, the state-
ments were supposed to arouse Japanophile feeling. Сassini indicated that such 
an approach from Hay resulted in the USA’s failure to notice that it was being 
played by Japan and oriented, as it were, at joining the English-Japanese alli-
ance. Taking the above actions of Japan into account, the Russian ambassador 
stated that the American Secretary of State Captured by his English-Japanese 
liking, does not notice the dangerous character of such a serious issue as our current 
dispute with Japan…14. Сassini astutely observed that such an attitude resulted, 
among other things, from mistakes made by the Russian diplomacy, and par-
ticularly from Russia’s failure to keep its promises concerning the freedom of 
American trade in Manchuria. This was scrupulously used against Russia by 
Japan and Great Britain. Further, Cassini stressed that despite his strenuous ef-
fort to dissipate Hay’s anxiety regarding the conciliatory attitude of the Russian 
government towards the issue of reaching an agreement with Japan, the latter 
remained distrustful. The distrust increased due to the efforts of The Japanese 
and English, very interested in breaking our traditional friendly relationships with 
the United States15. In Cassini’s opinion, the distrust was fuelled by publications 
in press organs close to the American Secretary of State. The not very favour-
able attitude of the USA towards Russia, according to the Russian ambassador, 
was also confirmed by the fact that despite Hay’s declarations that the only aim 
of The United States in the Far East is the development of trade relationships, 
which is impossible without a firmly established peace…, part of the society had 
the feeling that it was Russia which was responsible for the friction in the Far 
East. In this connection, Japan might have seen nothing else, but encourage-
ment for war in the attitude of the American government and society16.

13  Донесение А. П. Кассини В. Н. Ламсдорфу о японофильской позиции правительства 
США и росте в стране антирусских настроений, [in:] Россия и США…, p. 50.

14  Ibidem.
15  Ibidem, p. 51.
16  Ibidem. It can be added that what the Russian Ambassador to Washington concluded from 

conversations with the American Secretary of State, and from the American public’s attitude, was 
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The following fragment from a Cassini’s report could be used as a summary 
of the entire situation: The United States’ attitude towards us is becoming more 
and more negative and distrustful each day, and because such an ambitious man 
has the helm of the state as President Roosevelt17, whose uncontrolled assistant for 
foreign policy is such an overt Anglo- and Japanophile as Mr Hay, one might ex-
pect serious complications should it become impossible to satisfy the United States’ 
aspirations …18.

Another report from the Russian representative in Washington is from 
28th January /10th February 1904, i.e. already after the military operations had 
started19. Cassini informed Lamsdorff that Japan’s decision to break the talks 
and diplomatic relations and to recall the entire mission from Petersburg re-
sulted in a considerable surprise and disapproval on the part of the American 
government. In the further part of his report, Cassini presented the American 
authorities’ position with respect to the conflict and a broader political context, 
presented by the Secretary of State, Hay20. It is worth quoting a longer fragment 
of the letter: To my remark that such an ill-considered step from Japan, which can 
have consequences not only for the two directly-involved superpowers, but also for 
everybody who does business in the Far East, should be largely attributed to Japan’s 
belief in the supporting attitude of the United States, the belief which Japan drew 

implemented by the American diplomacy. In January 1904, the American government assured 
the Japanese side that in the event of war its policy would favour Japan. Also in January, during 
his visit to Japan, the Minister of War, and the later US President Wiliam Taft, informed the 
Japanese side that in the event of a conflict, the USA would support Japan, if France and Germany 
should side with Russia, see: В. Шацилло, Л. Шацилло, op. cit., p. 44. 

17  Theodore Roosevelt (US president in the years 1901–1909) was an advocate of the idea 
of spheres of influence, according to which each superpower should have control over a large 
area of the world assigned to it, and the so-called global balance of power. Owing to this, he was 
concerned about the increasing Russian influence in Asia and, therefore, he supported Japan. 
He was happy about its victories, believing that Russia should be weakened, but not excluded 
from the balance of power. According to him, the forces of Russia and Japan should balance 
each other out, see: H. Kissinger, Dyplomacja, Warszawa 2016, pp. 42-44.

18  Донесение А. П. Кассини В. Н. Ламсдорфу о японофильской позиции…, pp. 51-52.
19  Донесение А. П. Кассини В. Н. Ламсдорфу о реакции вашингтонского кабинета на 

разрыв русско-японских отношений, [in:] Россия и США…, pp. 52-53.
20  Cassini reserved that the conversation with Hay took place on 27th/9th February, when 

he most probably knew about the attack of Japanese destroyers on Russian warships, stationed 
in Port Arthur.
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from the information in American press, Mr. Hay, unwilling to clearly focus on the 
question I raised, expressed his regret that Japan decided to break its relations with 
us so unexpectedly, but he also added, clearly trying to justify the Japanese govern-
ment, that it was forced to do so due to the increasing national agitation, caused, 
according to Mr Hay, by the slowness with which we conducted the negotiations, as 
well as by the conviction that nothing can be achieved in this way.

Next, Mr Hay, clearly concerned with the possibility of dragging other super-
powers into our conflict with Japan, told me that he had just sent, through  Ameri-
can ambassadors, a circular letter to several world powers most interested in the 
Far East with an offer, the essence of which comes down to restricting the theatre 
of military operations to a predefined area. At the same time, Mr Hay mentioned 
China’s neutrality, i.e. what, in my view, is the main subject of his concern and the 
reason behind all the current actions. Mr Hay is plainly afraid that in the event of 
a slightest hostile movement on China’s part, we can use it to annex Manchuria, 
which would evidently deal a strong blow to hopes for the development of American 
trade in this territory, by depriving it of all the privileges negotiated on the basis of 
the most recent treaty with China21.

Taking into account the fragment quoted above, it can be concluded that 
the American government favoured Japan. In a way it was reflected in the words 
of the Secretary of State, who justified the Japanese. He was also noticeably 
concerned about the possibility of the conflict spreading, which would be dis-
advantageous for American business. An equally disadvantageous situation 
would be if Manchuria was incorporated into the Russian territory. Americans 
probably thought that Russia’s activity constitutes more of a threat for their 
interests, and particularly the Open Door Policy, than Japan’s policy in that 
region22. Consequently, the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese war resulted in the 
fact that the American government offered to neutralise China and declared 

21  Донесение А. П. Кассини В. Н. Ламсдорфу о реакции вашингтонского кабинета…, 
pp. 52-53.

22  It can be indicated by granting credits to Japan during the war, about which the Russian 
MFA was also informed by Cassini; see: Донесение А. П. Кассини В. Н. Ламсдорфу о значении 
первого японского займа в Америке, [in:] Россия и США…, pp. 57-59; Донесение А. П. Кассини 
В. Н. Ламсдорфу о втором японском займе в США, [in:] Россия и США…, pp. 68-69; Донесение 
А. П. Кассини В. Н. Ламсдорфу об очередном японском займе в США, [in:] Россия и США…, 
pp. 77-78.
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that the United States would maintain a strict and friendly neutrality during 
the conflict. As a supplement, one can add that Cassini was under the impres-
sion that the federal government, having received the first unfavourable for us 
[i.e. for Russia – author’s note] news from the theatre of war and having decided 
to immediately cause obstructions to us on the basis of the Manchurian issue, will 
undoubtedly not miss an opportunity to create obstacles also in the future, especially 
if we do not gain a quick and definite advantage in the war23.

As time showed, not only did Russia not gain an advantage, but it also suf-
fered a number of defeats on land and at sea. It was Japan, initially doomed to 
failure, which turned out to be the winning side and, as a result, its position in 
the Far East was consolidated. At that time, a shift in moods in the American 
society could be observed towards the Russian side. Cassini reported on that 
in his letter to Lamsdorff of 7th/20th September 1904.24 Referring to his previ-
ous reports, he noted: Plenty of times, I have had the opportunity to draw Your 
Excellency’s attention to this Japanophile trend, which has dominated some of the 
local public opinion at the very beginning of the current events in the Far East. 
Japan’s friends have tried to explain these sympathies with the fact that Japan is, to 
a degree, a sort of US’ apprentice, where a lot of the Japanese received university or 
military education and acquired knowledge or technology, thanks to which Japan 
– until recently a third-rate country – managed to become an equal and dangerous 
rival for the world’s superpowers. […]

The news on the first Japan’s victories have been received by a large portion 
of the local public opinion with genuine admiration. The voices of protest, which 
could be heard against such a state in the name of tradition, justice and even or-
dinary interests of the United States, were deafened by the significant part of the 
local press which, serving the English or Jewish cause and sincerely hating us, made 
every effort to impose their feelings and opinions on the local community, to kill 
the strengthening liking for Russia, and to artificially inspire fondness for Japan, 
whose real goals and tasks since the beginning of the war had been  imagined by 
Americans in a completely different way.

23  Донесение А. П. Кассини В. Н. Ламсдорфу о реакции вашингтонского кабинета…, p. 53.
24  Донесение А. П. Кассини В. Н. Ламсдорфу об изменении американского обществен- 

ного мнения в пользу России, [in:] Россия и США…, pp. 64-66.
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Without doubt, at the beginning of the war Japan had a beautiful base here 
but, exhilarated with success, was not able to exercise moderation and soon showed 
its real character. Arrogance of the Japanese, very often shown by them recently, 
their complete disregard for the established international customs as well as foreign 
interests, have sobered Americans. Now, even those who humbly kowtowed to Ja-
pan and wished it full success not so long ago are beginning to ask themselves what 
will happen should Japan become the master of the situation in the Far East, and 
in what way Japan’s victory might influence the future of American interests in 
such circumstances25.

As can be concluded from the above fragment, the American public started 
to slowly shift their attitude towards Russia, which the Japanese doubtlessly 
contributed to through their actions. As follows from Cassini’s letter, Japan’s 
increasing importance made the United States realise the threat it posed for 
American interests in the Far East. All the more so because Japan had so far been 
regarded by the United States as an advocate of the Open Door Policy. Thus, 
activities of the Japanese raised doubts in the American public as to the truth- 
fulness of their assurances to date. Consequently, Japan began to lose the fond-
ness that the American society had shown for it.

Another noteworthy piece of information from Cassini’s report is that the 
American government, who faced the threat for American interests in the Far 
East, did not want to renounce the Japanophile feeling, which is more of a ques-
tion of pride since, as can be concluded from the ambassador’s letter, the belief 
in Japan’s reliability had been shaken.

Cassini also stresses that in the USA, there are still numerous authorities 
who have not forgotten about the traditional bonds of friendship, which have 
connected the United States and Russia for a long time. Many, notices Cassini, 
regardless of the difficulties we have faced in this war, know Russia’s strength and 
the patriotism of its people, and understand our firm resolution to lead to abso-
lute victory in our conflict with Japan. Obviously, this cannot be without effect on 
inspiring the feeling of respect towards us, which is already a sign of a shift in the 
sympathies to our side26.

The Russian ambassador in Washington also believed that numerous symp-
toms indicated that Americans began to understand that their interests in the 

25 Ibidem, pp. 64-65.
26  Ibidem, p. 65.
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Far East would be easier to reconcile with the influences of agricultural Russia 
than those of industrial Japan in this region. It was exactly because of its indus-
trialisation that Japan would be the United States’ main rival in the area of trade 
and industry.

The documents discussed above, without doubt show the attitude of the 
American government and society to Russia and Japan before and during the 
Russo-Japanese war. It can be seen that already before the outbreak and dur-
ing the initial stage of the conflict, American sympathies were with Japan. We 
can say that this results from the policy of the American government, who was 
guided first of all by the interests of American industry and trade and tried to 
take advantage of every opportunity to reinforce the United States’ position 
in the Far East. On the other hand, taking into account the reports from the 
Russian ambassador in Washington, it was also an effect of the actions of Japa-
nese diplomats and their support from Great Britain, thanks to which informa-
tion in favour of the Japanese and against Russia was published in American 
press. However, when the conflict reached its apogee, the moods slowly shifted, 
which was also noticed by Cassini. As a basis for the change, he pointed to the 
fact that the American public noticed the threat to American trade and indus-
try carried by the strengthened position of Japan in the Far East. Another factor 
which contributed to the shift in sympathies was the Japanese’s arrogance and 
disregard for international customs and interests of other countries. It can also 
be noticed that excessive weakening of Russia and reinforcing Japan in this way, 
did not correspond to the idea of global balance of force and the concept of 
spheres of influence, which were advocated by President Theodor Roosevelt.
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5th Infantry Division in the Years 1945-1949

5 dywizja piechoty w latach 1945-1949

Abstract
The article describes the history of the 5th Infantry Division in the first 

years after World War II. The division was created in 1944 and took part in the 
battles of the Polish Second Army on the Eastern Front in 1945. After the war 
had finished, the division became part of the Military District No. V Poznan 
and was deployed in garrisons in the Lubusz Land. It opened a new period in 
its history, in the difficult first post-war years. The article discusses its organiza-
tional changes, training of soldiers, educational activities, participation in agri-
cultural work as well as the battles with the Polish independence underground 
in the eastern Polish territories. The modernization of the Polish army in 1949 
brought significant changes in the organization and deployment of the divi-
sion, at the same time opening another chapter in its history.

Abstrakt
Artykuł opisuje historię 5 Dywizji Piechoty w pierwszych latach po 

zakończeniu II wojny światowej. Dywizja ta powstała w 1944 r. i brała udział 
w walkach 2 Armii Wojska Polskiego na froncie wschodnim w 1945 r. Po 
zakończeniu wojny dywizja weszła w skład Okręgu Wojskowego nr V Poznań 
i została rozmieszczona w garnizonach na Ziemi Lubuskiej. Otworzyło to nowy 
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okres w jej historii, w jakże trudnych pierwszych latach powojennych. W ar-
tykule omówiono jej zmiany organizacyjne, szkolenie żołnierzy, działalność 
oświatową, udział w pracach rolnych oraz w walkach z polskim podziemiem 
niepodległościowym na wschodnich terenach Polski. Modernizacja polskiej 
armii, rozpoczęta w 1949 r., przyniosła poważne zmiany w organizacji i dys-
lokacji dywizji, otwierając zarazem kolejny rozdział w jej historii.

Keywords: 5th Infantry Division, Military District No. V Poznan, Polish Army 
after the Second World War
Słowa kluczowe: 5 Dywizja Piechoty, Okręg Wojskowy nr V Poznań, Wojsko 
Polskie po II wojnie światowej

The history to date of the so-called people’s WP (Polish Army)1 has not 
been studied uniformly because whereas before 1989 ample literature was 

written to cover the issues of origins, organisation and combat effort of WP 
in the eastern front, its post-war history has been studied quite superficially. 
Although in recent years several works have been published which presented 
a new look at the political conditions of the formation of WP and its role in the 
eastern front, as well as in the post-war period, a complete and fully objective 
scientific elaboration on this subject is still missing. Also, the historiographic 
output concerning tactical formations is relatively poor and the majority of 
works in this area were written before 1989 – which is often reflected in their 
contents. 

The aim of this article is to present the organisation and operation of the 
5th Saska DP in the years 1945-1949, when it underwent serious structural and 

1  The following abbreviations are used in the text: CAW WBH – Centralne Archiwum 
Wojskowe Wojskowego Biura Historycznego (Central Military Archive of the Military Historic 
Office), dappans. – dywizjon artylerii przeciwpancernej (division of anti-tank artillery), das 
– dywizjon artylerii samochodowej (division of motorised artillery), DP – Dywizja Piechoty 
(Infantry Division), DWL – Dowództwo Wojsk Lądowych (Land Forces Command), GZPW 
– Główny Zarząd Polityczno-Wychowawczy (Central Political and Educational Management), 
NDWP – Naczelne Dowództwo Wojska Polskiego (High Command of the Polish Army), 
MON – Ministerstwo Obrony Narodowej (Ministry of National Defence), OW – Okręg 
Wojskowy (Military District), pal – pułk artylerii lekkiej (regiment of light artillery), pp – pułk 
piechoty (infantry regiment), SG – Sztab Generalny (General Staff ) and WP – Wojsko Polskie 
(Polish Army).
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deployment changes related to reductions of the military conducted at that 
time. The subsequent analysed areas were issues related to training, discipline, 
cultural and educational activities or involvement of its units in various tasks 
related to rebuilding of the country. Just as important a research element was to 
present the participation of the 5 DP in fighting the armed underground and in 
the so-called great political and propaganda actions related to the referendum 
and elections to the Legislative Sejm. Achievement of these goals required the 
application of a perspective which demanded the analysed facts to be treated 
in connection with the entirety of the situation in Poland and, in particular, 
the political and socio-economic life. The years 1945-1949 was a time of de-
mobilisation, transition of the army to peacetime organisation, new system of 
training and forming of the peacetime structure of WP. However, the principal 
influence on the development of the army came from the economic situation 
of the country in the first post-war years, which not only did not allow to as-
sign considerable financial resources to modernisation of the Polish army, but 
also even forced further reduction of its personnel count. During that time, the 
army was also imposed with a specific political and ideological role. The caesura 
came in 1949, with the start of a new period of accelerated development of the 
Polish army, within which serious structural and deployment changes were in-
troduced in the armed forces, which included the 5th DP, but their description 
goes beyond the thematic and chronological scope of this text.

The history of the 5th DP2 of the so-called people’s WP started in July 1944, 
when its formation began in the area of Żytomierz and finished after several 
months near Łuków. In the division, under the command of a Russian officer, 
colonel Aleksander Waszkiewicz, like in other units of the so-called people’s 
WP, the most important command positions in the middle of the 1940s were 
filled with officers transferred from the Red Army, which posed a number of 
problems related to training. In the sub-units of the division, soldiers were in-
doctrinated in the spirit required by the authorities, but it did not bring the 
expected result, which was reflected in the low level of discipline and numer-
ous desertions. After nearly five months of training, in January 1945, the 5th 
DP was directed to fulfil garrison duty in Warsaw, after which in February it 

2  On 19th August 1945 the 5th DP received the appellation “Saska” (Mała kronika Ludowego 
Wojska Polskiego 1943-1973, ed. M. Plikus, Warszawa 1975, p. 219).
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was redeployed to the Łódź area, from where it was transferred to the vicin-
ity of Czarnków at the end of the month, where it was incorporated into the 
Polish Second Army. The division was created on the basis of a Soviet guard 
division, but it differed slightly in size, which was 11 465 soldiers on war foot-
ing3. Organisationally, it consisted of three infantry regiments – 13th, 15th and 
17th pp (each was to count 2 915 soldiers), 22nd pal, 14th Sapper Battalion, 6th 
das, 5th Reconnaissance Company, 12th Signal Company, 5th Chemical Warfare 
Company, 7th Motorised Transport Company, 5th Sanitary Battalion, Training 
Battalion and several smaller subunits. The division was to have the following 
weaponry: 6 701 rifles, 653 sub-machine guns, 501 hand machine guns, 166 
heavy machine guns, 216 anti-tank rifles, 13 self-propelled guns SU-76, 84 can-
nons (36 45 mm cannons, 36 76 mm cannons and 12 122 mm howitzers), 167 
mortars (58 50 mm ones, 85 82 mm ones and 24 120 mm ones), more than 
320 mechanical vehicles and 1 230 horses, which generally corresponded to the 
requirements of the battlefield at the time4.

After incorporating into the Polish Second Army, on 20th March 1945, the 
5th DP received an order to relocate to the area of Wrocław, from where the 
division was moved to the banks of the Nysa Łużycka River on 4th April, where 
it took part in the Łużyce Operation commenced on 16th April, along with the 
remaining forces of the above mentioned military formation. Four days later, 
sub-units of the division were directed towards Dresden to participate in the 
Battle of Bautzen, during which it suffered heavy losses – including the death 
of the division’s commander A. Waszkiewicz on 22nd April. After several days 
of hard defensive combat, during which the division fought in dispersion, the 
division’s command and staff were recreated and a Soviet officer – lieutenant-
colonel Piotr Wiesieński (the division’s former chief of staff ) became the tem-
porary new commander. Then, along with the entire Polish Second Army, on 
4th May the 5th DP received an order to prepare to participate in the Prague 

3  Including 1 252 officers, 3 257 non-commissioned officers and 6 956 privates.
4  K. Frontczak, Siły zbrojne Polski Ludowej. Przejście na stopę pokojową 1945-1947, 

Warszawa 1974, pp. 137-138; J. Kajetanowicz, Polskie wojska lądowe 1945-1960. Skład bojowy, 
struktury organizacyjne i uzbrojenie, Toruń 2004, pp. 14-17; Wojsko Polskie. Krótki informator 
historyczny o Wojsku Polskim w latach II wojny światowej, ed. S. Komornicki, T. 1, Regularne 
jednostki Ludowego WP. Formowanie, działania bojowe, organizacja, uzbrojenie, metryki jed- 
nostek piechoty, Warszawa 1965, pp. 125-128.
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Offensive, during which the division was under the command of the new com-
mander, colonel Stanisław Kupsza (also a Soviet officer). During the operation, 
the division reached the area of the Czech town of Litomerice, where it finished 
its participation in the Second World War5.

After finishing the military operations, the Polish Second Army was relo-
cated to Poland, where it took over the protection of the western border until 
a separate border guard unit was formed. On 17th May 1945, NDWP ordered 
the units of the Polish Second Army to garrison the line of the Odra River: the 
12th DP was supposed to garrison the section between the mouth of the Odra 
and Gryfino, the 5th DP – between Gryfino and Słubice, the 8th DP – between 
Słubice and Nowa Sól, the 7th DP – between Nowa Sól and Wołów, and the 
10th DP – between Wołów and the mouth of the Bystrzyca River. According 
to the order, the 5th DP was supposed to garrison a nearly 170-kilometre-long 
section of the Odra River. After regrouping the subordinate subunits, on 20th 
May the division’s command reached Muszków (20 km to the east of Kostrzyn 
and 40 km to the south of Myślibórz), where the division’s commander, colonel 
S. Kupsza defined the task related to protecting the border belt assigned to the 
division. On the next day, infantry regiments of the 5th DP started to take the 
assigned border sections (each one was assigned a single squadron of the 22nd 
pal): the 13th pp garrisoned a section on the right wing, the 15th pp -  the cen-
tral section, and the 17th pp – on the left. However, several days later, NDWP 
ordered – with its order of 27th May – to move the forces of the Polish Second 
Army to the line of the Nysa Łużycka and Odra, as a result of which, the 5th DP 
was assigned the section between Krajnik Dolny and the mouth of the Nysa 
Łużycka into the Odra River. In accordance with the new formation, the belt 
assigned to the 5th DP was shortened on the right wing from Gryfino to Kraj- 
nik Dolny and lengthened on the other by approximately 20 km to the south 
towards the mouth of the Nysa Łużycka into the Odra River. Due to shifting 
the division’s belt to the south, the 13th pp was regrouped to the southern wing, 
where it garrisoned the section between Słubice and the mouth of the Nysa 

5  More information in: E. Kospath-Pawłowski, P. Matusak, J. Odziemkowski, T. Panecki, 
D. Radziwiłłowicz and T. Rawski, 5 Dywizja Piechoty w dziejach oręża polskiego, Pruszków 
1997, pp. 141-160; K. Kaczmarek, Druga Armia Wojska Polskiego, Warszawa 1978, pp. 185 
and the following.
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Łużycka into the Odra River. Sub-units of the 5th DP took care of the protec-
tion of borders for almost half a year, until this task was assigned to the newly 
formed Border Protection Troops in November 1945.6 

In the meantime, at NDWP order of 2nd June 1945, the 5th DP – while re-
maining in the composition of the Polish Second Army – was subordinated to 
the forming 1st Army Corps, which was abandoned when the army was put on 
a peace footing. During that time, sub-units of the division took part in reset-
tling German population from the borderland on the right bank of the Odra, 
although formally the so-called Regained Territories were incorporated into 
the territory of Poland only under the decisions of the Potsdam Conference. 
One of the elements of the process of settling in the Northern and Western 
Lands was also military settlement, initiated by NDWP order of 3rd June 1945, 
according to which demobilised soldiers with their families could inhabit the 
designated frontier districts along the Odra and Nysa Łużycka. Just under two 
weeks later, in a circular letter of 15th June, NDWP designated 13 frontier dis-
tricts for military settlement, from which WP units resettled most Germans at 
the end of June and beginning of July. Four of these districts were included in 
the Poznań OW, formed under the order of 22nd August 1945 – Gubin, Krosno 
Odrzańskie, Sulęcin and Rzepin, the last two of which constituted the Settle-
ment District no. 2, protected by the 5th DP. Assistance of the army was indis-
pensable at that time, because former German lands to the east of the line of 
the Odra and Nysa Łużycka rivers were substantially devastated as a result of 
warfare and the Soviet authorities’ politics of plunder7.

In the summer of 1945, NDWP started preparations for transforming the 
army into a peaceful organisation, which was related to introduction of new 
staffing establishments for the infantry divisions which envisaged decreasing 

6  K. Frontczak, Siły zbrojne …, p. 123; E. Kospath-Pawłowski, P. Matusak, J. Odziemkowski, 
T. Panecki, D. Radziwiłłowicz and T. Rawski, 5 Dywizja Piechoty …, p. 162; K. Kaczmarek, 
Przez trzy granice. Z dziejów 17 pp, Warszawa 1959, pp. 156-157; J. Ławski, LWP w walce, 
służbie i pracy na Ziemiach Zachodnich i Północnych, Warszawa 1975, pp. 41-42.

7  H. Dominiczak, Wojska Ochrony Pogranicza w latach 1945-1948, Warszawa 1971, pp. 
33-35; B. Nitschke, Wysiedlenie czy wypędzenie? Ludność niemiecka w Polsce w latach 1945 
-1949, Toruń 2001, pp. 134-135; K. Kaczmarek, Druga Armia …, pp. 648-652; E. Ginalski, 
Od Żytomierza do Litomĕřic. Zarys dziejów 15 Pułku Piechoty 1944-1947, Warszawa 1972, 
pp. 280-292; L. Grot, Organizowanie osadnictwa wojskowego na ziemiach północnych i zachod-
nich, “Zeszyty Naukowe WAP” 1971, 23, pp. 67-68.
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their manpower. In August, along with the beginning of peaceful reorganisa-
tion of the army, in tactical units of the infantry, implementation of staffing 
establishments no. 2/1-10 began, according to which the manpower of the 
infantry divisions was to be decreased to the level of 5.5 thousand soldiers8. 
With the peaceful reorganisation of WP, the Polish First and Second Armies 
were disbanded, and the country was divided into seven military districts. One 
of them was the Poznań OW, which included the area of the Poznań and Po-
merania provinces and to which, on 5th September 1945, three out of eighteen 
infantry divisions were subordinated: 4th, 5th and 14th DP. Two of them (4th and 
14th DP) shifted to peaceful establishments no. 2/1-10 as early as September 
1945, whereas the 5th DP did so only in November – after it handed over border 
protection to units of the Border Protection Troops9. 

When the 5th DP shifted to peaceful organisation, its sub-units were re-
grouped to the following garrisons: in Międzyrzecz – division’s command,  the 
17th pp and the 25th Signal Company, in Poznań – the 13th pp, in Skwierzy-
na – the 15th pp, the 6th das (in the spring of 1946 it was reformed to the 6th 
dappanc.) and the 22nd pal, and in Szamotuły – the 14th Sapper Battalion. In 
the following years, a lot of changes were introduced to the division’s deploy-
ment: as early as the spring of 1946 the 13th pp was transferred from Poznań to 
the nearby Swarzędz, although part of the regiment was in garrison service in 
Poznań until the autumn of 1947, and in September of that year, the 22nd pal 
and the 6th dappanc. from Skwierzyna to Sulechów, and the 14th Sapper Bat-
talion from Szamotuły to Międzyrzecz. Two years later – in the spring of 1948 
– the 13th pp was transferred from Swarzędz and Poznań to Międzylesie near 
Sulechów (Cibórz). As a result of these changes, the deployment of the 5th DP 
in September 1948 was as follows: the division’s command, the 17th pp, the 14th 
Sapper Battalion and the 25th Signal Company were based in Międzyrzecz, the 
13th pp – in Międzylesie near Sulechów (Cibórz), the 15th pp – in Skwierzyna, 
the 22nd pal and the 6th dappanc. – in Sulechów. After another reorganisation 
of the 5th DP in the autumn of 1949, its deployment did not undergo any major 

8  Including 733 officers, 1 756 non-commissioned officers, 3 011 privates and 13 
contractual employees.

9  CAW WBH, Pomeranian OW, sign. IV.510.2/A.125, NDWP order no. 510 of 5th Sep-
tember 1945; E. Ginalski, 22 Pułk Artylerii Lekkiej. Zarys dziejów 1944-1947, Warszawa 1974, 
pp. 345-346; K. Frontczak, Siły Zbrojne …, p. 147. 
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changes, and its sub-units were still based in four garrisons: in Międzyrzecz 
– the division’s command, the 17 pp, the 14th Sapper Battalion, the 39th Sig-
nal Battalion, the 25th Reconnaissance Company, the 23rd Chemical Warfare 
Company and the motorised transport platoon, in Skwierzyna – the 15th pp, in 
Międzylesie near Sulechów (Cibórz) – the 13th pp, and in Sulechów – the 22nd 
pal and the 6th dappanc.10

Table 1
Personnel count of the infantry division according to staffing 

establishment no. 2/1-10 of September 1945

Components of the division Estab- 
lishment Personnel count

Division’s command 2/1 78 military and 4 contractual

Infantry regiment 2/2 1 383 military and 2 contractual

Light artillery regiment 2/3 725 military and 1 contractual

Independent squadron of 
anti-tank artillery 2/4 171 military

Signal Battalion 2/5 150 military and 1 contractual

Sapper Battalion 2/6 170 military and 1 contractual

Independent transportation platoon 2/8 40 military

Independent rifle platoon of the 
intelligence unit 2/10 17 military

Total 2/1-10 5 500 military and 13 contractual 
employees

Source: CAW WBH, GZPW, sign. IV.502.1.2, NDWP order no. 305 of 10th Nov. 1945

10  CAW WBH, Office of the Minister of National Defence, sign. IV.500.1/A.128, 
Deployment register of the Poznań OW of April 1947 and IV.500.1/A.391, Deployment 
register of units of the 5th DP of 1948; Poznań OW, IV.510.3.89, Deployment register of units 
of the Poznań OW of 1st January 1946; GZPW WP, sign. IV.502.1.148, Deployment register of 
the Poznań OW of September 1946; Silesian OW, sign. IV.510.4/A.237, Deployment register 
of the Poznań OW of 5th May 1949; W. Jarno, Terytorialne władze wojskowe w Polsce w latach 
1945-1949. Organizacja i działalność okręgów wojskowych, Łódź 2011, p. 164.
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Reorganisation of the 5th DP, in accordance with the peaceful establish-
ments no. 2/1-10 was conducted by the command of the Poznań OW in No-
vember 1945. Within its framework, the training infantry battalion, sanitary 
battalion, chemical warfare and reconnaissance company, division’s artillery 
commander’s platoon, veterinary ambulatory, fleet and uniform workshop and 
field bakery were disbanded, the division’s signal company was reformed to sig-
nal battalion, and the transportation company was reduced to the level of pla-
toon. Since that time, the division on a peace footing consisted of three infantry 
regiments (13th, 15th and 17th pp), 22nd pal, 6th dappanc. (formed on the basis of 
the former 6th das), 14th Sapper Battalion, 25th Signal Battalion and several mi-
nor sub-units. Each regiment consisted of three battalions11, three independent 
companies (signal, anti-tank rifles and administrative), two batteries of anti-
tank artillery (45 and 76 mm) and a battery of 120 mm mortars. In turn, the 
22nd pal had three artillery squadrons (each squadron counted two batteries 
of 76 mm cannons and one battery of 122 mm howitzers, which altogether 
provided 24 76 mm cannons and 12 122 mm howitzers per regiment). Intro-
ducing new establishments meant skeletonising the division, whose personnel 
count was reduced by nearly a half in comparison to the wartime establishment 
(the number of soldiers decreased from 11.5 thousand to 5.5 thousand), but 
it is worth mentioning that the armament was preserved at a similar level to 
the wartime state, except for mortars and machine weapons, which were nearly 
halved12.

The growing financial restrictions of late 1945 and early 1946 forced the 
military authorities to reduce the number of existing divisions from 18 to 16 
(at the beginning of 1946 the 13th and 17th DP were disbanded) after which, 
by order of 27th February, another reorganisation of infantry divisions was per-
formed, by introducing three types of such divisions (type A, B and C), which 
differentiated their personnel counts considerably. Only the 1st DP, which re-
mained under the previous establishments no. 2/20-27 (7 thousand soldiers) 
became type A, whereas eight other divisions (3rd, 5th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 12th, 16th and 
18th DP) were reformed to type B divisions (establishments no. 2/50-56, 5 197 

11  Each of the battalions consisted of three shooter companies, one heavy machine gun 
company, one mortar company and one anti-tank artillery platoon.

12  CAW WBH, GZPW, sign. IV.502.1.2, NDWP order no. 305 of 10th November 1945.
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soldiers and 35 contractual employees each), and the seven remaining ones (2nd, 
4th, 6th, 7th, 11th, 14th and 15th DP) were reformed to type C divisions (estab-
lishments no. 2/40-46, 3 998 soldiers and 35 contractual employees). In com-
parison with the previous organisation, the following changes were introduced 
in the structure of the 5th DP: the division’s signal battalion was reformed to 
a signal company, in infantry regiments the previous signal companies were 
reformed to platoons, companies of anti-tank rifles and reconnaissance and 
sapper platoons were disbanded, whereas in the 22nd pal one 76 mm cannon 
battery was disbanded in the 3rd squadron13. In practice, for many months, the 
actual personnel count of the 5th DP differed from the establishment, as on 
1st October 1946, instead of 5 197 soldiers14 and 35 contractual employees, as 
provided for in the establishment, the personnel count of the division was still 
5  895 people, including 453 officers, 1  072 non-commissioned officers and 
4 370 privates15.

Table 2 
Personnel count of the 5th DP type B in accordance with establishment 

2/50-55 of February 1946

Unit
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Division’s command 2/50 52 27 36 115 5

13 pp 2/51 137 320 847 1 304 8

15 pp 2/51 137 320 847 1 304 8

17 pp 2/51 137 320 847 1 304 8

13  CAW WBH, Cracow OW, sign. IV.510.5.551, NDWP order no. 46 of 27th February 
1946; K. Frontczak, Siły zbrojne, pp. 155-156; J. Kajetanowicz, Polskie wojska lądowe …, pp. 65 
-68 (here the data on personnel count of type B and C divisions are slightly different). 

14  Including 612 officers, 1 307 NCOs and 3 278 privates.
15  CAW WBH, SG WP, sign. IV.501.1/A.320, Summary of personnel count of WP as of 

1st October 1946.
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22 pal 2/52 93 180 412 685 5

6 dappanc. 2/53 22 56 84 162 -

25 Signal Company 2/54 15 49 74 138 -

14 Saper Battalion 2/55 18 32 120 170 1

Security platoon of the 
inteligence unit 2/56 1 3 11 15 -

Total 612 1 307 3 278 5 197 35

Source: CAW WBH, SG WP, sign. IV.501.1/A.149, Personnel count of the infantry divi-
sion in accordance with peacetime establishments 2/50-56 for type B divisions of February 
1946

At the end of 1946, staffing establishments of the infantry divisions (not in-
cluding the 1st DP) were changed once again, reducing by NDWP order no 208 
of 22nd November the number of type B divisions from 8 to 4 (3rd, 6th, 9th and 
18th DP) and at the same time increasing the number of type C divisions from 
seven to eleven (2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 14th, 15th and 16th). In accord-
ance with these assumptions, the 5th DP was transferred from establishment 
2/50-56 for type B division to establishments 2/70-71, 2/73-6 and 2/61-62 
for type C divisions, whereas (similarly as in the case of other type C divisions) 
also in the 5th DP, one of its infantry regiments received establishment no. 2/61 
for type B infantry division (13th pp), and 22nd pal – establishment 2/62 of type 
B light artillery regiment. As a result, in accordance with the new establish-
ments, the 5th DP type C (with two type B regiments) was supposed to count 
4 587 military and 49 contractual employees. The internal structure of the di-
vision was also changed, because: the motorised transport platoon was made 
independent, the number of battalions in the 15th and 17th pp was reduced from 
three to two and the regimental artillery squadrons were formed16.

16  CAW WBH, General Inspectorate of Armour, sign. IV.504.2.1, NDWP order no. 208 
of 22nd November 1946; Lublin OW, sign. IV.510.7.825, Staffing establishments of infantry 
regiments no. 2/61 and 2/71 and staffing establishments of light artillery regiments no. 2/62 
and 2/72 of 22nd November 1946; J. Kajetanowicz, Polskie wojska lądowe …, pp. 68-69.
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Table 3
Personnel count of the 5th DP type C, according to establishment 2/70-

71, 2/73-75 and 2/61-62 of 22nd October 1946
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Division’s command 2/70 35 19 24 78 6

13 pp 2/61 85 319 845 1 249 12

15 pp 2/71 75 295 665 1 035 11

17 pp 2/71 75 295 665  1 035 11

22 pal 2/62 75 237 396 708 9

6th anti-tank artillery 
squadron

2/73 22 56 86 164 -

25th Signal Company 2/74 15 46 72 133 -

14th Sapper Battalion 2/75 18 32 120 170 -

Security platoon of the 
intelligence unit

2/56 1 3 11 15 -

Total 401 1 302 2 884 4 587 49

Source: CAW WBH, General Inspectorate of Armour, sign. IV.504.2.1, NDWP order no. 
208 of 22nd November 1946.

In February 1947, the security platoon of the Intelligence Unit of the 5th 
DP was excluded from the establishment of the 5th DP (since then it had its 
own, separate establishment), whereas in November of that year, the 13th pp 
type B (establishment no 2/61) was moved to the establishment for type C in-
fantry regiment (establishment no. 2/71), which resulted in a further reduction 
of the personnel count of the division. However, despite these actions, through-
out 1947, personnel shortages and financial restrictions resulted in failure to 
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observe also these establishments, and the actual personnel counts were lower 
than the establishments in force. For example, on 1st June 1947, the personnel 
count of the division was only 4 094 soldiers and on 1st January 1948 – only 
3 70117. 

Table 4
Actual personnel count of the 5th DP, according to data of 1st June 1947 

and 1st January 1948

Specification
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Division’s command and staff 29 30 8 5 9 11 46 46
13 pp 77 64 200 157 877 695 1 154 916
15 pp 71 60 219 140 610 672 900 872
17 pp 71 61 227 149 659 678 957 888
22 pal 62 56 89 82 420 383 571 521

6 dappanc. 14 14 13 19 121 122 148 155
25th Signal Company 12 13 21 24 114 99 147 136
14th Sapper Battalion 18 15 31 11 122 141 171 167

Total 354 313 808 587 2 932 2 801 4 094 3 701

Source: CAW WBH, 5th DP, sign. IV,521.5.19, Report on personnel count of the 5th DP 
of 1 June 1947; Poznań OW, sign. IV.510.3.163, Report on personnel count of the Poznań 
OW of 1st January 1948

Another reorganisation of the 5th DP was conducted by order of 16th Sep-
tember 1948, in accordance with which it was to be reformed into new estab-
lishments by October of that year. This time, the division was no longer di-
vided into three types (A, B and C) – introducing one division establishment 

17  CAW WBH, 5th DP, sign. IV,521.5.19, Report on personnel count of the 5th DP of 
1st June 1947; Poznań OW, sign. IV.510.3.163, Report on personnel count of the Poznań OW 
of 1st January 1948.
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no. 2/76-81 with the personnel count of 3 697 military and 25 contractual 
employees each (the only exception was made for the 1st DP). All three infan-
try regiments of the 5th DP (13th, 15th and 17th pp) received establishment no. 
2/77 now (867 soldiers each), in accordance with which each of them includ-
ed: two infantry battalions (including one skeletonised), regimental artillery 
squadron, regimental training school for non-commissioned officers, logistics 
quartermaster corps, three special platoons (signal, reconnaissance and sap-
per), orchestra and sick ward. On the other hand, in the 22nd pal, establish-
ment no. 2/78 was introduced which provided for 575 soldiers. According to 
it, the regiment now consisted of two artillery squadrons, regimental school for 
non-commissioned officers, two special platoons (staff and topographic recon-
naissance) and an ambulance, and its armoury included 14 76 mm cannons, 
18 122 mm howitzers and 2 120 mm mortars. As a result of this reorganisation, 
the personnel count of the division was reduced once again, now constituting 
only one third of its wartime establishment. This was achieved by skeletonising 
and disbanding of some sub-units, leaving only those which were recognised 
as indispensable for the functioning of the division during peace time. How-
ever, considerable personnel reductions in the years 1946-1948 resulted in the 
fact that they no longer were fully valuable combat units, becoming – as it was 
accurately noticed by Jerzy Kajetanowicz – in practice only mobilisation and 
material bases instead18.

Table 5 
Personnel count of the 5th DP, in accordance with establishment 2/76-81 

of 16th September 1948
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Division’s command 2/76 35 14 5 54 7
13 pp 2/77 76 260 531 867 5

18  CAW WBH, SG WP, sign. IV.501.1/A.168, Order no. 168 of 16th September 1948; 6th 
DP, sign. IV.521.6.69, Staffing establishments of infantry divisions of 16th September 1948 no. 
2/76-81; J. Kajetanowicz, Polskie wojska lądowe …, pp. 71-73. 
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15 pp 2/77 76 260 531 867 5
17 pp 2/77 76 260 531 867 5
22 pal 2/78 70 196 309 575 3

6 dappanc. 2/79 15 63 86 164 -
25th Signal Company 2/81 12 47 74 133 -
14th Sapper Battalion 2/80 15 35 120 170 -

Total 375 1 135 2 187 3 697 25

Source: CAW WBH, SG WP, sign. IV.501.1/A.168, MON order no. 168 of 16th Septem-
ber 1948.

Similarly to other infantry divisions, the most important positions in the 5th 
DP in the first post-war years were filled with Soviet officers, although gradu-
ally, some command positions – especially those of lower rank – were more and 
more often taken by Polish officers. In the years 1945-1949, i.e. when the divi-
sion was subordinated to the command of the Poznań OW, as many as three 
out of six division commanders were Soviet officers: colonel S. Kupsza, colonel 
Jan Siejko and colonel Kazimierz Ilnicki. Also the position of chief of staff of 
the 5th DP and almost half of regiment commanders were filled with Soviet of-
ficers in the first post-war years (table 6)19.

Table 6
Staffing of the major positions in the 5th DP in the years 1944-1949 (in-

complete data)

Position Staffing

Commander of the 
5th DP

col./brig. gen. Aleksander Waszkiewicz (AC) 14th August 1944 – 23rd 
April 1945
col. Piotr Wiesieński (AC) 24th April – 4th May 1945
col. Stanisław Kupsza (AC) 4th May – 12th December 1945
col. Jan Siewko (AC) 12th December 1945 – 7th August 1946
brig. gen. Stanisław Grodzki 7th August – 16th November 1946
cert. col. Stanisław Habowski 16th November 1946 – 13th September 
1947
col. Kazimierz Ilnicki (AC) 13th September 1947 – 3rd November 1948
col. Napoleon Naruszewicz 3rd November 1948 – 2nd February 1950

19  CAW WBH, 5th DP, sign. IV.521.5.1-13, Command orders of the 5th DP from the years 
1945-1949.
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Chief of staff of the 
5th DP

col. Piotr Wiesieński (AC) 14th August 1944 – 5th May 1946
col. Ludwik Barański (AC) 5th May 1946 – 13th May 1947
col. Marian Masłowski (AC) 13th May 1947 – 1st April 1948
maj. Stanisław Koroway 1948 – 1949

Commander of 
artillery of the 5th 

DP

col. Iwan Rozwozow (AC) 14th August 1944 – 10th September 1945
col. Antoni Wereszczyński 12th September 1945 – 31st August 1946
ltc. Władysław Niewodniaczański 22nd October 1946 – 15th March 
1947
col. Leonard Boruch (AC) 25 III 1947 – 1949

Commander of the 
13th pp

maj. Łazar Mojsejn (AC) 30th July – 21st September 1944
maj. Mitrofan Żuk (AC) 24th September – 4th October 1944
col. Jan Siewko (AC) 4th October 1944 – 26th April 1945
maj. Tymofiej Zatulin (AC) 26th April – 1st May 1945
maj. Grzegorz Karbowski (AC) 1st May – 28th December 1945
ltc. Stanisław Kondratowicz (AC) 28th December 1945 – 5th May 1946
ltc. Marian Masłowski (AC) 5th May – 7th November 1946
col. Lucjan Kępiński 8th November 1946 – 5th May 1947
ltc. Tadeusz Cynkin 6th May 1947 – 10th April 1948
maj. Bogdan Hubert 1948 – 1949

Commander of the 
15th pp

ltc. Wasyl Humeniuk (AC) 14th July 1944 – 3rd October 1946
maj. Jerzy Wilczyński (AC) 6th October 1946 – 28th April 1947
ltc. Walerian Kuczyński (AC) 29th April 1947 – 18th May 1948
maj. Zdzisław Bobecki 18th May 1948 – April 1950

Commander of the 
17th pp

ltc. Ludwik Barański (AC) 1st August 1944 – 22nd May 1946
ltc. Władysław Wróblewski (AC) 23rd May 1946 – 2nd April 1948
maj. Kazimierz Leontowicz 1948 – 1950

Commander of the 
22nd pal

ltc. Jan Swiryn (AC) 3rd July 1944 – 31st March 1945
ltc. Leonard Boruch (AC) 31st March 1945 – 24th May 1946
ltc. Mieczysław Hubert 25th May – 17th November 1946
ltc. Szczepan Malinowski 18th November 1946 – 1949

Commander of 
the 12th Signal 

Battalion (later 25th 
Signal Company)

por. Iwan Olszewski (AC) July – September 1944
cpt. Wasilenko (AC) September – December 1944
cpt. Jan Połosin (AC) December 1944 – April 1945
acting warrant officer class II Włodzimierz Jesionowski April – May 
1945
acting warrant officer class II Jan Popow (AC) May – July 1945
cpt. Gienadij Kanonienko (AC) July-November 1945
maj. Wiktor Ławrientiew (AC) November 1945 – January 1947
cpt. Bernard Przewoźniak January – February 1947
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Commander of 
the 14th Sapper 

Battalion

maj. Bazyli Celajew (AC) 5th July 1944 – 20th January 1946
cpt. Jan Gozdek 20th January 1946 – 24th March 1947
lt. Julian Wenda 24th March 1947 – 8th January 1948
lt. Tadeusz Adamczyk 8th January 1948 – 1949

Commander of the 
6th dappanc.

cpt. Aleksy Orłow (AC) 8th September 1944 – 7th December 1945
lt. Antoni Krebski (AC) 7th December 1945 – 27th May 1946
maj. Michał Łaszak (AC) 30th May 1946 – 26th February 1947
ltc. Jerzy Malarewicz (AC) 26th February 1947 – 13th May 1948
cpt. Władysław Szelągowski 1948 – 1949

Source: CAW WBH, 5th DP, sign. IV.521.5.1-13, Orders of the command of the 5th DP 
in the years 1945-1949.

At the end of the war, works started on reorganisation of the combat train-
ing process, which was supposed to adapt the army to peacetime requirements. 
Shortening the training during wartime to the essential minimum did not al-
low for the development of a uniform and long-term soldier training curricu-
lum, which was possible only after WP was put on a peace footing. However, 
undertaking a systematic and planned combat training process, in the 5th DP, as 
well as in the remaining units of WP, was made difficult by a number of factors, 
including the involvement of the military in: fighting the underground resist-
ance, various political actions and a number of other activities related to recon-
struction of the country. As long as the core of the 5th DP consisted of soldiers 
conscripted to service during the war, its sub-units maintained the required lev-
el of frontline training. Apart from combat training of soldiers and sub-units, 
a tremendously important role was also played by training of the command of 
the 5th DP in tactical actions and warfare. However, with time – with advanc-
ing personal demobilisation – training of subsequent classes was conducted by 
officers and non-commissioned officers who were more and more deprived of 
wartime experience. The organisation and results of the training process in the 
analysed division were obviously influenced by many other factors, such as e.g. 
education of soldiers, discipline in sub-units, material and living standards, the 
condition of the training base in garrisons, as well as the effectiveness of the 
system of control over the training process. 

The wartime training system was short-term in character and required – 
with transformation of the army to a peace footing – serious changes, which 
was reflected in a NDWP order of 16th November 1945, in which organisa-
tional principles, directions and methods of training of the military forces were 
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defined. The first post-war training period was divided into summer and win-
ter terms, on the basis of which the district authorities – in accordance with 
the general guidelines – prepared detailed training plans for the subordinated 
units20. Owing to the ongoing demobilisation process, frequent deployment 
changes and participation of the army in various works for the national econ-
omy and fighting the underground resistance, training sessions in the 5th DP 
were not systematic, which made it impossible in practice to implement most 
of the planned tasks in combat training, and they were conducted temporarily, 
usually with low attendance. After the end of the training year 1945/1946, its 
results were critically assessed by NDWP, as were the results in the next train-
ing year 1946/1947. A more complete assessment of the two-year training ef-
fort was included in the MON order of 30th October 1947, in which the train-
ing level of the army was once again critically assessed, although this time it 
was also stressed that despite many deficiencies, it began to improve slightly. 
In April 1948, the first complex inspection of army training was conducted, 
confirming the conclusions from previous cursory inspections on the gener-
ally poor level of training in land forces. Command of the inspected units also 
pointed to numerous examples of misconduct from members of the assessment 
commissions as regards examination. For instance: in the 5th DP, they suppos-
edly shouted and publicly verbally abused soldiers who could not write dur-
ing the inspection. However, on the other hand, there were numerous cases of 
cheating the commission in order to obtain a better grade; for instance in the 
14th Sapper Battalion of the 5th DP, several officers pretended to be “bedridden” 
during the inspection, whereas some officers of the division’s staff informed the 
subordinate sub-units about the requirements and questions asked by the as-
sessing commission in the previously inspected sub-units21.

In the summer of 1948, the 5th DP took part in the first large-scale con-
centration of land forces. Between June and August, sub-units of the division 
participated in manoeuvres in a training ground near Międzyrzecz22. After the 

20  CAW WBH, 2nd vice minister of National Defence, sign. IV.500.2.21, NDWP order 
no. 705/III of 16th November 1945; Archive of the Library of Military Art, sign. 6731, J. 
Marcickiewicz, Poznański Okręg Wojskowy (1945 r. – 1949 r.), Warszawa 1983, pp. 123 and 
127.

21  CAW WBH, DWL, sign. IV.507.1.30, Results of the spring inspection of land forces 
of April 1948.

22  CAW WBH, DWL, sign. IV.507.1.30, Guidelines for the summer concentration of land 
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concentration, in order to investigate the level of tactical and shooting training, 
the tactical capability of individual units, as well as the efficiency of commands 
and staffs, an inspection was conducted in the autumn of that year, run by an 
inspection commission under brig. gen. Ksawery Floryanowicz in the case of 
the 5th DP23. Its results were not the best, because the division received a gen-
eral grade of 2.3 in the scale of 2 to 5, which was interpreted as the unclassi-
fied grade (similar grades were given to the remaining tactical infantry forma-
tions). The inspection results revealed that despite the undertaken effort, the 
general training level of the 5th DP was still poor, although the division was 
among the highest graded units in the entire military forces as regards the train-
ing level, which clearly shows how low it was in the infantry divisions at that 
time (the training level of the remaining divisions stationed in the Poznań OW, 
i.e. the 4th and 8th DP was graded even lower). In the subsequent training year 
(1948/1949), conclusions and critical remarks of the previous inspections were 
taken into account, thanks to which a noticeable gradual improvement of the 
training level was achieved, which was confirmed by an inspection conducted 
in September 1949. 24

In the first post-war years, sub-units of the 5th DP were engaged in various 
kinds of tasks, including the defence of the new authorities. After establishing, 
in accordance with the guidelines of 29th March 1946, the Commission of State 
Security, the territory of Poland was divided into 14 security zones, whose bor-
ders coincided with the territories of the provinces – in the Poznań province 
(where the 5th DP was based), the chairman of the Provincial Security Com-
mittee was maj. gen. Wsiewołod Strażewski (commander of the Poznań OW)25. 
Sub-units of the 5th DP were involved, among other things, in the activities of 
the military Security and Propaganda Groups on the eve of the People’s Ref-
erendum and the pre-election action for the Legislative Sejm in January 1947. 
Besides that, in June 1946, part of the 15th pp was sent to fight the underground 

forces in 1948; Office of the Minister of National Defence, sign. IV.500.1/A.76, Guidelines for 
the summer concentration in 1948.

23  CAW WBH, Office of the Minister of National Defence, sign. IV.500.1/A.143, Order 
concerning the autumn inspection in land force units of 1st September 1948. 

24  CAW WBH, GZPW WP, sign. IV.502.1.443, Results of the autumn inspection in 
1948; DWL, sign. IV.507.1.65, Order no. 180 of 24th October 1948. 

25  CAW WBH, Pomeranian OW, sign. IV.510.2/A.1567, Operational guidelines of 
NDWP no. 167 of 29th March 1946.
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resistance in the territory of the Warsaw and Lublin provinces – a combined 
sub-unit of the 15th pp was stationed in the area of Bielsk Podlaski until 19th 
July 1946, after which it returned to Skwierzyna26. A year later, a combined regi-
ment made up of sub-units of the 5th DP – under the name of combined 5th pp 
under the command of lieutenant colonel Władysław Wróblewski (it carried 
the number of its own division) – took part in the Operation Vistula. Three 
combined battalions were included in the regiment: the 1st battalion formed 
on the basis of the 17th pp, the 2nd battalion – on the basis of the 22nd pal, and 
the 3rd battalion – on the basis of the 13th and 15th pp. On 19th April 1947, the 
combined 5th pp went by train from Międzyrzecz to Żurawica, where it was 
subordinated to the command of the combined 9th DP (along with the com-
bined 3rd, 9th and 14th pp). The 2nd battalion of the combined 5th pp participated 
in the operation for the shortest time, as it returned to the garrison in Sulechów 
on 23rd May 1947. During the Operation Vistula, the combined 5th pp was later 
incorporated into the combined 3rd DP (along with the combined 3rd and 14th 
pp), after which it returned by train to Międzyrzecz on 26th July27.

Sub-units of the 5th DP were also involved in the action of clearing the terri-
tory of the country of mines, in which the 14th Sapper Battalion actively partici-
pated, by taking part in sapper works in the Mine Clearing Area no. 7, which 
covered the section of the western border of the country in the area of the Lu-
busz Land, since the middle of 1945. Similar works were conducted by the bat-
talion also in 1946, by defusing in the spring season nearly 30 thousand mines 
and almost 20 thousand artillery shells and ballistic bombs. Altogether in the 
years 1945-1946, soldiers of the battalion neutralised 104 thousand mines and 
nearly 250 thousand pieces of artillery ammunition and ballistic bombs. Sub-
units of the battalion were also used at a larger scale in 1947 for the so-called 
screening minesweeping, continuing the unfinished sapper works in the Lu-

26  CAW WBH, Office of the Minister of National Defence, sign. IV.500.1/A.119, Register 
of activities of operational groups of WP in the period January-November 1946; 5th DP, sign. 
IV.521.5.24, Results of activity of the 5th pp in the period 19th-29th May 1947; E. Kospath-
Pawłowski, P. Matusak, J. Odziemkowski, T. Panecki, D. Radziwiłłowicz, T. Rawski, 5 Dywizja 
Piechoty …, p. 167; E. Ginalski, Od Żytomierza do …, pp. 314-323.

27  CAW WBH, SG WP, sign. IV.501.1/A.606, Order for Operational Group “Wisła” 
of 17th April 1947; K. Kaczmarek, Przez trzy granice …, pp. 162-163; M. Jaworski, Korpus 
Bezpieczeństwa Wewnętrznego 1945-1965, Warszawa 1984, pp. 157-158; E. Kospath-
Pawłowski, P. Matusak, J. Odziemkowski, T. Panecki, D. Radziwiłłowicz and T. Rawski, 5 
Dywizja Piechoty …, p. 165.
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busz Land. The work of sappers was not easy, which is indicated by the fact 
that 11 soldiers of the 14th Sapper Battalion died during the mine clearing28. 
Right after the war, sub-units of the 5th DP also took part in agricultural works 
in the Lubusz Land, for which groups of soldiers from different sub-units were 
designated. For example, only during the spring farming works in 1946, 242 
soldiers from the 5th DP (including 19 officers, 26 non-commissioned officers 
and 197 privates) ploughed 2 873 ha and sowed 2 610 ha in six districts of the 
Lubusz Land (Międzyrzecz, Skwierzyna, Krosno, Gubin, Sulęcin and Rypin). 
At the same time, the 13th pp based in Poznań and Swarzędz took part in simi-
lar works in the Oborniki district, where 31 soldiers of this regiment ploughed 
and sowed 178 ha of land. In total, sub-units of the 5th DP executed nearly 37% 
of all the spring agricultural works conducted by the military 1946 in the terri-
tory of the Poznań OW29.   

In the early spring of 1949, the “7-year development plan for the army”, as 
part of which the Poznań OW, to which the 5th DP was subordinated in the 
years 1945-1949, was disbanded on 30th April. After liquidating this district, the 
division was subordinated to the Silesian OW. The new division of the country 
into four military districts, introduced at the end of April, resulted from the as-
sumption that the two western districts (Pomeranian and Silesian OW) would 
be the base for forming, in the event of war, two general armies, whereas the 
two eastern districts (Warsaw and Cracow OW) – would be a training base for 
developing subsequent units envisaged in the mobilisation plan. In accordance 
with the new assumptions, by 1st September, command of the Silesian OW was 
supposed to form the 2nd Infantry Corps on the basis of the 4th and 5th DP, on 
account of which the necessary reorganisation of the 5th DP was conducted 
– by forming the new 39th Signal Battalion and the 23rd Chemical Warfare 
Company on the basis of the 25th Signal Company (both units were stationed 
in Międzyrzecz). This reorganisation opened a new chapter in the history of 
the 5th DP, which goes beyond the chronological frames of this text and calls 
for a separate analysis30.

28  Z. Barszczewski, Przywrócone życiu. Rozminowanie ziem Polski, Warszawa 1998, pp. 149 
and the following. 

29  CAW WBH, Poznań OW, sign. IV.503.1/A.170, Summary of assistance with the spring 
sowing and ploughing action in the period from 1st April to 10th May 1946 in the area of the 
Poznań OW.

30  CAW WBH, SG WP, sign. IV.501.1/A.177, Directive no. 6 of 24th February 1949 and 
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incorporated into the organic composition of the 5th DP (the 12th pp was deployed to Gorzów 
Wlkp. and the 6th pal with the 6th dappanc. to Kęszyca, whereas the 14th Sapper Battalion, 25th 
Reconnaissance Company, 23rd Chemical Warfare Company and the newly-formed 26th Anti-
Aircraft Artillery Squadron – to Wędrzyn). This was not the end of structural changes, as in 
1953 the newly-formed in Wędrzyn 122nd pal, which stationed in Ostrów Wielkopolski, and 
in 1954 the 18th Regiment of Tanks and Armoured Artillery (in 1955 transferred from Nysa to 
Wędrzyn) were incorporated into the 5th DP. Finally, it is worth adding that the history of this 
division ended in 1957, when it was disbanded by order of the Minister of National Defence of 
the 2nd of April – some units were transferred to the 4th DP (the 12th and 17th pp, 18th Regiment 
of Tanks and Armoured Artillery, 6th dappanc., 26th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Squadron, 25th 
Reconnaissance Battalion and 23rd Chemical Warfare Company), and the remaining sub-units 
of the 5th DP were dissolved.
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Kazimierz Ginter, Wizerunek władców bizantyńskich w „Historii kościel-
nej” Ewagriusza Scholastyka [The Image of Byzantine Emperoros in Evagrius 
Scholasticus’s Ecclesiastical History], Byzantina Lodziensia XXXV, Wydawnic-
two Uniwersytetu Łódzkiego, Łódź 2018, pp. 337

A dynamic growth of the series started in 1997 by professor Waldemar Ce- 
ran, and successfully continued by his students, led by professor Mirosław 

J. Leszka, bore fruit in the form of a broad spectrum of publications issued by 
Byzantina Lodziensia, including such ones which had not had, owing to various 
unfavourable conditions, the possibility of enriching the Polish (and not only) 
scientific dispute on the history of the empire with the capital in Constanti-
nople. A good example here is the work by Rev. Kazimierz Ginter concern-
ing Evagrius Scholasticus, the reedited and extended doctoral dissertation of 
2006, defended at the Jagiellonian University, which perfectly fitted the trend 
in research into the Byzantine historiography represented in the Łódź centre 
by Maciej Kokoszko1, Sławomir Bralewski2 and Mirosław J. Leszka3. Current-
ly, Kazimierz Ginter works at the Pontifical University of the Holy Cross in 
Rome, dealing with the relationships between liturgy (in which he defended 
his doctorate at the aforementioned Roman university in 2013) and politics 
and ideology of authority during late antiquity and early Middle Ages.

The author of the reviewed work took up the issue of the image of Byz-
antine Emperors presented in Evagrius Scholasticus’s Ecclesiastical History, fo-
cusing on several elements which were important for the creation of the im-
age of individual rulers – mentions which concerned their character, family, 
attitude towards military issues and conducting diplomatic activities, under-
takings in the field of religious politics – in the context of both theological 
matters (responses to heresies which occurred in church) and institutional ones 
– relationships with individual bishops and councils, the rulers’ construction

1  Descriptions of Personal Appearance in John Malalas’ Chronicle, Łódź 1998, pp. 181.
2  Obraz papiestwa w historiografii wczesnego Bizancjum, Łódź 2006, pp. 334.
3  Wizerunek władców pierwszego państwa bułgarskiego w bizantyńskich źródłach pisanych 

(VIII–I połowa XII wieku), Łódź 2003, pp. 168.
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programme, elementary disasters faced by the empire at the time they ruled, as 
well as the supposed fates of the emperors after death. The findings presented 
in the work were preceded by a thorough analysis of the life of the author of 
Ecclesiastical History. However, Kazimierz Ginter did not limit himself to ana-
lysing the few mentions referring directly to Evagrius in available sources, but 
he also attempted at constructing an exceptionally detailed account of the pos-
sible intellectual inspirations of the Antiochian historian and lawyer: religious, 
those resulting from his belonging to the local imperial elite, or those relating to 
culture in which he lived – the Greek-speaking community of Antioch (pp. 28 
-50). Equally important seem the remarks about authors whose work influenced 
the final shape of Ecclesiastical History, among whom a lot of space was devoted 
to Eusebius of Caesarea, Synesius and Philostratos (pp. 68-79). Ginter did not 
forget to also frame the historiographic background which accompanied the 
creation of Evagrius’s work, by briefly discussing various styles of historical writ-
ing in the Byzantine tradition (such as ecclesiastical stories, chronicle, hagiogra-
phy or panegyrics – pp. 54-68). Determination of the intellectual environment 
of Evagrius’s work seems to be of special importance for the conclusions for-
mulated by the Byzantinologist concerning Ecclesiastical History, particularly 
in the context of challenging theses formulated by researchers who had written 
about the topic, which concerned the progressing secularisation of the genre of 
ecclesiastical stories, visible  in the analysed work (pp. 279-280). References to 
other historiographic traditions, related to both genre (especially in the clas-
sical dimension) and religion (represented either by radical Chalcedonian or 
monophysite trend), are an inherent element of the analysis of imperial images 
described in the work – and it is one of the vital advantages of the reviewed 
book – the author will not let the reader forget about the broader context. His 
remarks about the views of such chroniclers as John Malalas, John of Nikiû, or 
Theophanes the Confessor are not merely a derivative demonstration of scien-
tific findings but Ginter’s original contribution, and can form the introduction 
to further analyses of those historiographers’ views regarding the image of indi-
vidual emperors. It is worth mentioning that the scholar did not restrict himself 
only to intellectual issues – in his analyses an important place is also taken by 
the question of Evagrius’s social background, as well as his attachment to the 
idea of the empire and local – Antiochian – patriotism, represented by him to 
the same degree.

The main part of the discussion, devoted to the image of emperors, is opened 
with an account of a polemic between Evagrius and Zosimos, concerning the 
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person of Constantine the Great, which Gitner treated almost as a presentation 
of the programme lying behind the construction of the ideological integrity of 
Evagrius’s work. Constantine seems to play a key role – as a reference, example 
of a perfect ruler, and the defence of his legacy was an absolute priority. In this 
respect, Evagrius must definitely be regarded as a continuator of the concept 
of Eusebius of Caesarea, for whom the emperor’s authority was a reflection on 
earth of what is in heaven. The vision of history in which Constantine’s rule was 
a certain positive culmination of the history of the development of the Roman 
system – from republican, through imperial to the alliance of the emperor with 
the Christian God, influenced, according to the Byzantinologist, the entire ac-
count of history presented by Evagrius (pp. 81-84). The programme, as it is 
appropriately proven by the reasoning of the author of the reviewed work, was 
articulated by the Antiochian historian in the presented image of the subse-
quent emperors – Theodosius II (pp. 85-107), Marcian (pp. 107-133), Leo and 
Zeno (pp. 133-159), Anastasius (pp. 159-186), Justin I (pp. 186-193), Justi- 
nian (pp. 194-227), Justin II (pp. 227-240), Tiberius (pp. 240-250) and Mau-
rice (pp. 250-272). Each description must be regarded as a fully individual ac-
count of the subject, finished with very helpful summaries of the main theses 
concerning the image of individual Byzantine rulers. The presented analyses 
aim at demonstrating conclusions on the desirable features in emperors (pp. 274 
-279), among which, according to Ginter, the most important were those usu-
ally referred to as cardinal: justice, moderation, prudence and valour, although 
the first of them is often replaced with philanthropia. Thanks to the applica-
tion of new research methods – mainly Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, the author 
was able to demonstrate the often surprising connections between Evagrius and 
ancient and Byzantine texts (each of the subchapters devoted to subsequent 
emperors is opened with an introduction concerning the use of his predeces-
sors’ texts by the Antiochian historiographer). The Byzantinologist proved that 
when constructing the image of emperors, the author of Ecclesiastical History 
made use of the conceptions formulated not only by other ecclesiastical histori-
ans (Eusebius, Socrates Scholasticus, Sozomen, Theodoret) and representatives 
of Neoplatonism (Synesius), but also by the Neopythagoreanic philosopher 
Philostratos, or classical authors such as Thucydides and Euripides4. 

Finally, it is worth noticing that the lecture is conducted very clearly, and the 
presented material was organised in a clear manner, allowing the less attentive 

4  See K. Ginter, Nieznane źródła „Historii kościelnej” Ewagriusza Scholastyka, “Vox Pa-
trum”, 2000, volume 38/39, pp. 521-535. 
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reader to easily and quickly return to the interesting problems. To sum up, it 
only remains to express regret over the fact that Kazimierz Ginter’s work was 
published so late, over ten years after the dissertation had been defended. At the 
same time, it is impressive that the presented findings remain valid.

Błażej Cecota https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4746-0325

( Jan Kochanowski University, Branch in w Piotrków Trybunalski)
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Szymon Wierzbiński, U boku bazyleusa. Frankowie i Waregowie w cesar-
stwie bizantyńskim w XI w. [By the Side of the Basileus. The Franks and the Va-
rangians in the Byzantine Empire in the 11th century], Byzantina Lodziensia 
XXXVII, Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Łódzkiego, Łódź 2019, pp. 434

The reviewed book is an effect of expanding on a doctoral dissertation writ-
ten under the supervision of Professor Teresa Wolińska, which was de-

fended in 2013 at the University of Łódź1. Szymon Wierzbiński is one of the 
younger alumni of the Łódź school of Byzantinology, currently affiliated with 
the Institute of Social Sciences and Management of Technologies of the Łódź 
Technical University. It is worth adding that the book is a result of the author’s 
personal interests in the Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon issues, which he has 
been developing for more than ten years2.

The work was divided into seven chapters. In the first part, the author took 
up the subject of the functioning of the Byzantine army in the 10th century, dur-
ing the period of great victories of such emperors as Nikephoros II Phokas or 
John Tzimiskes, with regard to both its organisational structure and personnel 
count. Obviously, the Byzantinologist’s scope of interest also included the ques-
tion of ethnical composition of the army in this period. The author devoted 
a lot of space to Armenians, Khazars, Slavonic peoples, as well as the process 
of introducing the Rus’ people into imperial service (pp. 55-70). The second 
chapter includes basic information about the circumstances of the formation 
of the Varangian Guard during the reign of Basil II, as well as an attempt at 
clarifying the situation in which the empire was in the 11th century, particularly 

1  Effects of this research include the article: S. Wierzbiński, Normans and other Franks 
in 11th century Byzantium: The careers of the adventurers before the rule of Alexios I Comnenos, 
“Studia Ceranea” 2014, 4, pp. 277-288.

2  Idem, Diuk, król i papież. kilka uwag na temat sporu o legalność objęcia tronu Anglii przez 
Williama Bastarda w 1066. Cz. I, „Studia Prawno-Ekonomiczne” 2014, vol. 91, pp. 203-216; 
idem, T. Tulejski, Diuk, król i papież. Kilka uwag na temat sporu o legalność objęcia tronu An-
glii przez Williama Bastarda w 1066 r. Cz. II, “Studia Prawno-Ekonomiczne” 2014, vol. 91, 
pp. 217-227.
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within the context of the Seljuq threat (pp. 76-86). The third chapter is aimed 
at discussing the political situation in the motherlands of new imperial mer-
cenaries – Rus’, the Scandinavian kingdoms, Normandy and the British Isles 
(pp. 87-126).

The main topic of the dissertation was dealt with in the subsequent chap-
ters – four and five. The first of them concerns the history of the operation 
of the Varangian Guard – since its establishing, through the arrival of Harald 
Hardrada, to the appearance of a greater number of Anglo-Saxon mercenaries 
in the emperor’s personal troops. Here, the author also discussed the behaviour 
of the Guard during the reign of Nikephoros Botaneiates and the attitude of the 
troops towards the usurpation of Alexios Komnenos. Reforms applied to the 
structures of the Guard by the latter conclude the deliberations in chapter four. 
In the first paragraphs of the next one, Szymon Wierzbiński described the main 
directions of the Norman expeditions in the early 11th century, paying attention 
to the alternative to Southern Italy, namely the Iberian Peninsula (pp. 211-220). 
Then, he discussed the facts related to the enlistment of Normans for George 
Maniakes’s expedition to Sicily in the years 1038-1041 and the circumstances 
of their resignation from the service to the Byzantine commander (pp. 220 
-226). The representative of the Łódź school of Byzantinology presented the 
most eminent careers of the Norman mercenaries in the imperial court, devel-
oped by such commonly known commanders as Hervé Frankopulos, Robert 
Crispin or Roussel de Bailleul. However, he focused primarily not on the activ-
ity of the Norman commanders, but rather on the emperors’ policy towards 
them, concluding with changes introduced by Alexios Komnenos, who made 
some Norman knights his close associates, by promoting them and introducing 
to Byzantine families (such Normans as Roger, the son of Dagobert, founder of 
the family of Rogerios, Rudolf Peel de Lan and others – pp. 260-269).

The last two chapters were devoted to internal issues, related to the presence 
of Varangian and Norman warriors in Byzantium. In chapter six, the author 
presented the collapse of the empire’s monetary system after Basil II’s death, 
especially during the rule of Constantine IX Monomachos, and the related eco-
nomic crisis and the question of remunerating the army – both the one made 
up of theme soldiers and tagmata, and mercenaries (pp. 271-293). Further on, 
he dealt with the complicated official structure of the imperial court, with spe-
cial emphasis on the advancing inflation of the importance of former ranks and 
honours, which ended with the reforms of Alexios Komnenos. At the same 
time, he presented the results of his own research into the development of ca-
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reers of the Russian, Scandinavian, Anglo-Saxon and Norman mercenaries in 
the imperial court, concluding that the latter definitely managed it in the best 
way, by reaching considerably higher ranks than the others (pp. 306-320). Cer-
tainly, the pages devoted to the mutual relations between Normans and Varan-
gians, where the author proved an interesting phenomenon of a particular mu-
tual indifference and lack of a sense of solidarity towards each other (pp. 321 
-333), should be regarded as some of the most interesting pages in the reviewed 
book. The subsequent part of chapter seven concerns the image of the Varan-
gian Guard and the Norman knighthood in Byzantine sources3.

At some points, the author’s decisions as to the development and deeper 
explanation of individual issues may be puzzling, in particular those concerning 
the choice of issues to be discussed in more detail. I believe that the author sim-
ply had in mind the principal audience of his work, oriented – owing to the rep-
resented environment – principally to Byzantinologists. This may be the reason 
why he tried to explain the matters concerning the history of Scandinavian and 
Anglo-Saxon peoples at greater length (virtually the entire chapter three: Drogi 
do Bizancjum. Nowe obszary zaciągu [The Paths to Byzantium. New Territories 
of Enlistment] – pp. 87-126), whereas he does not elaborate on the nuances 
of such events from the history of the empire as the circumstances of the fall 
of Michael V (pp. 145-148). The author also did not manage to avoid certain 
mental shortcuts, which sometimes makes it difficult to understand the goal of 
a given argument. For example – the thesis that the Byzantines were not able 
to properly assess the threat from the Seljuq, since they were preoccupied with 
uniting the Armenian principalities within the empire (p. 86), does not seem 
overly convincing. It might as well be concluded that the unification process 
was the response to the Seljuq threat.

To finish with, I would like to mention some minor technicalities. While 
selecting the model of transliteration instead of transcription in Russian names 
is of course accepted, it does not seem understandable to treat geographical 

3  However, the reference to the conclusions recently formulated by Vitalij V. Prudnikov, 
who suggested an interesting interpretative possibility of the Byzantine outrage with the 
Normans’ failure to keep their agreements present in sources, is missing – according to him, 
it resulted from higher standards expected from Normans in comparison with those the By- 
zantines represented towards other “barbarians”. From “Franks”, representatives of the Western 
Christian knighthood, they simply expected more than from nomads: Normanny v Maloj Aziji 
v XI-XII vv., dissertacija kandidata istoricheskih nauk, Moskva 2016, pp. 106-142. In a way, this 
would harmonise with the court careers that Normans were able to achieve, as those culturally-
closer to the Byzantines than Varangians.
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names of historically known regions in the same manner – the form Nakhiche-
van (p. 85) cannot be accepted as correct, since the name Nachiczewan is com-
monly used in the Polish language. Secondly, the undoubtedly valuable and 
multi-layered deliberations of the author are so detailed and scrupulous that it 
would be necessary to include summaries of the main conclusions at the end 
of individual chapters. Such a recapitulation would have allowed, in the light 
of the truly overwhelming amount of information collected by the author, the 
most important conclusions and hypotheses of the Byzantinologist to be high-
lighted. Although I realise that the author attempted at collecting all the con-
clusions in the final chapter (pp. 347-363), he seems to be inconsistent in this 
decision – since he presents a recapitulation of some of his findings earlier, e.g. 
by presenting the structure of the Varangian Guard during the reign of Alexios 
Komnenos (p. 206), or the position of Normans in the social structure of the 
Byzantine Empire (pp. 268-269).

In conclusion, the monograph by Szymon Wierzbiński must be regarded 
as an important contribution not only to the knowledge of the history and 
development of the imperial mercenary troops, but also to the history of Byz-
antium of the 11th century, especially in the military and economic context of 
the functioning of the state.

Błażej Cecota https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4746-0325

( Jan Kochanowski University, Branch in Piotrków Trybunalski)
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